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The flutter of an eyelash, a breeze that
induces a paper bag to dance, a hug
from a friend, a song lyric, a soft
sensation as a butterfly momentarily
lands on your skin, the sliced light
coming through the shutters, the sound
of unexpected music which stirs
emotions you didn't realize you had in
you on an idle Monday morning,
sharing a sunset with a friend, a cloud
disappearing to allow the sun rays to
warm the backs of lazy bodies lying on
the quad, the glint off freshly mown
grass blades and recently washed in
'Napisan' leavers' iumpers, the little
mark at the top of a test, the tone in
someone's voice, a dance which makes
friends unite and laugh at the absurdity
of life, a house choir song which leaves
the audience in suspension, waiting for
the song to finish with baited breath and
then exhaling silently so as to not ruin
the magic of the moment, the scent of a
delicious Sunday morning on a
summer's day when bacon and eggs
merge with salt air, a smile from a
stranger...
Our lives are made up of a thousand
fragmented moments which come
together in an intricate mosaic of
experiences. Sometimes a moment can
drag on forever, others flash before your
eyes and before you know it you're
looking back on that moment with a
desire to return and the infinite wisdom
that only comes with age.
Every moment, however, should be
savoured, used to its fullest capacity and
added to the mixed lolly bag of
memories that everyone's inner child
harbours, to remind oneself not to eat
the Harry Potter flavours (particularly
if odd brownish color) and how sweet
the Smarties can be. For what are our
lives apart from a continual series of
moments?
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and hilarity of falling on my face in
front of the whole school. I have an
enormous collection of fond memories
at PLC and some of my favorites are
the simple things.

Jade Barker
KOOKABURRA EDITOR 2002

"For some moments in life
there are no words"
- Willy Wanko and the Chocolate factory

If we don't live every moment of our
lives, savouring the good and learning
from the bad, then we will endure a life
time of regrets. In the wise words of
Lucas from Empire Records "I do not
regret the things I have done, but those
I did not do". Looking back on my time
at PLC and my life so far, that quote
summarizes my feelings.
When I reflect on my time at PLC and
this year in particular, I realize that it is
nothing but a random assortment of
individual moments which makes up my
experiences. From singing a song in the
Limousine on the way to the Year 12
ball, the satisfaction that only eating a
cheesie from the canteen can bring, the
scents from the cooking room, the
exhilaration of performing on stage, the
feeling of the first fat drips of rain
before a downpour on the netball
courts, the glimpse of the enticing ocean
from a classroom, to the embarrassment

Despite the challenging nature of this
final year, I think I have succeeded in
savouring every moment by getting
involved in all that I could. It is usually
only in Year 12 when the prospect that
this will all be over soon dawns upon
you and the phrase "this is our
lasr. .. EVER!" is repeatedly used that
you begin to realize how much you take
for granted or what you haven't taken
advantage of.
There is probably no point in me giving
advice to the younger years, but
hopefully girls in the senior years will
take heed.
The advice I have has no more basis or
factual reliability other than my own
meandering experiences, so instead of
trying to encapsulate all that I feel about
my time at PLC in this editorial, or
about the prospect of leaving school and
moving on, I hope you will enjoy and
remember this quotation.

''I'd rather be a could-be if I cannot be
an are; because a could-be is a maybe
who is reaching for a star. I'd rather be
a has-been than a might-have-been, by
far; for a might-have-been has never
been, but a has was once an are. "
Milton Berle

editor

jade barker
Sometimes all we have is
moments
Stolen from the chasm of
time
The way the light
Comes through the shutters
Half-moons as my curtains
Play with the wind
The smell of hot bitumen
After the summer rain
Washing our naivety away

Bryden Bell and Jade Barker
KOOKABURRA EDITORS 2002

MOMENTS

My lips bloom
Blood red and ripe
My petals strewn all
Over the floor
A mess of forget-me-nots ...

Salt air hea vy in the night
Early morning's pink radiant
light
Clouds floating aimlessly on
an otherwise
Perfect sky
Like dark secrets
Smoke from a cigarette
Seducing the air
In an intricate dance
Silver liquid flowing and
ebbing
Through tickled toes
The feeling of flotation
in water

Shooting stars
Making holes in the holiday
sky
Falling Cottesloe sunsets
reflected in hopeful eyes
Soaking the senses in salt
Exhilara tion from swimming
naked in the sea
A child's laughter
Captured
And bottled forever
A slippery tear
Caught by a friend
Before it hits the ground
The scent of a
Sunday morning
Mingled with the sound
Of a Saturday night
An insignificant shell
Whispers into the ear
The beauty of a moment.
JADE BARKER - EDITOR

KOOKABURRA COMMITTEE 2002
Row 2: Dannika Warburton, Sarah Bell,
Anneke Christensen, Laura Ludgate,
Lia Steele. Row 1: Lorraine Lim,
Kimberley Barker, Jade Barker,
Bryden Bell, Tessa Thompson,
Amanda Osbourne, Kate McPherson.
Absent: Cathryn Cowley, Rebecca Larsen,
Lucy Cooke, Jasmine Sims,
Karissa Domondon, Chelsea Srewart,
Chrissy Stam.

The Kookaburra editorial committee would like to thank the following people for their
invaluable support:Ms Tracey Baker, Mrs Karrina Butterworth, Ms Bianca Cazzulino, Ms Marilyn Fiamengo,
Mr Roland Leach, Ms Terri-Ann Lennox, Ms Lisa Major, Mrs Denise Murray and all the teaching
staff who assisted with this publication. Our thanks must also go to the staff at Cambridge Media.
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At the same time, the hastily constructed cross of
steel beams standing tall amidst the cleared site of
Ground Zero served to remind me of our shared
humanity, faith and hope for a better world.

"The world's (her) oyster."
- The Merry Wives of Windsor Shakespeare
With the Yeat 11 Drama's production of
Shakespeare's Shenanigans about to close a year
of outstanding visual and performing arts
occasions for 2002, it seems appropriate to use
the words of this sage and well known playwright.
The world and our role in it has been explored by
students through such productions as Hotel
Sorrento, An Imaginary Invalid, and Shakespeare's
Shenanigans as well as through the medium of art
as witnessed by those who visited A Visual Feast,
this year's annual art exhibition. Dance was also
offered for the first time in 2002 as a curriculum
subject. It's place in the teaching and learning
programme was well secured by the enthusiasm,
energy and commitment of those taking the course
as well as senior students who continued to
experiment with and enjoy dance as part of the
Dance Company, a co-curricular activity. The
international world of music was made available to
us all through numerous music performances across
the year with highlights such as the Viennese
Evening, and the Spring Concert at Winthrop Hall.
This year marked the beginning of a partnership
in music with Scotch College with a joint
Orchestra, Wind Orchestra and Brass Band.
While students explored the world beyond PLC
vicariously, I had the pleasure during Term Two,
to experience it firsthand, visiting schools,
attending conferences and forging links between
PLC and other educational institutions in France,
Sweden, England and the eastern states of the
United States. It was a salutary reminder that the
world really is 'the oyster' for students of todaythat the notion of a 'global village' is reality and
that current PLC students will move and work in
a multifaith, multicultural and multinational
world.

GROUND ZERO
Whilst in Provence, France, where I was visiting
Cite Scola ire de Lorgues, the sister school we share
with Scotch College, I met a young couple who
were representative of the future - a marriage
between two different nationalities, one French,
the other English, with a three year old bi-lingual
child. Both parents were well educated and
working for a multinational engineering company
based in Leeds, England, but with its headquarters
in Canada, technology branch in India and
specialist divisions scattered elsewhere across the
globe. The couple were holidaying before
embarking on a transfer to China for a three year
appointment. I was challenged to think about how
PLC prepares students for a world beyond the pine
trees and idyllic summers at Cottesloe Beach for
the challenges of such a global village where
already more than fifty of the world's largest
economies belong not to countries but to
multinational corporations. A world where PLC
girls will be in an international marketplace
alongside, or in competition with, people from
neighbouring countries.
Our links with overseas schools and opportunities
for exchange programmes continue to strengthen
cultural and global understandings. In addition to
our established ties with Provence and Nagoya
(Japan) I hope to build on requests I received for
student exchanges to England, Canada and the
United States.
My travels and studies served to affirm the high
quality education offered to Australian children.
We have much to be proud of and I returned
believing that while we always have much to learn
and improve on, the standard of education at PLC,
in its broadest sense, is of an international standing.

Relaxing in Greece.

While the world may be the students' 'oyster,' my
travels were also a salutary reminder of the tensions
that also exist in the world they inherit, particularly
a world that is just beginning to come to terms with
the aftermath of the terrorist attack on New York,
and more recently, for Australians, the Bali
bombings. I visited Ground Zero in New York - a
silent, sombre reminder of humans' capacity for evil.

At the National Coalition of All Girls' Schools
Conference in Providence I was privileged to meet
Anwar Kakak, a courageous and feisty
Afghanistani woman who endeavoured to keep
education alive for young people in her country
throughout both the Russian and Taliban regimes.
Now, in the official capacity of Deputy Director
for Education she is seeking the support of
educators across the world to help rebuild an
education system for all in Afghanistan. A
remarkable and courageous woman making a
difference for future generations.

Krdksbergskolan: Middle School, Sweden.

The International Conference on Thinking in
Harrogate, England, brought together many of the
most renowned thinkers and educators of our time
- Edward DeBono, Howard Gardner, Robert
Sternberg and Arthur Costa. We are familiar at
PLC with their learning theories and strategies such
as Six Thinking Hats, Multiple Intelligences and
Habits of Mind. Interestingly, the centre of research
for many of these thinkers has shifted from the
nature of intelligence to the nature of wisdom.
There is no doubt that our world would benefit
from more wisdom, from the development of the
young as people of personal integrity, with a sense
of responsibility to self and society.
For PLC students "the world is [their] oyster," a
place from which success can be extracted, as a
pearl can be extracted from an oyster. However,
"the truth is an oyster is like a well written
poem ... what may seem simple and closed on the
surface, when opened reveals a wonderful
complexity and richness."
Thank you to all for another rewarding and full
year. I wish you all complex and rich journeys now
and in the future, with the discovery of pearls of
wisdom on the way!
BETH BLACKWOOD
PRINCIPAL
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And so the Leavers of 2002 step out of their tartan
cocoons and spread their wings. As the year
officially wraps up, the girls of Year 12 are more
than ready to flyaway. But what a year it's been.
2002 has been marked by leavers' jumpers, soup
stains on leavers' jumpers, discussions about
toilets, bands on the quad, wicked costumes on
free dress day, getting drivers' licences and the
comment "this is the last time we will be doing
this, because we are in Year 12".
Thoughts rotated, particularly in the last weeks
coming up to mocks, around all the study that was
to be done, bur as our minds expanded to compact
years of hard work into bite-sized chunks, days
seemed to shorten and, before we knew it,
Kookaburra reports were due and 2002 Leavers
had left.
Certainly it's been said before but I'm going to say
it again, the year goes really fast. Preparing for
Balls is but a distant memory and lunch times spent
rehearsing for house choir are a thing of the past.
As it dawns on me that I will probably never have
the opportunity to sing in public again, well at least
not at the request of the public, it occurs to me
that I might miss this place. I didn't write a PLC
memory for the Year 12 section of this book
because I couldn't sum it up into the provided
space. This year alone has been so action-packed
that I couldn't find an adequate sentence to wrap
it nearly into. Luckily, being Head Girl at PLC has
numerous perks, one of which is a one thousand
word limit to talk about the year!
So it began, way back then in January when Daisy,
Amy and I, packed with summer essentials and
enough enthusiasm to adequately charge the senior
population of PLC for a week, headed for Adelaide
to learn about leadership. Taking that trip allowed
us to meet with other girls from around Australia
who were taking up leadership positions in their
schools. Our ten da ys there consisted of some
quality discussions, group-building activities and
pool games. The time away allowed us to come to
terms about the year and what we, personally,
aimed to get out of it. Yet the learning didn't stop
when we left this conference, rather 'it was only
the beginning.'
Upon returning to Perth, we headed off to our
second official leadership training session at
Challenge Stadium. With the rest of our year group
this time and the additional company of some
ex-PLC girls and Bogtrotters we spent the day
learning to Stick Together (more so metaphorically
than literally). Then, before we knew it, February
rolled around with the Ball. Dresses purchased,
boys acquired and hairstyles selected, the year
group came together again to have an awesome
evening of dancing, photo-taking and, well, not
so much eating because the meal left a lot to be
desired, but all in all a lot of fun.

Phoebe Mclarty
HEAD PREFECT 2002

"What the caterpillar calls
the end, the rest of the
world calls a butterfly"
- Lao Tsu
From these early events the year continued to
tumble away from us. One day rolled into the next,
weeks into months and the year into itself. As it
disappeared before us though, the Year 12's stood
by their early convictions of sticking together and
stood side by side, through the good and the bad,
holding each others hand and offering their friends
shoulders to cryan. Regardless of what happens
with exam results and un i-related stuff, the year's
been a successful one. The way I see it, we've done
all the hard work - our leaver's jumpers are still
predominately white. There's a lot still ro come but
let one thing roll into another until the success you
all deserve is proudly tapping you on your
shoulders. It's going to be all all right because we
are well equipped PLC girls with life-skills and
friends who will always be there for us.
My one piece of advice to those leaving, entering
and just staying at the school - enjoy it. "Regret
for things we did can be tempered by time; it is the
regret for the things we did not do that is
inconsolable." - Sydney Harris. Give things a go and
be ready to enjoy the outcomes. Whether it is riding
to Head of the River - equipped with streamers
and balloons, going to your Year 12 Pyjama Party
or being part of the softball team, the concert band
or the environment club and planting plants in the
Permaculture Garden - give something a go.

"Be where you are- otherwise you will
miss your life." (Buddha)

I read somewhere that we are defined by the
decisions we make. Attached to every decision is a
fear of failure, rejection and misery, yet also,
success, glory and victory. But I put to you, that
attached to every decision is simply an outcome.
Year 12's have had to make many decisions
regarding their future this year, the outcomes of
which, in many cases, we are still waiting on. In
between balancing school commitments, social
lives and out-of school agendas these 'decisions'
rhat face us have often been somewhat hidden by
everything else that has been going on. But, as the
year closes and things fold themselves up and get
packed away, the air is clearing and for us, rhe
gleaming light of the future is positively
brightening. Next year, regardless of whether we
know where we're going or not, tickles our
tummies with the excirement of the prospects it
holds. I believe this excitement has been fostered
by a 'wicked' final year that has allowed our
dreams to grow and visions brighten.
Life is a journey, pick your chocolates and be
prepared with a botrle of water to wash out the
raste of those coffee flavored ones. Be prepared
and be passionate to do it for yourself. If you're
not looking out for yourself, how can you expecr
anyone else to? Enjoy PLC, take advantage of what
it offers and come out at the other end the better
woman.

What I've seen, what I've done and who I've
become is my PLC memory. The people, the places,
the memories have all paved the way for the future
and although I don't know where I'm going I know
where I've been 'and that ain't bad.' This isn't as
good as it gets because I'm quite determined that
it's only going to get better.
Thank you to those who have supported me
throughout the year, it's gone fast but its been
action-packed with ups and downs. Thanks to
Daisy, particularly, for being such an enthusiastic
and competent Deputy. Dais - you've made that
position your own and have been an invaluable
support. Likewise Ms Cody, with your endless
answers and time, Ms Blackwood for your support
and advice and Mrs Robinson for carrying a smile
as proudly as the Pipe Band girls carry their
instruments. Student Council girls: congratulations
on a fantastic year, you've all done exceptionally
well and I feel bad that I have run out of words to
congratulate you all individually, likewise for the
girls of Year 12.
So anyway, here's to the Leavers of 2002 and the
glory that they will all eventually achieve. May the
force be with you, now and always.
PHOEBE MCCLARTY
HEAD PREFECT
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Most of the problems were to do
with network crashes and software
problems which really wasn't my
area but at least I could direct them
to the Tech Centre.

Being Deputy has definitely been the
best part about this year so far. It's
been full-on most of the time but
lots of fun nevertheless. As Deputy,
I've had the privilege of being
involved in the three student bodies:
Student Council, Senior School
Advisory Council (SSAC) and
Middle School Forum. Being
involved in the three meant I could
integrate ideas and identify the
major problems when raised.
This year, Student Council has been
pretty funny! We had a great bunch
of girls with a sharp sense of
humour and a vision of changing the
world - however, we compromised
by improving a few aspects of
school life first!
To start the ball rolling, Student
Council made a change to the
summer uniform by getting rid of
the tie! That's right - no tie for terms
one and four and you've got us to
thank for it (and Ms Blackwood for
approving it!) From there, toilets
seemed to be the topic of the year
from bad flushers, to sinking rolls,
to levitating toilet paper. We had it
all. So Student Council decided to
take action on the toilet criminals
and have a mass clean up morning
on the long weekend. This involved
Student Council members scraping
toilet paper off the ceilings,
scrubbing graffiti off walls, painting
the doors, and generally giving them
a good old clean. Our aim was to
restore the toilets to their former
glory and hopefully encourage girls
to respect them.
Senior School Advisory Council
continued to be a valuable student
body this year, raising credible
issues and concerns. From this
student body and with the help of
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Daisy Bannerman
DEPUTY HEAD PREFECT 2002

"I suggested we rent the
girls to other sporting
clubs..."
- Daisy Bannerman

Ms Cody, we managed to create a
fair and consistent selection process
for picking the cheer squads for
sports events. I suggested we rent the
girls to other sporting clubs and
teams and make a bit of money on
the side but my idea was rightfully
knocked back! SSAC has had a
really productive year with many
actions followed through by the girls
and the dedicated Ms Cody - so
thank you to all of you!
For as active and rowdy as the
Middle School is at lunch time, in
the Middle School Forum the girls
were surprisingly quiet. The initial
shock of the formal boardroom was
a bit of a disillusionment for the girls
but they soon found out the forum
was a relaxed environment where
they could voice their opinions
about things that concerned them.

The girls this year have had some
fantastic ideas from beret pockets
on our uniform to written
instructions on how to wear the
beret. And even though these may
not have been put into place, don't
give up because your ideas are great,
so thank you for your input girls!
I'd like to think tha tall 0 ur grea t
brain waves were acted upon and
implemented in the school but
unfortunately there are just not
enough days in the school year! So
hopefully the girls involved in the
councils this year will continue to
raise what they feel are important
issues in the years to come-if at first
you don't succeed try and try again!
I'd like to thank all the staff and
students I've been involved with this
year for their support and
contributions.
To Phoebe and Ms Cody, who I have
worked especially closely with this
year, it has been an honour to share
and experience your talents.
Good luck to the Council members
for 2003 and to Amanda Osborne
as Deputy. If 2003 is anything like
2002 has been I know you're going
to have a year that will fly by but
you'll never forget it!
DAISY BANNERMAN
DEPUTY HEAD PREFECT
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So my first taste was the annual Nativity
Play
A theatrical piece of music which turned
A well known story into a funky rendition
A night to remember for all concerned.

Year 12 and leaving school this year
- so make sure they smiled and said
"Hi!", because I was sure the
Year 12's would just love to meet
them! Since then, whenever I set foot
in the Junior school, I'm flooded
with grins and waves, and an
incredible number of Year 12's have
commented on the same experience.
To me, those interactions are the real
delight of this year.

The week after held the performance of
Speech Night
'Around the world trip' the theme to
celebrate
With the jungle book preps and a dancing
French cafe
K to 6 combined singing 'It's great to
meet you mate!'
The completed refurbishment's an
incredible update
6th of March the proud open of the new
Junior School
A chance to remember the old and
discover the new
Facilities which offer opportunities
uncountable.
Inter-House swimming and athletics saw
our petite PLC's
Demonstrate their cheers to the Seniors in
the hope that
Their handwritten inspiration would amp
us all up
Get us ready for a huge day in pool and
on track!
Throughout the year I attended Junior
assemblies
To give updates on the events of the time
Keeping younger girls informed and
looking forward to
Senior school life was a main goal of
mine.

After twelve months of questioning
exactly what the Junior School is
about, (perhaps the artwork of
cereal box fish and times ta bles?
Or the playtime shrieks consistent
throughout recess? Or maybe even
the little trolleys tha t almost every
girl has to carry her school bag?)
I suddenly realised, I only had to
stop and FEEL. .. because it's the
infectious bubbly energy and
passionate sense of House and
School spirit that our petite PLC's
display that made my position this

Jenni Armstrong
SCHOOL PREFECT 2002

"Treasure the power you
have to influence people
positively..."
-lennj Armstrong

year more than just a role to be
carried out, but an experience III
itself - one I absolutely adored!
As School Prefect, my position on
the Student Prefecture this year was
a fresh challenge which allowed a
creative scope for development.
I chose to become involved in the
Junior School - to forge stronger
rela tionshi ps between girls from
K through to 12 in the hope this
would draw the school closer
together as a whole.
The experience of my position which
will forever stand out to me came
as a result of me telling the Junior
girls at an assembly that our newly
acquired Leavers jumpers meant
that the girl wearing it was in

To Ms Blackwood, Mrs Wilmot,
Ms Cody and the awesome 2002
Student Council, I really thank you
from the bottom of my heart for this
unique opportunity. I truly have
loved every minute of working (and
of course dancing!) with you all and
also for the chance to meet and
interact with the future of this
school - the effervescent Junior
girls.
To next year's Student Council and
Year 12's: best of luck - 'treasure
the power you have to influence
people positively, it's the greatest
power you will ever have.'
To the best Year 12 group ever - the
Leavers of 2002 - these last five
years have been a blast! Keep your
craziness, stick together and
Rage On!
And finally, to my wonderful Junior
School girls - I wish you every
success in your future years at this
fantastic school. The opportunities
that await you in the Senior school
are endless and amazing - embrace
and run with them and you will
enjoy it as much as I have.
JENNI ARMSTRONG
SCHOOL PREFECT
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service team
'I was hungry and you fed me,
thirsty and you gave me a drink; I
was a stranger and you received me
in your homes, naked and you
. clothed me, in prison and you visited
me. I will tell you, whenever you
did this for one of the least
important of these brothers of mine,
you did it for me.' Matthew 25:35-40
This year for the PLC Service Team
and school community has been an
amazing one. Having 'faith like a
child' was the Service Team's
underlying vision. Watching the
capacity for faith that children have
is amazing - they don't waste time
questioning their dreams, instead
they make them come true. Simply
having 'faith like a child' led the
service team through the year,
willing and ready for anything.
This year, the Service team is
supporting the 'Destroy a Minefield
- Rebuild Lives' project, which
represents a unique partnership
between World Vision and the
Australian Government's International
Development Agency, AusAID. The
project offers an opportunity for
individuals and community groups
to playa direct role in freeing
Cambodia from the curse of
landmines. In 1997, there were 1810
landmine casualties. By 1999 this
figure had dropped to 1028. In
2000, the figure had fallen further
to 796 casualties - less than half the
1997 total.
Through World Vision, hundreds of
landmine victims have received
education and rehabilitation.
Supporting 'Destroy a Minefield Rebuild Lives' has a personal side
for me. In January of 2002, World
Vision gave me a trip to Cambodia
as part of a study tour.
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month. As I pressed 'equal' on my
calculator, I saw that we had not
quite reached our goal. Sitting there
a little sad, God whispered in my ear
'Ginny, have faith like a child and
go raise $1,000 today'. In the end,
the school's total exceeded $10,000,
which is the most raised for
"40 Hour Famine" in Western
Australia!

Ginny Winneauckas
SERVICE TEAM CAPTAIN 2002

"...whenever you did this
for one of the least
important of these brothers
of mine, you did it for me"
-Matthew 25:35-40
During my time there, I walked on
minefields, watched rice paddocks
being demined, heard a land mine
explode, talked with victims and
witnessed rehabilitation. I also saw
children playing outside their house,
laughing and skipping. Only, outside
their house there was a red sign
which read 'Danger! Mines!'
The service team supported several
other organisations throughout the
year, including Canteen, Bras Across
the Dome, Teen Challenge, Jeans for
Genes Day and Trinity Mission.
World Vision's "40 Hour Famine"
was bigger and better than ever
before, with over 350 girls
participating. With enormous faith,
we set our goal at $10,000. Money
began to pour in over the next

This year I have received
overwhelming support and help.
Several girls gave up their time to
assist with the Service Team. Thank
you to the girls who helped out
during "40 Hour Famine" and Sarah
O'Neill along with the girls who
helped out during Performing Arts
Day in the Canteen. To Reverend
Elke, thank you for all your support
and helpful ideas. To the House
Captains, Sophie, Emily, Kia, Anna,
Em and Julia - I couldn't have done
it without you. Thank you for the
early mornings but most importantly,
making our dreams become a reality.
Congratulations to Libby Lissiman
- Service Captain - and the 2003
Service Team.
I leave you with this advice:
GINNY'S
TOP 10 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY
10.

Take the FAL card from the Boarding
House.

9.

NEVER buy soft drinks from FAL.

8.

Nothing is ever too expensive to sell.

7.

You need co make at least 100% profit.

6.

Always ask for donations. (If they refuse,
refer to #5).

5.

'Forget' co give back the correct amount
of change.

4.

Always work together as a TEAM.

3.

When serving juice - add water.

2.

The key to lollie bags is 10% lollies, 90% air.

1.

SMILE

overseas
...A tongue is so much more than a vehicle
for greed
Or the decipher of feed
A tongue is for washing fur
Or for licking wounds
Or for welcoming newcomers into a room
Or cleansing those fresh from the womb
Without a tongue there'd be no croons
Swoon, Junes under the moon,
No bees pollinating, 0 flowers to bloom
No recitation of words at the foot of a
tomb
Or wills read aloud of the family
heirlooms
You probably couldn't even blow up a
balloon
And that would be a shame,
Because the exhale's the name of the game
Exhale from the heart, not from the lungs
Speak from the heart, not from the
tongue....

How can I express in words how
great and vast this overseas
community is?
So I was thinking the other day
about how many people this year
have come up to me and said,
"Oi, like hey, what do you do?" that was Australian slang meaning
in the eloquent American language
- "What is the purpose of the role
of the Overseas Representative?"
At first I hesitated. I mean,
technically I am supposed to be
representing the overseas community,
hence the name. But I wanted to
extend the role. I think I promised
you at the beginning of year that I
would bridge the gap between the
day and boarder overseas girls. But
I think I wanted to take it even
further than that. We have had
numerous events this year involving
the international community,
including the unforgettable Wesley
social, the Chinese New Year,
National Harmony Day, National
Dress Day, National Food Week and

mario I\especa
cultural diversity at this school so'
renowned and to the benefit of those
who may just be a regular 01' Aussie
Sheila ... he he.

Marlo Nespeca
OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVE 2002

"...we all shared one
thing in common, we all
had a great time
-Anna
the 'cooooiest' social event that
happened this year - The Cultural
Diversity Party! - sorry to those
people who missed out!
So back to being cheesy-my role as
the Overseas Representative has
been possible because of YOU! I was
able to make those little talks at
assemblies because you would listen
to me. I thank YOU for your support
in stretching the limits towards
making cultural awareness at PLC
possible for the year of 2002! The
Overseas Girls (day and boarding)
are some of the most incredible
people. They have left their home
country, their comfort zone and have
come to this school to enhance their
studies. PLC has offered them a
support base whether they live on
campus or at a home. There is that
common link between all of the
international girls that makes

Listening is understanding
And finding compassion, love is the action
Of soul satisfaction
A tongue can make wishes and also fine
kisses
Taste a sweet cake and also cast disses
But nothing compares to the voices from
within,
Without it we might just be mannequin,
Up to no darn good shenanigans,
Learn to be skilful movers of the stones
That block the heart and turn humans to
clones
Learn to forgive, set free the bones,
Touch with your flesh, take off the rubber
gloves
Love like your life depends on it
Because it does ...
Michael Franri
Musician/Human Rights Acrivisr

I have been at this school for two
whole years! Without the support
and guidance of the PLC community
(students and teachers), I would
have never felt the level of comfort
that I have.
Special shout-outs to the Boarding
House Prefect. .. Wiphawee ... who
has made correspondence and
sharing concerns possi ble for the
Boarders! Thanks to Ms Cody and
Ms Lukin who I have spent many
lunches and recesses with trying to
create cultural awareness for you
guys. (This is where you would
applaud and I would look like I was
going to shed a tear... flowers would
soon follow). Okay, well this year
was a success and more than I could
have ever expected! Take care of
yourself and continue making
cultural awareness possible within
your own endeavours!
MARLO NESPECA
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SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM YEAR SEVEN

"Year 7 camp. It was really fun and we tried heaps of
new things (like canoeing in mud and getting lost
orienteering)! It gave us a chance to see a whole new
side of our friends that we didn't know and Iwon't
even start to tell you about the teachers. It was really
fun and Ican't wait until next year!" Alison Lowe
"Going to Middle School because it was really
different to the Junior School. We have design and
technology which is really fun and lots of new
friends." Jennifer Liem
"...at camp on the camp-out Islept on top of my
toothpaste and it exploded everywhere so we put
water on and rubbed it but it just foamed up! So we
just packed up the tent and it was bad luck for the
next people using it!" TIlly Coddy
"Year 7 camp. I had a really great time with my
friends and doing heaps of cool activities like camping
out and games. It was great because Icould spend
time with my friends rather than at school, working!"
Giorgio Vigono

"My most bizarre experience this year would have to
be the time Sarah McMillan and Isuddenly needed to
spring clean our dorm at 2.00am!! Not sure why...but
it seemed like a great idea at the time. Let's hope it
doesn't happen again." Jennifer O'Neill
"Meeting lots of new friends at PLC because I am new
this year. It was hard at first because Ididn't know
anybody. Ifelt so lonely because I had left all of my
old friends at myoid school behind and now had to
start allover again. The friends I made are so nice
and they helped me to make even more friends and
get me through the hard times." Katherine Bryant
kook-burr.
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YEAR 7B: Row 4: Giorgia Vigano, Isobel Rosenstreich, Susannah Lyon, Casey Lister. Row 3: Ella Ogden, Maki Stanborough, Stacey Hammond,
Claudia Nebel, Emily O'Keeffe. Row 2: Olivia Tait, Adeline Goh, Lizzie Warr, Catherine Perremerides, Natalie Hoey, Caitlin Kingsbury,
Sarah jackson, Ms jacqui Brennan. Row 1: Ursula Anthony, Sarah McMillan, jahney Smith, Emma Rourley, Georgia Munn, Michelle Berg,
jennifer Payne. Absent: Lucy Greer, Anna Speirs.

YEAR 7C: Row 4: Tahnee Tiller, Felicity Karageorge, Yvonne Nai, Gabriella Greaves. Row 3: Clementine Packer, Lucy Kim, Elizabeth Beskow,
Alison Lowe, Maya Kavanagh. Row 2: Katherine Bryant, Monica Pleydell-Bouverie, Marcelle Wooles, Essie Mitchell, jennifer Liem, Elizabeth Craig,
Lucy Furlong, Mrs Kerri Cresswell. Row 1: Cairlyn Fogarty, Sophia Flynn, justine MacAulay, Ciane Horne, Katherine Williams, jennifer O'Neill,
Nina johnson.
koobburrJ
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YEAR 70: Row 4: Sandy Corbett, Shahn Zalsman, Sophie Coote, Tessa McCann. Row 3:

atalie Berrell, Bianca Macliver,

anwen Sounness,

Eloise Greenland, Courtney Chircop, Claire Frisby, Rebecca Whittaker. Row 2: Mr Paul O'Brien, Julia Barker, Fairy Turner, Janine Murray,
Georgia Platell, Emma Dawson, Olivia Blakiston. Row 1: Georgianna Adams, Verity Sewell, Eleanor Robson, Harriet Drummond, Georgia Stewart,
Adelaide Jackson, Jess Olsen. Absent: laura Kirby.

YEAR 7S: Row 4: Katie Newman, Rachel Hammond, Elspeth Maclaurin, laura Young.

Row 3: lisa Takai, Marie Dedigama,

Adele Ferguson-Gander, Jessica Hesford, Amy Ingram-Gillson, Madeleine Ashton, Stephanie Cooper. Row 2: Casey Bombara, Annabelle Nguyen,
lorraine Ng, lauren Gilbride, Catriona Golledge, Sophie Tan, Mrs Susan Simons. Row 1: louisa Bahen-Wright, Emily Mollison, Kate Hawkins,
Elisabeth Westphal, Marilda Caddy, Matilda Forward, Sarah Young. Inset: Ms Sonny Vaughan. Absent: Chloe Wrorh.
kookJburrJ
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SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM YEAR EIGHT

"Meeting new people and making lots of new
friends. I am from a country town where we had
only three people in one year group. It has been a
fun and different change." Elizabeth Reynolds
"...probably at camp when I had my birthday and
we were watching the stars and then the cook
brought up a birthday cake and everyone started
singing Happy Birthday." Nina Hughes
"When we had athletics day, because we did most
things with friends. We worked in teams and Ithink
everyone tried their best!!" Sonia Chawla

kookJbUITJ
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"...probably the Year 8 camp. I thought it was quite
challenging, going hiking, camping, rowing and wall
climbing. I made new friends there and I will look
forward to the next camp./I Alicia Ikeda
"... it would have to be one of the casual days. My
friend Emily and I came dressed in our pajamas and
caught the bus after school with people staring at
us. It wasn't embarrasing at all, it was just hilarious
and fun!/I Damini Marshall

kookabulTJ
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BAIRD: Row 3: Erika Ikenouchi, Stephanie Clugston, Natasha Cocker, Freya Symons, Pippa Patterson. Row 2: Jennaya Priest, Rebecca Beal,
Amanda lndrokarjono, Hannah Maclean, Kathryn Dunkley, Rebecca Butchart, Erin Gleadell, Mrs Jenny MacLean. Row 1: Jessica McCorkill,
Heather Dymond, Tiffany Barker, Natalie Andre, Hannah Maling, Nadia Hassan, Lauren Murdoch. Absent: Mrs Pauline O'Hara

CARMICHAEL: Row 3: Kristen Glass, Tessa Flynn, Angela Goh, Louise Negoescu, Marhea McCubbing, Katherine Chapman, Eleanor Bosler.
Row 2: Elizabeth Reynolds, Eleanor Batchelor, Amy Gamble,Jayde Calderwood, Katina Bacopanos, Honey Shakur, Rebecca Hardy, Harriet Nelson,
Mrs Patricia Doney. Row 1: Harriet Swale, Sascha Silberstein, Dimitra Botha, Sophie Heath, Elizabeth Kordic, Emily Van Noort, Domini Marshall.
Absent: Emily McAllister.

FERGUSON: Row 3: Emma Moore, Lauren Harvey, Kathryn Carew-Hopkins, Rasheen Lee, Madeline Jackson, Joanna Lang, Jane Michelly.
Row 2: Yuki Seghin, Ruth Thillagararnam, Emma Chaffey, Melissa Gamble, Hilary Carter, Jacqueline Loh, Juliette Adamson, Miss Chrisrine Edgar.
Row 1:
kook.burr.
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ina Hughes, Bronte Lenigas, Lauren Fisher, Stephanie Winter, Pippin Holmes, Emily Scarff, Audrey Quek. Absent: Courtenay McGill.

McNEIL: Row 4: Lauren Keighrley, Georgina Martin, Jessica Walker, Emily Meneghello. Row 3: Mrs Joan Slattery, Camille Connaughton,
Bianca Eicker, Claire Davidson, Catherine Pennock, Emma Crisp, Ms Robyn McWaters. Row 2: Tarina Ventris, Lilli Cook, Phillipa Carrick,
Gabriella Barnes, Alicia Ikeda, Isabel Bucher, Katherine Ashbolt. Row 1: Yasmin Ketelsen, Ellen MacPherson, Chelsea Hopper, Alexandra
Sutherland, Holly Poole, Philippa Munckton, Asha Watkin.

STEWART: Row 4: Rebecca Hamersley, Cherie Tan, Agia Sophiya Wallace, Leone Chare. Row 3: Georgia Leaker, Emily Beer, Jessica Ikin, Gilli
Milne, Ashley Kim. Row 2: Kanyapak Wuttara, Rebekka Oldham, Courtney McAllister, Jennifer Budiman, Marsha Soerjanto, Rebecca Clayton,
Ms Deborah Netolicky. Row 1: Alex Soutar, Emily Barrett-Lennard, Brittany Mann, Gloria Hwang, Alysha Nodwell, Alexis Kusinski, Jemima
Munro. Absent: Zoe Campbell, Claire Allison, Sonia Chawla.

SUMMERS: Row 3: Melissa Kitson, Harriet Ellis, Harriet Fitzgerald, Jessica Kwok, Shannon McDougall. Row 2: Ali Worrall, Tessa Mitchell,
Katie Rickett, Louisa Dent, Annabel Maclean, Hayley Treasure, Miss Siti Kim. Row 1: Emma O'Donnell, Georgie Treasure, Stephanie Biro,
Nikita Steele, Jacqueline Armstrong, Gaby Carroll, Jenny Strauss.
kookJburrJ
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SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM YEAR NINE

"I started rowing this year and I have got so fit. It
has brought lots of us closer together. I can run like
800 metres now without collapsing! Screaming in the
boat with the rest of my crew over pain or fear (that
the MLC boat is going to get that 0.8sec better and
overtake us!) is one of my most clear memories and
watching the videos of us all rowing is hilarious."
Katherine Pork

"This year has been a blast. So far we have been on
camp, been to socials, been to Canberra and not to
mention the aths, swimming and loads more! Like
sands through the hourglass so are the days of our
lives...and every minute is getting better!/I Bec Larsen and
Ashlyn Hendriks

"The best thing this year has been athletic's day,
because it was fun watching all the Carmichael people
win and cheering for them./I Sheila McKechnie
"Year 9 is fun!! With heaps of opportunities in sport
from rowing to cross country and cool electives such
as materials, media and art./I Christie Le (ornu
"My highlight in Year 9 was camp because it was fun
abseiling and rock climbing and camping in tents for a
week. The Canberra tour was fantastic because skiing
was great and the guys were gorgeous./I Evo Botes

kookaburra
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BAIRD: Row 4: Jia Mei Lim, Olivia Chin. Row 3: Jane Sulestio, Lauten Scott, Lee Quek, Cathetine Pollatd, Alicia Aitey, Hannah Thambiayah,
Lydia Hii. Row 2: Miss Chantelle James, Ashleigh Coulon, Erica Haworth, Emily Wainwright, Melanie McLean, Kate Young, Freya Morrison,
Kate Smith, Ms Tania Saunders. Row 1: Olivia Gardner, Naomi Kohan, Jenna Evans, Kendra Fouracre, Isabel Woods, Georgina Maslen,
Lucy Simmer-Knight.

CARMICHAEL: Row 4: Jessica Flexman, Francesca Hammond, Kate Markin, Kitty Shakur. Row 3: Stephanie Parry, Mia Cramer, Poppy Lissiman,
Philippa Martin, Susan Lissiman, Georgina Stevenson, Sheila McKechnie. Row 2: Ms Krystal Charles-Twight, Rachel Frayzer, Sophie Beaman,
Megan Chute, Madeline Brown, Marion McAllister,

atasha Capelli, Ms Jane Massey. Row 1: Sarah McMichael, Roxzann McLean, Jessica

Larkan, Nikky Lee, Ushpal Kullar, Ashlyn Hendriks, Angela McTaggart. Absent: Annabel Corcoran.

- 2002 Row 3: Elly Slattery, Kathryn Kerl, Stephanie Jenkins, Mary Lannigan, Lisa Corbett. Row 2: Mrs Chris Venables, Lucy
Cooke, Jessica Thorn, Maleeha Gilani, Jackie Robb, Daisy Loik, Eva-Victoria Bates, Sarah McDonald, Mr Mal McTavish. Row 1: Louisa Bivoltsis,
Kathryn Cowley, Linda Tully, Katherine Park, Samantha De Sillery, Alexandra Trahar, Rebecca Larsen, Absent: Ms Sarah Chescoe.
kook.Jburr.
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McNEIL: Row 3: Sophie Gibbs, Blanche Alexander, Rosa Marlow, Tara Newton-Wordsworth, Harriet Riley, Lauren Chalmers, Gladysa Wiryo.
Row 2: Ms Sandy Barbir, Emily Mackaway, Shyasa Bugden, Lucy Hansberry, Lily Preston-Bath, Sarah Johnson, Lauren Pember, Pauline Wong,
Kita Bedford, Mr Michael Hinchley. Row 1: Susie Scholes, Nicola Tarnowski, Amy Booth, Camilla Spry, Ashleigh Davis, Alicia Rayner,
Catherine Verran. Absent: Suzannah Bahen-Wright, Tara McGregor.

STEWART: Row 4: Megan Cinanni, Lizzy Lowe, Whitney Stewarr, Felicity France. Row 3: Lucy Jack, Olivia Moody, Alice Breakey, Elly Cormack,
Jane Carew-Reid, Stephanie Webb. Row 2: Mrs Margaret Bareham, Daisy Pope-Brien, Sophie Hesford, Louisa Corr, Christie Le Cornu, Alexis Trinh,
Ellie Peter. Row 1: Victoria Pearce, Leah Vikingur, Nicole Grainger, Amelia Broun, Olivia Cole, Rebecca Banyard, Alanna Strickland.

SUMMERS: Row 3: Louise Fry, Jana Sumich, Kim Fowler, Tiffany Reed, Katie Williams, Amy Sleight, Verity Albert. Row 2: Ms Carla Miragliotta,
Laura Faris, Morgan Lane, Matilda Ross, Annabel Merrison, Adeline Nelsiana, Natalie Barris, Ms Marilyn Fiamengo. Row 1: Fiona High,
Emily Murray, Ashleigh Summers, Emily Randles, Michela Ashton, Katrina Purser, Bridgette Gale.
kook.lburr J
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THE YEAR THAT WAS - YEAR TEN

The beginning of Year 10, after returning from a glorious set of holidays,
was extremely busy. The teachers got us back into the swing of things and
we found out what Year 10 was really like. Term One flew by with a
mixture of schoolwork and sport whilst still trying to maintain a social life.
After a very short set of holidays we were straight back into the line of
fire. Term Two started as abruptly as the first with just as much to get
through plus our first group of campers headed off into the unknown. The
rest of the term went about the same as the first with the next term
looking like it would be the same. How naive we had become.
Term Three included two camp graups, Inter-House and Inter-School
athletics, drama and dance performances, Arts Day, the dreaded exams and
last but definitely not least, our social.
first up, the social. That long awaited day for many of the girls in our
year. So many boys and such little time. The planning starts days, weeks
and months ahead. The theme, invites and boys' schools are chosen. The
gossip starts. Who's going as what? What are we going to wear? What
boys are going to be there? How many teachers will there be walking
around dressed as nuns?!! The night was great fun. The old gym was really
well set up and everyone looked fontastic l The music was pretty good,
some oldies but goodies.
Next up (the last Monday and Tuesday of term, I might add!!!!) were aur
exams. They crept up on us like a tiny little monster waiting ta pounce.
Suddenly they were one week away and all anyone wauld talk ar think
abaut was study. Social lives were abandaned and so was eating, sleeping
and talking about anything ather than exams. After the last exam, the
relief was obvious. They were over and we hod survived. We anly had to
do that four more times in the next two years. Well, at the time there
was some relief in this.
The next big event in my Year 10 life was camp. I had stupidly signed up
for Camp 6 and had watched everyone came back saying haw terrible it
was and haw gaad they felt ta have it aver and dane with, while I sat
and thaught abaut the times to come. After an extremely interesting, laud
and energy-draining bus ride, we arrived anly ta be told ta change into
wet weather gear and climb araund an a high rapes course. The rest af the
camp included rockclimbing, abseiling, three straight days of hiking,
caving, two more days of hiking and a fun, noisy singing bus ride home.
Being home was fantastic but looking back we all had a great time. There
were some highs and lows, but overall spending a week out in the bush
with your closest friends is always a lot of fun. Oh! The delights of a
shawer and flushing toilet!
Term four was destined to be the best term. Same work but with no
exams to scare us away. The shortest term with the best finish,
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS!! Overall, Year 10 was fantastic and we all hod a
pretty good time.
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BAIRD: Row 4: Shruti Vijayakumar, Adair Scott, Sian MacAlpine, Jasmine Leatemia. Row 3: Maryam Reyhani, Jade Quill, Caitlin Hoey,
Maryam Ali, Lauren Gleadell. Row 2: Mrs Tricia Herman, Georgina Richardson, Caitlin Moran, Rebecca Smith, Shalini Gandhi, Caitlin Cook,
Clare Weeden, Jacqueline Payne, Miss Kate Langdon. Row 1: Sofie Armstrong, Gabrielle Starling, Suzie Short, Jessicah Carlisle, Paige Maloney,
Kelly Dickerman, Kristy Dawson.

CARMICHAEL: Row 4: Maddison Cramer, Emily Ohayon, Allie Clarke, Jessica Mariane. Row 3: Jane Trudgian, Tamure Challenor, Pia Van
Straalen, Jessica Cupit, Ashlee Rexilius. Row 2: Ms Anne Coughlan, Libby Ward, Jai James-Dentith, Hami James-Dentith, Claire Batchelor,
Kaila Atkinson, Janine Spiers, Jenny Jiang, Ms Sarah Robey. Row 1: Caroline House, Lauren Cooper, Meggy McFarlane, Fleur Coid,
Keryn Anderson, Gemma Willing, Kate Minchin.

FERGUSON: Row 4: Elizabeth Wee, Jemma Sandover, Adri Dharma, Jessica Snell. Row 3: Pippa Johnson, Clementine Hubbard, Siena Scanlon,
Emma Phillips, Pia Humphry. Row 2: Mrs Lyn Dymond, Aunchisa Foo, Sally Lang, Kerry Aiken, Hanna Baradja, Claire Niccol, Chardae Brasher,
Tess Carroll, Mrs Jan Bishop. Row 1: Kirsten Shadbolt, Laura Hutt, Bonny Wells, Lauren Winter, Gloria Ong, Katie Southwell, Harriet Carter.
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McNEIL: Row 4: Mani Yu, Kate Cumming, Kate Latham, Sarah Humphry. Row 3: Natalie Higham, Melissa Spurge, Jasmine Sims, Leila Williams,
Lauta McKenzie, Tessa Garside, Evelyn Meads. Row 2: Miss Bianca Cazzulino, Erika Greenough, Laura-Jane Alexander, Jennifer Ley, Alice
Hennessy, Shirley Feng, Tessa Eicker, Mr Gary Green. Row 1: Lucy Buchanan, Ellen Seaby, Nikki Mossop, Claire Coni, Katie Strickland, Taryn
Seaby, Katherine MacPherson.

STEWART: Row 4: Tamsin Moran, Natalie Greatrex, Ashlee Travia, Amrita Malhotra. Row 3: Stephanie Waters, Jessica Rogers, Jacqueline Young,
Amy Johns, Kiri Kobayashi, Celia Lim, Jessica Oldham. Row 2: Dr Roy Skinner, Kate Reid, Emma Loughridge, Amy Cornelius, Hayley Woodland,
Jane Ardagh, Melina Koshan, Mrs Ann Smith. Row 1: Anna Westphal, Claudia Brewtnall, Alice Cormack, Stephanie Johnson, Tiffany Ring,
Caitlin Trumble, Elly Healy.

SUMMERS: Row 3: Tansilia Diliani, Bianca Harland, Georgie Thomas, Fiona Boyce, Agnes Kangdjaja, Jacqui Carlsen, Jessica Chan.
Row 2: Ms Chrissie Katz, Pip Moir, Brooke Thomas, Alice Ralston, Siobhan Dow-Hall, Shirmaine Koh, Kate Dempster, Lauren Murray,
Elise Ntoumenopoulos, Ms Annette Moon. Row 1: Karissa Domondon, Kim McDougall, Caitlin Bolt, Jamie Peckham, Sophie Mellor, Bridget Le
May, Tori Blake, Absent: Ms Katrina Bell.
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THE YEAR THAT WAS - YEAR ELEVEN

The year started aff with the return of many bright, happy faces,
healthy halidoy tans and excitement. There were many newcomers
wha were soan to become our closest comrades as we entered our
last year af a cruisy lifestyle...well at least we thought! Aweek in,
we were flooded with mosses of work, and we were soon pulled
into line and faced with the reality that this was not going to be as
easy as we thought.
The topic of conversation did not comprise mathematical formulas,
brine shrimp experiments, physics, calculations or Greek comedy
conventions - as one might have expected.
Conversations were centred on The Donce! "What are you wearing?"
"What colour?" "Have you invited him yet?" "What time are the
befores? Do you think my hair will be done by then?" etc. etc.
Despite our initial surprise at the decoration theme, the night went
off with a bang (Harry Potter style) and everyone took the
opportunity to capture many 'memorable Kodak moments'.
Our excitement was short lived as exams quickly approached. The
Yeor Eleven army ioined forces in the battle to beat the dreaded
exams. At first we were filled with the fear that we would never
make it out alive, yet, two and a half hours later we had all
survived! Yes, the Year Eleven army had accomplished a great feat
and were all the better for the experience.
It was soon Fourth Term, the official school positions hod been
announced and at the same time we were saying goodbye to our
past role models, the Year 12's. It was now our turn to toke
command. The bright happy faces from earlier in the year were now
faces filled with the excitement of the new challenges in the year to
come. The Year 11 Army marches on ...
DANNIKA WARBURTON
CHRISSY STAMM
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BAIRD: Row 4: Yvonne Hii, Kathtyn Mactaggart, Anna Chacko, Katharine McPherson. Row 3: Natalie Watkins, Lesley Stephens, Sara Scott,
jillian Goodwin, Chloe Bartley. Row 2: Mr Ron Vickers, Rochelle Starling, Felicity Forbes-Ives, Chloe Priest, Tessa La Mela, Yolanda Symons,
Amanda Brooks, Tracy Patterson, Mrs Kathy Whipp. Row 1: joy Gilmour, Stephanie Watts, Tepi Smith, Dana Kiffuszova, Tessa Thompson,
Kimberley Barker, Clara Heeroma.

CARMICHAEL: Row 3: Emily Keys, Sarah Hendriks, Gemma Gibson, Camilla Bibby, justine Howard, Monika Cook, Emerald Bond.
Row 2: Mrs Donna Miller, Ellen French, Chloe-Louise Thomas, Caroline Paull, Clair Morison, Kim Rowley, Elizabeth Lissiman, jessica Spragg,
Miranda

elson, Ms Kathy Gecan. Row 1: Michele Swan,

atasha Cussons, jessica Schouten, Anna Wallace, Alicia Anderson, Hannah Corcoran,

Sarah Coyle.

FERGUSON: Row 3: Tepy Pen, Casey jenkins, Miyuki Kokshoorn, Rachel Carew-Hopkins, Sophie Smith, Shakira Durrant, Alexandra Lyon.
Row 2: Mr Stephen Zander, Ciara Spiers, Minah Munshi, Katherine Hewson-Bower, Lorraine Lim, julia Wedlock, Denby Kerr, Lacey Livingston,
Mrs Ann Saffen. Row 1: Tanya Lee, Amy Willsher, Chrissy Stamm,
kook.lburu
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ateisha

orrish,

icole Caporale, Rachaeljeffrey, Kirsty Henry.

McNEIL: Row 4: Zoe Wong, Natasha Menon, Shiane Aliwarga, Don County. Row 3: Stacey Forrester, Kendal Giles, Bronwyn Ventris, Jessica Allan,
Sally Kingsley, Gemma Maguire, Charlotte Humphries. Row 2: Mr Peter Williams, Nozomi Ban, Stephanie Wiryo, Sarah O'Neill, Kylie Wilmot,
Chanel March, Sam Platel!, Dina Tjoa, Ms Dee Haughton. Row 1: Jaye Bedford, Alison Barnes, M-T Barnes, Shannon Seaby, Karen Lacheta,
Amy Britton, Sarah Wells.

STEWART: Row 3: Jemima Pope-Brien, Tiffany Calvert, Sally Banyard, Eliza Cole, Chelsea Stewart, Meidy Tjoe, Nau Wuttara.
Row 2: Ms Jane Brandenburg, Glenna Tan, Elena Tjoa, Meliesse Palassis, Anneka Or, Hannah Miller, Bobbie Hinkley, Justie Tong, Kimberley
Barton, Mrs Chris Pidgeon. Row 1: Laura Turner, Claire Barrett-Lennard, Kate McAllister, Emma Scogna, Jennifer Watts, Kate Stevens,
Pascale Angliss.

SUMMERS: Row 4: Shiva Senathirajah, Eliza Mellor, Danika Thomas, Eliza Ho. Row 3: Libby McLean, Amy Green, Lucy Murray,
Amanda Osborne, Alyssa Wright, Juanita Hyder, Jenny Bannister. Row 2: Mrs Romaine Saunders, Raine Gorter, Aurelia Augustine, Lucy Donovan,
Dannika Warburton, Lia Steele, Hui Ta, Mr Gary Johnston. Row 1: Becky Sparrowhawk, Jessica Ip, Helen Dodd, Cassie Winzar, Jenna Lester,
Sarah Kopcheff, Kathleen Duff.
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"We will never forget. ..Year 10 camp, house dances on
arts day, the canteen food, the pyjama party, a certain
someone's love for Mr Hinchley, the professor who tried
to blow up assembly, the day we got our leavers'
jumpers, Anita's costume to the Year 10 dance actually the whole Year 10 dance, Mr Vickers, preps,
icecreams on Friday, the clock on the quad that's always
five minutes slow, riding to the head of the river,
summer at school - and each other."
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OUR FINAL YEAR

"Hey guys, how long does it take to cook two minute
noodles?" Jen Armstrong

"H ey camera.I"

Melisso

"Adelaide was fun. We saw plays, ate Subway and
pancakes and Tim the Bell Boy provided the
amusemen.t "

Bridgette ond Cloire
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BAIRD: Row 4: Wai Ka Wong, jenni Armstrong, Anneke Forster, Sarah jackson. Row 3: jamille Payne, julia Brice, Sophie johnston, Celine Stocker,
Marissa Aveling. Row 2: Mrs. Chantal Alvaro, Anita Robinson, Laurie Hills, Honor Calnan, Lauren Civiello, Aimee Leroy, Sarah Coulon,
Marlo Nespeca, Mrs. Maria Coate. Row 1: Poppy Coulson, Ainslie Walker, jacqueline Comb, Kim Dickerman, Bridgetre Simpson, Amy Gillon,
Lauren Coulter.

CARMICHAEL: Row 4: Alana Green, Zoe Van Straalen, Sonia Waddell, julie Hewitt. Row 3: Amy House, jade Greenland, Kerry Larkan,
Daisy Bannerman, Ariel Katz. Row 2: Mrs judy Duzevich, Sophia Chapman, Elizabeth Roberts, Paige Marshall, joanne Ayers,
Briony Swire-Thompson, Claire Stewart, Catherine Swann, Mrs Coralie Gadsdon. Row 1: Emma Cullen, Katherine Lee, Sarah Heather,
Emily Woffenden, Alexandra Walker, jennifer Poland, Claudi

ewstead. Absent: Isabel johnson.

FERGUSON: Row 3: Danielle Gough, Emily Kiernan, Emily Lang, Amy Larsen, Genevieve Ong, Annabel Keenan, Bryden Bell.
Row 2: Mr Murray Saunders, jacqui Chellew, Liz Seggie, Sophie Kirov, Danyel Zalsman, Erin Kiddie, Sophie Robinson, Xian-Li Davies, Lizzie Skesteris,
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McNEIL: Row 3: Annika Kristensen, Nina Durack, Emily Forward, Laura Lane, Phoebe McLarty, Jessica Alexander, Kiran Narang.
Row 2: Mr Roland Leach, Lara Wilmot, Sarah Bell, Anna Maguire, Olivia Levinson, Emma Sturgeon, Amelia Gerrard, Emma Cumming,
Gabrielle Davidson, Ms Genevieve Dovey. Row 1: Jade Barker, Sophie Morris, Tamika Harris, Jessica Davies, Marian Hennessy, Kate Thompson,
Chanelle Taoi.

STEWART: Row 3: Chantelle Grainger, Gabby Young, Jacquie Morgan, Kath Arits, Kim Larking, Avril Chow, Kia Bradbeer.
Row 2: Mrs Margaret Warburton, Chrystal Teh, Elsa MacKenzie, Alysia Debowski, Christin Ardagh, Katherine Thorn, Luciana Koshan,
Laura Ludgate, Filia Tjakradinata, Miss Toni Jefferies. Row 1: Georgie Adcock, Tess Jack, Emma Forrester, Bianca Serich, Nicole Filar,
Prlle Newnham, Wiphawee Tantanavivat.

SUMMERS: Row 4: Bryony Worrall, Felicia Gunawan, Ginny Wiszneauckas, Jess Williams. Row 3: Tahryn Bolt, Bianca Kailis, Sophie Sleight,
Genevieve Simpson, Katherine Ryan. Row 2: Ms Narelle Lange, Emma Mitchell, Kelly Summers, Jillian Locke, Cindy Lesmana, Linda Darmawan,
Yolande Chee, Kate MacTiernan, Yao Yao Zhang, Ms Pamela Jane. Row 1: Julia Watsford, Laura High, Kath Merrison, Bai Lou Jia, Cassie Charlick,
Marina Windsor, Sarah Robinson.
kookJburJ"J
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"I've been profound all year and nobody noticed."
"I wrote a poem once, I was a whore." Mr leach
"If your calculator keeps freezing wrap it in something
warm." Mrs Soften
"I should do that. How long does it go for?"

Miss Darrington

- on the 40 hour famine

"I'm not some raving greenie...we've got to save things
because they're warm and fuzzy." Mrs Pidgeon
"Girls, I'm sick of your rudeness! Kim! Stop smiling!
...1love you girls!" Miss Canulino
"The library is my world, you must respect thaL" Mr Green
Student:

"If I'm the new rat, Mrs Coate, what about
KI
Y·Ie.?"
Mrs Coate: "No, Kylie's an old and established rat!"

kookJburrJ
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report 2002
I couldn't have done it without your
support, enthusiasm and willingness
to give me a hand.
Thank you, especially to all those who
umpired and helped out at sporting
events, it was greatly appreciated. Also
a HUGE thanks to Mrs Whipp, the
PE staff and all the girls on the Student
Council, you guys are phenomenal (as
Phoebe would say!).

Jo Ayres
SPORTS CAPTAIN 2002

WOW! What an awesome year! I can't
believe that I have been a prefect for a
whole year! (That is just scary!) PLC
has had a fantastic year, with many
sporting achievements, including
fourth place in the Inter-School
Athletics and fifth place in the
Inter-School Swimming.
Congratulations to all the girls who
achieved pockets in 2002, this is an
exceptional effort and illustrates how
dedicated these girls are. A special
congratulations to Nicole Filar,
Rowena Kendall, Phoebe McLarty
and Bianca Serich who received Sports
Honours, well done guys!
The levels of participation at PLC are
extremely high. Throughout the year
I have seen and heard of many girls who
have achieved personal bests and given
their utmost effort in whatever sport they
are participating. I couldn't ask for more.
I said at the start of the year that I
was hoping to maintain the high levels
of sports participation and spirit seen
at PLC. Well, you did it girls, I just
had to make sure I kept up with you!!
I want to thank all of you for making
my time as Sports Captain and as a
Year 12 student so enjoyable.
koobburrJ
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Congratulations to next year's Sports
Captain, Dannika Warburton. This is
one special kid, guys. She has so much
to offer you all and is going to do a
FANTASTIC job. Good luck Danni,
everything will be great - just smile!!
Keep holding your heads high and
good luck to you all for the future.
JO AYRES
SPORTS CAPTAI

2002

HONOURS

Nicole Filar
swimming 2002 .Ihlelics 2002
wotel polo 2001

Rowena Kendall
athletics 2001 swimming 2002
cross (ounrry 2001

Phaebe Mclarty
volleyboll 2002 lennis 2002
sallboll 200 I

Bianca Serich
swimming 2001 tennis 2002

woler polo 2001

PARTICIPATION POCKETS
YEAR 12
GEORGIE ADCOCK
JACQUELI 'E MORGAN
KATHRYN TRAHAR
YEAR 11
ALICIA ANDERSON
PASCAL ANGLISS
.lESS DARE
EMILY KEYS
MIRANDA NELSON
JESSICA SCHOUTEN
DANIKA THOMAS
KYLIE WILMOT

YEAR 10
PIA HUMPHRY
SARAH HUMPHRY
KATE MACPHERSON
KATE REID
TIFFANY RING
ELLEN SEABY
BROOKE THOMAS
YEAR 9
SUZANNAI-I BAHENWRIGHT
OLIVIA COLE

'-

sports
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The swimming season started this year in a whirl of colour,
and a 70's flash back, with our 70's night on swim camp.
Yes, for some of us the school year started on a Saturday,
as we arrived at the Scotch pool for the first session of the
weekend and, for many of us, the first session of the year.
With this bright start to the 2002 season, PLC was destined
for astronomical improvements in the pool.
The girls put in a massive effort this season. An increase
in meets this year often putting a strain on both the girls
and the coaches, the PLC spirit shone through and the
depth of talent was evident right from the start.
This year the team was lucky enough to have the knowledge
and experience of two world class swimmers passed on to
them by Todd Pearson and Helen Denman joining the PLC
coaching staff. Their words and advice were inspirational
to all members, encouraging the team to swim hard and
aim high for the IGSSA competition.
The day of the IGSSA carnival finally surfaced, and as
usual the team was up early for the team breakfast,
followed by the send-off assembly. How could you not
have faith in the swim team after seeing the Year 12 dance
(we're extremely versatile), and hearing the cheers of the
entire school led by our perky cheer squad.
PLe was again placed 5th but we were only 20 points
(that's less than 1 relay) off coming 3rd. The girls put in a
gallant effort, their weeks of intense training finally at a
climax. A big thanks to Miss Darrington, Miss James,
Graeme and Sasha for their fantastic coaching and support
throughout the season.
Well done girls, and good luck for next year!
LAURA GREGSO

YEAR 8: latina Bomponos, Bec
Beol, Phillipo (orrick, Hilory
(Oller, (omille (onnoughton, Lilli
(ook, Amy Gamble, Irislen Gloss,
Alicia Ikeda, E1ilObelh lordi"
JessicoM((orkill, (olhOline
Penn"k,JessimWolkOl,
Ilephonie WinlOl, SUlOnnoh
Bohen-Wright.
YEAR 9: Amelio BlOun, Lisa
(orbell, felicily FlOnce, Lucy
Honsbwy, loroh Johnson, Noomi
Kohan, Nikky Lee, Emily
M"kowoy, Phillipo Morlin, Morion
Mcollisler, Oli,io Moody,
Ilephonie Parry, Lauren PembOl,
fIIie PeIOl, Ooisy Pope-Brien,
Emily Randles, Jono lumich,
(olherine Verron, Stephanie Webh.
YEAR 10: Horriel (orIOl, (oillin

(ook, Tessa Gorside, Pia Humphry,
1000h Humphry, LoulO HUll.

YEAR 10: Itephonie Johnson,

POCKETS

lolherine MocphOlson, Poige
Moloney, lole Minchin, (loire
Nicml, Rebecco Smith, (oillin
Trumble, Libby Word, Melissa
Walls, Gemma Willing, Lauren
WiniOl.

JESS ALEXANDER

YEAR 11: Alicia Anderson, PascoIe

NtCOLE FILAR

Angliss, Jenny BonnislOl, Eliza (ole,
lOlhleen Duff, Felicily Forbes-1m,
RocheI Jellley, Emily leys, MilOndo
Nelson, (hloe Priesl, lophie Smilh,
Tepi Imith, Ooniko Thomas,
Oonniko Worburlon, JennilOl Walls,
loroh Wells

ROWENA KENDALL
BIANCA SERICH
JENNIFER WATTS

YEAR 12: Jessico AlexondOl,

Morisso Aveling, Kio BlOdbeOl,
Nimle Filor, Emily Forword, Jode
Greenland, LoulO Gregson, Sophie
Johnslon, Roweno Kendall,
KolhOline Lee, Bianco SOIich,
(honelle Tooi, Oonyel lolsmon.
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divir1g
Training during the summer holidays.
Training at 6:45 in the morning.
Training at 8:00 at night.
Competing with St Hildas to get on the boards first. It
was tough but worth it. Our dedication and essential
bravery paid off.
PLC stood out at the State School Girls' competition,
coming first and we almost repeated the performance
at the IGSSA competition (a close second). This is one
of the best results PLC has displayed in years and there
has been a steady improvement throughout the season
and over the years from all the girls.
ext time the team is going to boot MLC off the podium
and take the trophy back (last time it was ours was back
in 1997).
Special mention must go to the Year 10's whose talent
won them their year group pennant.
Thank you also to our terrific coaches - Rebekah
Stevens, Fleur Gugich and Mrs Whipp who helped us
achieve the fantastic results which are synonymous with
the PLC diving team.
Good Luck for next year!
KATE THOMPSON

Year 7

(jane Horne

Year 9

Adelaide Jackson
SOioh Me Millon
(Iemenline Pack..

KotrinoKeri

Poppy lissimon

POCKETS

Anno Speils
Year 8

NOlosho (ack..
louis. N.goescu
HilOlY (Oil..
Emily Me Allist..
J.ssicolkin
Asho Wolkin

Year 10

(loire (ani
ELIZA COLE
CHA 'TELLE GRAINGER
KATE THOMPSON

SOioh Humphry
Elise Nloum.nopoulos
R.b.cco Smith
Year 11

Doniko Thomas
lillony(olv"l
Elizo (01.

Year 9

Olivia (01.
(olh..in. V.llon
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Year 12

Yolond. (hee
(honl.lI. Groing..
Kot.lhompson

sports

ter\r\is

This year, as usual, the school tennis season went by all
too quickly. PLC girls of all ages were a dominating
force on the court. We had many successes, with our
Year 6 and Year 7's winning the Academy Plate. This
team consisted of Cassie McClosky, Chloe Hutt and
Lauren Gilbride.
Well done to all the teams that participated this year, in
particular the Senior A Team (2nd), Junior C Team (1st)
and the Year 8 B Team (lst). PLC was placed second
overall.
For the seniors, two words: Monday mornings.
This year the senior tennis teams were fortunate enough
to have training at the favourable time of 7am on a
Monday morning. This proved to be, for a few team
members, somewhat of a challenge, so congrats to those
girls who put in the effort to attend all (or as many as
possible) training sessions, your dedication was much
appreciated.
Last but not least, I would like to thank the many
coaches who gave us all valuable advice and
encouragement, as well as the particular members of
staff who gave up their time to supervise and support
our PLC girls throughout the season.
Good luck to all the tennis girls next year!!!
BIANCA SERICH

70: Kalherine Bryanl
SA: Elizabelh Kordi" EI"nor
Balchelor, Konyopok Wulloro,
Rebekka Oldham, Horriel
Nelson, Sophie Heolh
88: Philippo (orlick, Freyo
Symons, Emmo (risp,
(olherine Pennock, Emily
Meneghello, Dimilro BOlho

n: Emily Borrell-lennord,
Pippin Holmes
80: leone (hore, Emmo
(hoffey, Eriko Ikenouchi,
Melisso Kilson, Emmo
O'Donnell, Soscho Silberslein

POCKETS

GEORGIE ADCOCK
PHOEBE MCLARTY
JACQUI MORGAN
BIANCA SERICH
DANIKA THOMAS
JULIA WATSFORD

9A: Georgino Slevenson
98: lucy Simmer Knighl,
Michelo Ashlon, Nicole
Grainger, Angelo Mclaggorl
9R:Jessicolorkan
90: Isabel Woods

IDA: Ashl" Rexilius, Kale
(umming, Gemma Willing,
Georgina Richordson, Meggy
McForlane, Kimberley McDougall,
Tomure (hollenor

IDB: (loire Niccol, Jacqueline
Young
10(: Jone Ardogh, Brooke
Thomas, Aunchiso Foo, (loire
Balchelor, Harriel (orler, Toryn
S"by
lOR: Georgino Thomos
10D: Shirley Feng, Elly H"ly,
Emmo loughridge, Mondelo Yu
IIA: Don (aunly, Sorah
Hendriks, Doniko Thomos,
Denby Kerr
liB: Pascole Angliss
11(: (horlolle Humphries,
Anno (hacko, Amondo Osborne
liD: Alison Bornes
12A: Jacqueline Morgan,
Bionco Serich, Phoebe Mclorty,
Julio Watsford
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volleuball
If I had to sum up how the 2002 Volleyball Season went
in one word, wondertastic would be the word that I
would use. ot only was there great enthusiasm from
the beginning to the end, but also, amazing school spirit
was shown throughout by everyone, despite the jarred
fingers and sore arms (perhaps legs too).
The season would not have been as great if not for the
time, effort, and expertise put in by Ms Langdon (who
coached the Sen ior A's and B's AND organized
everything), as well as all the coaches of the senior and
junior teams, so on behalf of all the volleyballers this
year, here's a huge THANK YOU to Ms Langdon and
coaches!
Although it is often desirable to win, I'd just like to
remind my fellow volleyballers that it doesn't matter if
you win or lose, because let's face it, there can only be
one winner in every competition. As long as you've given
it your best shot, it doesn't really matter if your team
came 8th, 7th, 6th, 5th, 4th, 3rd, 2nd, or 1st place!
Well done on a terrific season and keep it up!
AVRIL CHOW

Quotes:
"Let's dig it" - Senior D Team
"Would you like a basket with that?"(in relation to a carry) Holly Brown (Senior D Team Coach)
"A chocolate if you hit them on the head!" - Holly Brown

"Santa (Santa Maria) won. Hohoho!" - Aurelia Augustine
"Oh my God! I feel claustrophobic (at PLC)" - Libby Roberts
"Hey Ladies!" - Georgie Adcock & Phoebe McLarty
Senior A: Phoebe Mclarty, Jess
SpfOgg, Emily Wolfenden.

Junior A: Bee Banyord, Fiona Boyce,

Sam DeSiliery, Meggy McFarlane,
Katherine Park,liffRmg, Ellen Sea by,
AliTrahof,leohViklflgur.
Junior B:Susie Bohen-Wright, Jocquie
(arisen, Pio Humphry, Jess Larkon, Jen
ley, Kote Reid,KirslenShodboll,
Catherine Verran, Korisso Domondoll.
Junior (: Nikki Massap. Olivia Moody,
(oillin Bah, louisa (all, Ellie (or mock,
LourofollS,AlicioRoynel,Evelyn
Meads, Jess Chon, Emma Phillips

POCKETS

DAISY BANNERMAN

PHOEBE MCLARTY

Junior 0: Bee Lorsen, Nicole Groinger,

Jess Tholn, JocQuie Rob, Comillo Spry,
Ellie Peter, Lucy Jock,Cloire 80tchelor,
CoitlinHoey.
Junior E: 810nche Alexonder, Solie
Armstrong, Olivia Cole, Shirley Feng,
Ashlyn Hendricks, Mory lonogon,
Mozzo Reyhoni, Toryn Sea by, Jess
Snell.
Junior F: Victorio Bloke, Amelio Broun,
Ashleigh Dovis, Kole Dempster, Felicity
Fronce,8ridgelleGole,FianoHigh,
lilly Preslon-801l, Ashley Summm,
Josmine Sims.
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Senior C: Jess Allen, Jenni Armstrong,
Emma Cullen, Nino DUiock, Roine
GorIer, Amy House, Jessico Ip, Elso
MocKenzie, Bronwyn Ventris.

AVRIL CHOW

EMILY WOFFENDE

Senior 8: Jo Ayers, Bryden Bell, Emily
Forword, Catherine Swonn, Koren
locheto, libby Roberls,JessSchouten,
ShivoSenothinaia,KotleenArits.

1

Senior 0: AU/elio Augustine, Ally
BOlnes, Tohryn Bolt, Emmo Cummlllg,
Emily Keys, LoUlo Ludgole, Anno
Moguire, Emmo Mitchell, Shannon

Sooby.
Junior Development: Kaila Alkinson,
Hannah Baladja, Adri Dohmo,
Bridgelte Le Moy, lizzie Lowe, Poige
Moloney, Raso Marlow, Charlotte
Middleton, lora Newlon·Wordsworth,
Bugdey Shyoso, Kofe Smith, Jonine
Spiers, Kullar Ushpol, Gladyso Wirya.
Senior A: Georgie Adcock, Alicia
Anderson, NOlomi Bon, Daisy
Bonnermon, Avril Chow, SOloh Coyle.

Senior Development: Shione Alliwagro,
Jode Barker, Honor Colnon, Kim
Dickermon, Em FOllester, Marion
Hennessey, Kilsly Henry, Amy House,
Dono Killuszovo, Tessa La Melo, Lauro
Lone, Cindy lesmona, libby lissimon,
Kolh Merrisan, Kiron Norang, Jenny
Polond,NoleishoNarrish,Kothryn
Thom, Meidy Tioo, Anna Wolloce,
Stephanie WilYo.

sports

cross COUr1trU

The 2002 cross-country season commenced with an
atmosphere of determination and enthusiasm. The early
trainings at Perry Lakes proved a mission for some, as the
dew-covered grass made it seem 5° colder causing running
shoes to become completely saturated and already tired feet
feel equivalent to concrete blocks. Throughout the season
everyone trained with much perseverance and I felt that the
team members managed to bond well, train impressively,
and really enjoy themselves.
The All Schools' Cross-Country was approached as a
practice run for the IGSSA, and we were unable to put
forth our strongest team but still PLC did really well, with
special congratulations to Hilary Carter (Year 8) and Fiona
Boyce (Year 10).
Before we knew it, IGSSA was only hours away. Despite
the bus being late, the PLC team made it to Perry Lakes
just in time to complete a well-rehearsed warm up. Well
done to everyone who competed on the day and enormous
thanks to Miss Dovey for supplying us all with magic pills
before the race -nothing illegal! A special congratulations
must go to those who received personal bests and to the
following girls who achieved outstanding results:
Hilary Carter (Year 8)-lst, Tessa Garside (Year 10)-3rd,
Bianca Serich (Year l2)-6th, and Ro Kendall (Year 12)-8th.
I would like to thank both Tony Gouch and Miss Dovey for
the time and energy they put into coaching and motivation,
the parents who helped out at the various time-trials, and
also Mrs Kendall (a.k.a. Ro's mum) whose mouth-watering
muffins after trainings were incredibly appreciated by all.
Good luck to everyone for next year and years to follow,
from all the Year 12 x-country girls!
BIANCA SERICH
YEAR 8: Bee Beel, Philippo
COllick, Hilory Corlel, Notosho
Cocker, Lilli Cook, Sophie
Heoth, Jessico Ikin, Brillony
Monn, Emily McAliislel, Louise
NegoelCu, HOlliet Nelson,
CothOline Pennock, Almndre
SUlhOllond, Torino Ventris,
JessicoWolkOl.
YEAR 9: Liso Corbell, Rebe((o
Bonyord, Meg Chule, lucy
Cooke, Ellie PeIOl, lucy
Simmer Knight, Kole Smilh,
Whilney Siewort, Jono Sumich,
leoh Vikingul.

YEAR 10: KoteMcPhOlson,
loulen MUlr0V. Jemmo
Sondover, Toryn Seoby, Coitlin
Tlumble.
POCK ETS

BIANCA SERICH
DANIKA WARBURTON

YEAR 11: Jenny Bonnister,
Emereld Bond, Eliza Cole, Cloro
HeOlomo, Chorlolle Humphries,
Chloe Priest, Tepi Smith,
Donniko Worburton.
YEAR 12: Emma Cullen, XionLi Dovies, Julie Hewill, Roweno
Kendoll, Emily long, Jillion
Locke, Phoebe McLorty,
Jocqueline Morgon, Bionco
SOIich, ChonelieTooi.

YEAR 10: Fiona Boyce,
HOllletCorlel, Tesso Gorside,
PioHumphlY, Bridgelle Moy,
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hOCReu
This year, as always, PLC proved to be dominating on the
hockey field, and some very strong and talented teams
were put together to compete in the IGSSA competition.
Throughout the season there were many successes. Results
often speak for themselves as individual and team
performances improved from week to week - each match
proving to be a learning experience for the next.
Huge congratulations must go to the following teams who
achieved outstanding results:
Senior B-2nd, Junior A-1st, and Junior B-2nd.
Overall PLC came third. A hockey afternoon was held to
mark the end of a successful season. Despite the
unbelievably large ditch that had managed to form in the
right-hand corner of the PLC hockey field, a relaxed and
rather entertaining game was played between the "pasts
and possibles" of the PLClScotch College Hockey Tour.
Thank you to all the coaches, umpires, parents and teachers
who helped out during the season, as well as of course to
Miss Dovey for her valued co-ordination of everything to
do with hockey. Well done to the girls who played in the
Buchanan Cup, and congratulations to Fiona Boyce
(Year 10), Kate Cumming (Year 10) and Jess Dare
(Year 11) for being selected for the Under 16 State
Schoolgirls team. We wish you all a successful tournament!
Good luck to all the teams next year and, to anyone
considering going on the 2003 Hockey Tour - go for it,
because you'll have an awesome time and return with loads
of unforgettable memories and friendships.
BIA

CA SERICH

JUNIOR A: Fiona Boyce,

Jocqueline Carlsen, Horriel
Corler, Megan Chule, Kale
Cumming, Pia Humphry, Homi
Jomes-Oentilh, Angelo
McToggort, Claire Niccol, Jade
Ouill, Ellen Seaby,
LucySimmer-Knighl, BlOoke
Thomas, Colherine Verron,
Gemma Willing.

POCKETS
JEN

[ARMSTRO

G

JO AYRES
ARIEL KATZ
PHOEBE MCLARTY

JUNIOR B: Claire Batchelor,

Felicily FlOnce, Nololie
T RAC Y PA TT ERSON
Higham, SOlOh Humphry, Joi
B[ AN CAS ERIC H
Jomes-Oenlilh, Gino
Richordson, lemma Sandover, CH LOE-LOUISE THOMAS
Toryn Seaby, Ki,slen Shodboll,
Jonine Spiers, Stephanie
Wolm, Isabel Woods.
BA: Emily Beer, OimilhlO BOlho,
JUNIOR (: Jane Ardogh,
Hilory Corler, Emma Crisp, Lauren
Fiona High, Kale Morkin, Rosa
Fisher, Tessa Flynn, Pippin Holmes,
Marlow, Georgina Maslen, Toro
Chelsea Hooper, Emily McAliisler,
Newlon-Wordsworth, Kolherine
Pippa Polmon, Colherine Pennock,
Pork, Lee Ouek, lauren Scott,
Libby Reynolds.
Alana Strickland, Jocqui Young.
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8B: Jocqui AlmsllOng, Reb"co
BUlchorl, Reb"co Cloylon, Harriet
FilzgelOld Lauren Keighlley, Annabel
Maclean, Tessa Milchell, Soscho
Silberstein, Jennifer SIIOUSS, Torino
Venl,is, Jessico Walker.
SENIOR A: Jenni ArmsllOng, Joanne

Ayers, Jocqui Chellew, Jessico Dare,
Xion-Li Davies, Julie Hewitt, Charlotte
Humph,ies, Ariel Katz, Phoebe McLorty,
KOlhryn MocToggorl, Trocy Patterson,
Bianco 5o,i,h, Chloe Thomas, Sonia
Waddell.
SENIOR B: PascoIe Angliss, Daisy

Bannerman, Eliza Cole, Slocey
Forresler, Raine GorIer, Denby Kerr,
Emily Kiernan, Sophie Kirov, ChaneI
March, Emma Mitchell, Jocqui Morgan,
Claudio Newslead, Libby Roberls, Kale
Slevens, Ooniko Thomas, Bronwyn
Venlris, Julio WOlsford, Jennifer
Watts, Soroh Wells.

sports

I\etball

The 2002 netball season began with our first intense
ttaining. Lazy-eyed yet bubbling with energy, every girl
put in 110%, eagerly awaiting their first game.
The season brought about an extremely strong PLC
squad as well as some tough opposition. PLC was placed
a close fourth with only seven points separating us from
second position. Congratulations to our Year 8B team,
who were placed first in their division, as well as our
Junior A, E and F teams, and our Year 8E team who
finished second in each of their divisions.
Throughout the season each girl put her heart into the
game, which was evident with the rapid improvement
of skills across all levels. We would like to thank all
those who participated in the season. Their dedication
and effort is a credit to themselves. We would also like
to thank all the coaches, umpires and spectators who
put in their countless amounts of support. Special thanks
must also go to Ms Barbir who encouraged and
supported the teams, especially the Seniors, throughout
the whole season. Without her, the season would not
have been as successful as it was.
Finally good luck to all the teams
next year, put in your best efforts
and you will do extremely well.

POCK ETS
GEORGIE ADCOCK
KERRY LARIGAN

GEORGIE ADCOCK

SA: Emily BOllell-lennord, Eleanor

Batchelor, Emma (holley, Not osha
(O£hr,lilli (ook, Madeline Jochon,
Domini MQ/Sholl, HOlliet Nelson,
lebokh Oldham. Emily 5(0111,
8B:Phillipo COHick, Heathe' Dymond,
lngela Goh, Sophie Heorh, Nino Hughes,
flizobelhKordic, Jemima Munlo,louren
Murdo<h, Fieyo Symons,

8C:lotherineAshbolt,Kolino
Soc:oponos, HOlliel Ellis, Krislen Gloss,
fippin Holmes. Jessico Kwok, Honnoh
/IIuling, lennayo Pliesl, AlexandlD

Sotrtor,lollno Venllis,

80, NOlol" Andle,loe Campbell, Amy
Gamble, JessiHa lkin, Alexis Kusinski,

louise Negoescu, Alysho Nadwell, Hikila
Sleele, Alexandra Sutherland
BE:(laireAliisan, Jacqueline Armslrong,
(alherine Ashboll, Kathryn CarewHo~kins, lauren Harvey, Erika
Ikenouchi,MelimKilson, Hannah
Maclean, Phillipa Muncklon, Sos{ha
Sil~erstein,

8DEV:leonieChore,SlephanreClugslon,
HarrietFitzgerald,Georgialeaker,
Shannon McDougall, Gillian Milne,
Harriet Swole

Junior A: Rebecco Bonyord, Sam
DeSiliery, Meg McFollone, Elly Cormack,
Olivio Moody, Leah Vikingul, Kate
Mrnchin, Alexondlo Trohol, Tiff Ring
Junior S: Toro McGregol , Ellen Seoby,
Jess lorkon, Jacqueline (ollsen, Jenniler
ley, Kate Reid,Kolie Stricklond,OIivio
Cole,StephJohnson
Junior (: Ashleigh Davis, Lauro Foris,
(0I11in Hoey, Kate Dempster, Toryn
Sea by, Jono Sumich, Michelo Ashton,
Angelo Mdoggoll. Ellie Peter
Junior 0: Suzonnoh Bohen-Wlight,
Jessica Oldham, Philippa Moir, Mondelo
Yu, Kerry Aiken, £Ily Healy, Alhlyn
Hendriks, Jasmine Sims
Junior E: Bronco HOfland, Slephonre
Woters, Amelio Broun, Jone Corew-Reid,
Moddison Cromel, Emily Ohayon,
Nalolie Borris, louren Pember, Kale
Young
Junior F:Shirley Feng, Sarah Johnson,
Alicia Rayner, Blanche Alexander, lucy
Jock, Susan lissimon, Kate Smith,
lauren (aoper, Korisso Domondon

JESS SPRAGG

Junior H: Jonine Speirs, Amy Johns,
lucy Buchanon, Jess (han, Alice
Hennessy, Jenny Jiang, Kate lalham,
Raxy Mclean, Mel/yom Reyhani, Gladysa
Wirya, Madeleine Brown, Alice (ormock
Senior A Kimberley Rowley, Josmine
Bedfold, Shonnon Seoby, Georgie
Adcock, Soroh (oyle, Jessico Splagg,
Keuy lOligon, Amondo Osborne, Becky
Sparrowhawk
Senior B: Emily Keys, Ie pi Smith,
Kathfyn Trahar, Mllanda Nelson, Sam
Plalell, Stacy FOllester, Sarah Hendliks,
Kylie Wilmal, Sonia Waddell
Senior (: Jenna lester, Chanelle Taoi,
Elizabeth Roberts, DannikaWarburton,
Erin Krddre, Caroline Poull,Tohryn Bolt,
Saro Scoll,Alison BaInes
Senior 0: Emma Cullen, Kole Thompson,
Chloe Priest, Jillion locke, Emily
Woffenden, Amy larsen, Anno Walloce,
Alexandra Walker
Senior Dev: Kendal Giles, Jess Schouten,
Tanya lee, Avril Chow, Elsa MackenZie,
Jacqueline Morgan

Junior G: Sophie Beamon, lucy
Hansberry, Jamie Peckham, Emily
Mockowoy, Victoria Bloke, Bec lor sen,
Kathryn Cowley, Jess Snell
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Qu mf1 astics
The gymnastics season started out with new coaches,
new gymnasts and new routines, although the morning
tumbling, vaulting and leaping remained.
All the trainings paid off with PLC scoring well at the
State School Girls' Championships and the IGSSA
competition.
MESSAGE TO THE GYMNASTS

"Sometimes in life people
may tell you that your
standard of excellence is
not high enough.
"Unfortunately, these
people have never been
taught the true meaning
of excellence. "
Your team is only as strong as your weakest member;
only with support and encouragement will excellence
ever truly be achieved.
Good luck with the new leotards next year girls, and
congratulations to a successful season!
GINNY WISZNEAUCKAS

DIV 1: Notosho (ocker, Asho
Wotkin, Ellen McPherson,
Megon (inonni, louiso (011,
POCKETS
Kotrino Kerl, Soroh Humphry,
Elise Ntoumenopoulos,
GINNY WtSZNEAUCKAS
Reb"" Smith, Ginny
Wiszneouckos
DIVISION 2: Hilory (orler,
Reb"" Hordy, HOlliet
Nelson, Alex WOlloll, Alexis
Trinh, Notolie Greotrex,
KOlherine MocPherson, Louren
Murroy, Elizo (ole, Tesso Lo
Melo
DIVISION 3: fleonor Bosler,
Erin Gleodell, louise
Negoescu, Evo-Victorio Botes,
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DIVISION 3 Olivio (ole,
louise fly, Rebeceo lorsen,
Morion McAllister, lilly
Preston-Bolt, Morion
Hennessy, Genevieve

Simpson
DIVISION 4: Notolie Berrell,
Soroh McMillon, Jonine
MUllOY, KOlie Newmon,
(Iementine Pocker, Anno
Spiers, (otriono Golledge,
Jessi" Hesford, Adeloide
Jockson, Jennifer O'Neill,
Ello Ogden, Georgio Plottell,
Johney Smith, Elizobeth
(roig, louren Gilbride, Cione
Horne, (hloe Wroth

sports
rOWll\Q
This year's season was full of ergoes, time trials and
many early mornings where girls could bond together
as a crew in their boat. Training started in March and
crews were quickly formed. The first regatta was hosted
by PLC, and was a great success, with PLC coming
fourth overall. After this initial regatta, the crews were
able to set their goals for the remainder of the season.
Six weeks to go until the Head of the River and rowing
camp was held at Guildford Grammar School. As well
as testing and training, the weekend was full of team
activities, with one of the highlights being a fashion
parade with the male coaches dressed up by the girls in
dresses, wigs and lipstick.
With the final selections over, it was time to train hard
and reach those goals. The big day - and all the girls
were excited and eager to race. The Year 9's had put in
100% effort and it showed, with the majority of them
coming first place. The Year la's trained hard too,
resulting in the lOA's being placed third.
The senior scullers showed great leadership. The first eight
had trained hard and were ready for the final race. They
led the whole way, but with 100 metres to go MLC and
Penhros proved too strong and pulled away from us. In
the end the first eight came third, still a great result!

Ahuge thanks to all the coaches and teachers and especially
the parents who were always there supporting us. Good
luck to all the girls next season and make sure that you
keep the sport fun and exciting!
KATE LEE

YEAR 9: Michela Alhlan,
Nololie Ba"il, Louiso
Bivaillil, Amy Booth, ShYOla
Bugden, Meg Chule, Olivia
(ole, Annabel COlCoran,
[ouiIOCarr, Mia Cramer, Olivia
GOldner, Maleeha Gilani,
Nicole Grainger, lucy
Honsb",y, Sophie Hesford,
SOiah Johnson, Ulhpal Kullor,
MOIylannigan,Jm Larkan,
Chlillie Le Cornu, Suson
Ussimon, ~oso Marlow,
ROXlann Mclean, Sorah
McMichael, Katherine Park,
loulen Pember,
OailyPape-Blien, lily
Plellon-Ball, Emily Randles,
Honnoh Snell, Camillo Spry,
Alonna Strickland, Slephanie
Wehb.

POCKETS

KERRY LARKAN

YEAR 10: Maryam Ali, Sofie
Aiffilllang, Diona Bradley,
10mul Chollenar, Fleur Coid,
Karilso Oomondon, Erika
Gleenaugh, Caillin Hoey,
Coraline House, Paige
Moloney, Alice Rallton,
Jmico Snell, Jane lludgion,
Coillin lrumble, Pia Von
SIIoolen, libby Ward.

Year 1t Maniko Cook,
Hannah CalCaran, Helen
Oadd, Jemima Pope-Blien,
Emma Scogna, Sophie Smilh,
Garo Spierl, Anno Wallace.
Year 12: Emma Cumming,
Alana Gleen, K",y Larkan,
Kalherine lee, Aimee leroy,
Kiran Narang, Anilo
Robinson.
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basRetball
When you find a team that plays together, then you can
each stand proudly apart. This year, PLC was that team.
Basketball came out of the sport centre and into a whole
new realm! In the '02 season, an inspirational six out of
the nine teams competing in the IGSSA competition won
their respective pennants, cementing PLC's reign over the
sport. If perspiration is the perfume of success then a special
mention has to be made to the Senior Ns, Junior B's, Junior
C's, and Junior D's for not dropping a single game, with
the Senior B's and Year 8 C's only losing one and drawing
one, respectively, out of all their games played. However,
as Thomas Edison put it "People are not remembered by
how many times they fail but how often they succeed.
Every wrong step is another step forward."
With the champion trophy safely locked away in the
cabinet for a second consecutive year, all of the girls who
slogged away running never-ending laps can finally rest,
knowing that they have a whole year before they will put
it all on the line again in 2003.
Attitude is a state of mind that sets PLC apart from the
rest, with the girls not only demonstrating admirable
sportwomanship and grace, but reflecting the leadership
qualities and integral honesty that makes all PLC girls
proud. Vanity in sport is the satisfaction of seeing your
success felt by others, and it's in this that the PLC teams
should be congratulated for their excellent achievements.
"For when the One great scorer comes to write against
your name, He marks not that you won or lost, but how
you played the game (of life)." Grantland Rice,
JENNIFER POLAND
JUNIOR A: Kerry Aiken, Nikita
BedfOld, Megan McFOIlane, Tiffany
Ring, Kahama Ross, TOIyn seaby,
Rebecca Smith, Anno Westphal
JUNIOR B: louisa Bivaltsis, Kate
Cumming, Samantha De sillery,
Aunchisa Faa, Jai James·Dentith,
Jessico Oldham, Katherine POlk,
Ellen seaby, Jessico ThOln, leah
Vikingur,
JUNIOR C: Olivia Cole, lauren
Cooper, shalini Gandhi, Ashlyn
Hendriks, Sarah Humphry, Hami
James-Dentith, Kate MacPherson,
Kate Minchin, Alicia Rayner,
Nicolo Tarnowski
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8C: Emma Chaffey, Erika
Ikenauchi, Hannah Maling, Katina
Bocoponos
POCKETS
SOPHIE JOHNSTON
JENNIFER POLAND
SARAH ROBINSON
SONIA WADDELL

8A: Alysha Nadwell, Courtney
McAllister, Freya Symons, Hannah
Maclean, Rebekka Oldham,
Stephanie Winter, Torino Ventris,
Harriet Nelson, Emily Von Naart

Vear 88: lilli Cook, Catherine
Pennack, Ruth Thillagaratnam,
Emma Crisp

Vear 88: Chelsea Hopper,
Madeline Jackson, Nadia Hasson,
Pippin Holmes, Yasmin Ketelsen,

Vear 8C: Eleanar 8atchelar,
Gabriella Barnes, Brittany Mann,
Alexis Kusinski, Alicia Ikeda

DEVELOPMENT: Katina 8acapanas,
Kathryn Carew· Hopkins, steph
Clugston, Harriet Ellis, lauren
Fisher, Tessa Flynn, Kristen Gloss,
Glaria Hwang, Jessico Kwak,
Audrey Ouek, sascha Silberstein,
Jenny Strauss, Amelio Braun,
Gladysa Wirya, Hanna 8aradia,
Tess Garside
SENIOR A: Jasmine Bedfard, Kirsty
Henry, Sophie Johnston, Jennifer
Poland, Sarah Robinson, Shannon
Seaby, Kathryn Trahar, Sonia
Waddell
SENIOR 8: GeOlgie Adcock, Jacqui
Chellew, Avril Chow, Jess Dare,
Claro Heerama, Denby Kerr,
Amanda OsbOlne, Chelsea
Stewart, Jess Davies, Jess
Schouten, Emily FOIward, Emily
Waffenden

sports

athletics

THINK BIG. By the end of the athletics season of 2002, this
had evolved into the motto for the PLC track and field team.
Trainings began with the routine two laps of the track at
Perry Lakes, an 800 metre jog that led some of the girls to
wonder why anyone would choose to run middle distance!
Despite cold mornings, bed-hair and aching muscles, trainings
were made enjoyable by a strong sense of team spirit, positive
determined attitudes and the support and encouragement
given by the coaches. Also Ms Barbir's supply of red frogs,
which worked as a brilliant incentive! After having a successful
practice meet against St. Mary's, the IGSSA competition was
only a page and a half away in the school diary and nerves
were already beginning to surface.
Thanks to the efforts of some of the parents, Miss Langdon
and Miss Barbir, the 'aths' breakfast was an enormous
success - everyone eating to their hearts' content (healthy
food of course!). This event was made even more spectacular
by the good luck bags which held all the essentials; a beaded
PLC-coloured hair clip (so everyone's hair would be clipped
back neatly on the big day), a PLC ribbon, an IGSSA
program and my favourite, delicious PLC-coloured candy
displaying the words "THINK BIG PLC!"
By the morning of the IGSSA carnival everyone was pumped
and raring to get out there and go for gold! It was a great
day, with many girls doing personal bests and exhibiting some
inspirational performances. Massive thanks to all the coaches,
Mrs Sleight, and to Babs and Langers, whose contribution to
the season was more than amazing and much appreciated.
All the best for future years. Remember, there's no limit
to what you can accomplish!
BIA

CA SERICH

lI.lI 8, JD<QuellO' ArmlllOng,
lalh"in' Ashboll, lebecco Beol,
Phillipa (ollick, HilOlY (011",
blosho (ock". Lilli (ook. Emma
uisp, louisa Dent, louren Fishel,
Nodio Hosson. Sophie Heolh, Ali'io
~eda. lessico Ikin. Madeline
ID<kson.LourenKeighlley,Jessico
lwok, Hannah Modeon, Hannah
Maling, (ourlney M"lIill". Emily
Mcollister, LOUien MUldoch, Louise
Negoescu, HOlliel Nelson, Cotheline
PennD<k. heyo Symons, Asho
Walkin.

ROWENA KENDALL

lUI 9, leb"" BonYOld, AmelIO

EMILY WOFFENDEN

POCK ETS
XIA

-L1 DAVIES

NICOLE FILAR

ELSA MACKE

ZIE

SARA SCOTT
BIANCA SERICH
SOPHIE SLEIGHT

Broun,Meg Chule, Megan Cinonni,

Oli,io (ole, Ashleigh Davis,
Samantha De Sill"y, Fiona High,
Lucy lock, KOlrino K"I, Jess Lorkon,
Christie Le (ornu, Morion McAllister,

Angelo MeToggort, Olivia Moody,
Kalh"ine POlk, Lauren Pemb". Ellie
reIer, Alicia Rayner, Lauren Scoll,
lole Smith, Jessi" Thain. (olh"ine
Verron, leah Vikingur.

YEAI 10, Kolh"ine MocpheJIon.
Lauren MUllOY. Kale leid. Tiffany
ling. 101yn Seoby. lebecco Smilh.
Kolle SllI(klond. BlOoke ThomOl.
(oillin T.umble. Slephonie WoleJI.
Gemma Willing.
YEAI 11, Jessi" Allan, Alicia
Anderson, Jenny Bonnislel, Solly
BonYOld, Alison BOInes. loye
BedlOld, Elizo (ole. SOIoh (oyle.
Helen Dodd. Felicily FOIbes-lves.
(hOllolle Humph.ies. Emily Keys.
Tesso La Melo, Koren Lochela,

Noteisho NOllish, SOIoh O·Neili.
Amanda OsbOlne. (hloe Priesl.
Kim Rowley, Jessico Schouten,

YEAI 10, KellY Aiken. K"yn
Anderson, Caitlin Bolt, Fiona Boyce,
Harriet Corter, Maddison Cromer,
Kate Cumming, Kate Dempster, Tessa
Garside, Bianca Harland, Caroline
House, Pia Humphry, SOIoh Humphry,
Stephanie Johnson, Jennifer Ley,
(elio Lim.

Emma Scogna, Sara Scoll, Jessica
SplOgg, Doniko ThomOl, Donniko
Warburton, Jennifer Watts, Sarah
Wells, Kylie Wilma!.
YEAR 12, Honor (olnon, Xion Ii
Davies, Nicole filal, Rowena
Kendall, EIIO MocKenzie. Bion<o
Seri,h, Sophie Sieighi. Emily
Wolfenden.
koobbUITJ
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softball
Starting off the season with rushed selection and
training sessions, we all arrived at our first game with
many talents that had been hidden away since the
prevIOus season.
The match against MLC being the first for all the teams,
we all soon realised how much skill softball needs in
order to pitch the right pitch and even catch the right
catches with the sun in your eyes.
From here, both the juniors and the seniors progressed
with a chance of PLC being in the top three.
The season being so short and rushed, all players just
started to open up and were not intimidated by any
other 'State Pitchers,' showing all of our PLC spirit and
enthusiasm.
Thank you to all the PLC staff including Mrs Whipp,
Miss Dovey, Ms Barbir, Miss Charles-Twight and
Miss James. We can't forget the umpires or, of course,
the participants in both the Junior and Senior levels.
To future years, remember that softball is the fun sport
and the one that receives a lot of laughs.
JESS SPRAGG

JUNIOR A: Elle Botchelor, OIivio (ole,
Som De Sillery, Pippin 1I01mes,
Susen lillimon, ROlo Morlow,
Angelo McToggort, Kotherine Pork,
lucy Simmer Knight, Jesl Thorn,
leeh Vikingur.
JUNIOR B: JoekV ArmltlOng, Emmo
(hoffeV, Alhleigh Dovil, Lou/On
Filhel, Alicio Ikedo, ElilObeth Kordic,
Honnoh MoeLeon, (oUllnev
McAlliltel, Toro Mt£/Ogor, HOlliet
Nelsen, (omillo SprV.
JUNIOR C: Notolie BOllil, Bee Beel,
Kothryn (owlev, Felicitv FlOnce,
Nicole Groingel, Nodio HOllon, SOIoh
Johnson, (horlolle Middleton,
Rebekko OIdhom, Kote Smilh.
JUNIOR 0: Jenno Evonl, Joonno
long, (hriltie le (ornu, lizzy lowe,
Kote MOIkin, EmilV McAlliltel, SOlOh
McMichael, EmilV Meneghello,
HOlliet Swole.
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AT TtME OF
PUBLICATION
POCKETS
WERE NOT
YET
AWARDED

JUNIOR E: Alicio Ai/OV, Not Andre,
Shvolo Bugden, LOUlen Keightley,
IIlhpol KullOI, (otheline Pennock,
1I0lliet Rilev, SOICho Silbelltein,
lIicolo Tornowlki.
JUNIOR F: EmilV Beel, Dimi Botho,
Emmo (rilp, HOlliel Fitzgerold,
Rebecco Homerllev, Georgio leekel,
Annobel Mocleen, Honnoh Moling,

JUNIOR F: Georgino MOllen, Mothee
Mc(ubbing, Lee Ouek, GlodVlo
Wirvo.
SENIOR A: Fiono BoVce, Tomu/O
(hollenor, Kote (umming, Kote
Minchin, (Ioi/O Niccol, Emilv Ohovon,
(oroline Poull, Shonnon Seobv, TorVn
SeobV, Jesl Sprog, Steph WOtell.
SENIOR B: (oillin Bolt, Pio Humphrv,
Jen Lev, Meggv McForlone, KOlhrvn
MocToggort, Pip Moir, Ellen Seoby,
Killten Shodbcrlt, BlOoke Thomol.
SENIOR C: (Ioi/O BOlchelor, SolOh
(OVle, Kote Dempltel, Eriko
Greenough, Bionco Horland, Minoko
Hilomotlu, (oroline House, Denbv
Kell, Jemimo Pope-Brien, Kote Reid,
Alhlee Rexiliul, Gino Richordlon.
SENIOR D: Aurelio Augultine, Jessico
(hon, Moniko (ook, Korillo
Domondan, Kote Lothom, Noteilho
NOllilh, Morvom Revhoni, MeidV
Tice, Anno Wolloce, (lore Weeden,
Stephonie Wirvo.

sports

water polo

Water Polo - a game played in the water which is a
mix of rugby and basketball. May result in bruises,
scratches and even ripped bathers.
This year about seventy girls braved the cold Scotch
College pool early in the morning to train for the season
ahead. Some arrived more asleep than others.
Every Tuesday afternoon the three senior teams strutted
their stuff down at Bicton while the Juniors dominated
in their competition at Claremont.
All teams competed well and improved throughout the
season.
Thank you to Miss Dorrington and Miss Langdon for
their organisation and coaching.
Also, thank you to Mr Hinchley and
their assistance.

at Blythe for

The teams came out with lots of bruises, scratches and
a couple of ripped pairs of bathers, but thoroughly
enjoyed themselves.
ALICIA ANDERSON

JUNIOR A: SUlOnnoh Bohen-Wrighl,
Amelio Broun, lucy Hansberry,
Emily Mockowoy, Olivia Moody,
lOUien Murdoch, Sleph Parry,
Alanna Slricklond, Jono Sumi(h,
Colherine Verron, Jess Walker,
Ilobel Woods,

JUNIOR RESERVES: Emma Choffey,
Jane Michelly
AT TIME OF
PUBLICATION
POCKETS
WERE

JUNIOR B: Rebecca Bonyord, louiso
(Off, Kathryn Cowley, Rochel
frayzer, SUlon lislimon, Pip
Marlin, lauren Pember, Ellie Peler,
Alicia Rayner, lucy Simmer-Knight,
Jess Thorn, leah Vikingur, Sleph
Webb.
JUNIOR ( Kate Ashboll, Phillipo
(offick,louren filher, Teslo flynn,
Amy Gamble, Krillen GIOIS, Angelo
Goh, Nino Hughes, Madeline
jocklon,ElizobelhKordi(,freyo
Symonl.

rOT

SENIOR A: Alicia Anderson, Pos(Ole
Angliss, Jess Dore, Emily Keys,
Sam Plolell, Tiff Ring, Anthea
Rodoredo, Coillin Trumble, Donniko
Worburton, Jennifer Walls, Melisso
WoIII.

YET
AWARDED

SENIOR B: Chloe Borlley, Felicity
forbes-1m, Stocey FOffesler, Amy
Green, Soroh Hendriks, libby
Mclean, Mirondo Nelson, Soroh
O'Neill, Tepi Smilh, Chelsea
Steworl, Soroh Wells.
SENIOR ( Sofie Armltrong, Diona
Brodley, Jocqui (orlsen, lauren
(ooper, Krisly Dawson, Teslo
Gorlide, (Oil lin Hoey, Pia
Humphry, Soroh Humphry, lemma
Sondover, Jane Trudgion.
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sports

uearsevell
The PLC Year 7 group has participated with
outstanding enthusiasm in a wide variety of sporting
endeavours in 2002. They have competed at an
Inter-School level in netball, swimming, diving, cross
country, tennis, gymnastics and basketball.
Some highlights were medals for swimmers at the State
Relays, winning the Academy Plate State Tennis
competition as well as some excellent individual
performances in cross country, diving and gymnastics.
Students enjoyed the opportunity to represent their
houses at the Inter-House swimming and athletics
carnivals. With the focus on participation, students also
attended the JSHAA Year 7 swimming and athletics
carnivals, thoroughly enjoying interacting with students
from other schools.
The Winter Games Day proved to be exciting for the
girls who tasted a variety of different sports throughout
the day. Sporting organisations provided the expertise
and equipment, ensuring the students were exposed to
some of Western Australia's elite athletes and coaches.
Congratulations to all the Year 7 students for their
dedication and commitment to sport this year. They
have ensured that the year has been successful and the
future looks bright for sport at PLC.
MISS CHA

TELLE JAMES

Basketball: Louisa Bohen-Wright, Natalie Berrell,
Alice (orter, Sophie (oote, Harriet Drummond, Adele
Ferguson-Gonder, Sophia Flynn, (oitlyn Fogorty,
lauren Gilbride, Adeline Goh, (ione Horne, louro
Kirby, Soroh Jockson, Elspeth Modourin, Bianca
Modiver, (ossie McClusky, Soroh McMillon, Emily
Mollison, Georgia Munn, Yvonne Noi, Katie Newman,
Jennifer O'Neill, Ella Ogden, (Iementine Pocker,
Georgia Plotell, Eleonor Robson, Emma Routley,
Johney Smith, Anno Speirs, Moki Stonborough,
Georgia Stewort, Olivia Toit, lisa Tokei, Giorgio
Vigono, lizzie Worr, Elisabeth Westphal, Katherine
Williams, Rebecca Whittaker, Marcelle Wooles, Soroh
Young, Shohn Zolsmon.
(ross (ountry: Georgionno Adams, Natalie Berrell,
Sophie (oote, (oitlyn Fogorty, lucy Furlong, Lauren
Gilbride, Eloise Greenland, (oitlin Kingsbury, Soroh
McMillon, Jonine Murray, Ella Ogden, (Iementine
Pocker, Monica Pleydell-Bouverie, Anno Speirs,
Marcelle Wooles,
Gymnastics: Alice (orter, Natalie Berrell, Elizabeth
(roig, lauren Gilbride, (otriono Golledge, Jessica
Hesford, (ione Horne, Adelaide Jockson, Soroh
McMillon, Jonine Murray, Katie Newman, (Iementine
Pocker, Ella Ogden, Jennifer O'Neill, Georgia Plotell,
Johney Smith, Anno Speirs
kookJburrJ
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Netball: Maddie Ashton, Louisa Bohen-Wright, Julio
Borker, Natalie Berrell, Katherine Bryant, Matilda
(oddy, Bonnie (hristion, Emma Dawson, Adele
Ferguson-Gonder, (oitlyn Fogorty, lucy Furlong,
Giorgio Vigono, Adeline Goh, Gabriella Greaves, Lucy
Greer, Kate Hawkins, Natalie Hoey, Adelaide Jockson,
Soroh Jockson, Felicity Korogeorge, Lauro Kirby,
(osey lister, Susannah Lyon, Justine Mocouloy,
Elspeth Modourin, Soroh McMillon, Emily Mollison,
Ella Ogden, Emily O'Keeffe, Jennifer O'Neill,
(Iementine Pocker, Eleonor Robson, Emma Routley,
Olivia Toit, lisa Tokei, Rebecca Whittaker, Katherine
Williams, Marcelle Wooles
Swimming: Maddie Ashton, Matilda (oddy, lucy
Greer, (oitlin Kingsbury, Justine Mocouloy, Soroh
McMillon, (Ioudio Nebel. Katie Newman, Ella Ogden,
Georgia Plotell, Johney Smith, Georgia Stewort,
Shohn Zolsmon
Tennis: Louisa Bohen-Wright, Natalie Berrell,
Stephanie (ooper, Lauren Guilbride, Ella Ogden,
(otherine Pettemerides, Monica Pleydell-Bouverie,
Eleonor Robson, Olivia Toit, Katherine Williams

junior school
On Founders' Day this year Meredith Beer and her
mother, Molly Paterson told us many fascinating
stories of their lives at PLC. Mrs Paterson included
information that she had learned from her mother,
Annabelle Plaistowe as well! One of the things that
Meredith told us was of a significant time in the
School's history. It was her second year at PLC and
there was much excitement as the staff and students
were moving into the new buildings. On Friday,
22nd September 1972, the wing that housed the
George Nisbet Dods Memorial Library and the
Science Block were officially opened. "There was an
almost hushed reverence on the part of both guide
and sightseer on first entering our unique and
impressive library.... the wonderful view from
nearly all the windows, the luxury of heaters in all
the classrooms, and the general neatness and
tidiness of the school grounds and classrooms ... "
was how this was reported in the Kookaburra of
that year.
I am sure that at some time in the future, one of our
students will tell the story of 2002 when the Junior
School staff and students moved into the new Early
Learning Centre and renovated and refurbished
Junior School. They will hopefully remember it as a
happy time when they were able to teach and to
learn in an environment that was filled with light,
that was spacious and comfortable and that enabled
them to experiment, to explore and to research in
an exciting and meaningful way.

fortunate to live in a world that for them is safe,
secure and filled with love. It is a delight to be a
part of their growing up and to watch them
blossom and develop in confidence as they learn
about themselves, the world around them and the
infinite world of space that surrounds our planet.
Each edition of Kookaburra endeavours to capture
that which makes the year special; like many others
yet with its very own unique history. There has been
much that is special about 2002 in the Junior
School. We have attempted to capture a part of it
for you in the pages that follow. Enjoy them today
and return to them frequently to remember the year
when the new Early Learning Centre and Junior
School were opened by Dr Patricia Kailis on
Wednesday, 6th March 2002.

report

Janet Wilmot
Head ofJunior School
Postscript:
This was written prior to the Bali bombings and I
am acutely aware of the change that we have seen in
our world. My prayers are for peace and
understanding and for the relative safety of our
country to remain as it has been for our children
and our children's children.

When thinking of this time, they may remember
lying on the floor of the courts, designing a
mediaeval banner or using the space to practise the
play that they had written. For some it will be
cooking in the kitchen or watching themselves dance
in the mirrors in the Hall that comes to mind.
Others will remember with pride one of their works
of art that was displayed in the new building for all
to see, or using one of the studios to create a clay
house, a puppet or a mosaic mirror. Each child will
hold a special memory of 2002 in their hearts and I
am sure that the building will feature in many of
these whether consciously or unconsciously.
When thinking of 2002 the staff will no doubt
remember the positive influence that this new
environment seemed to have on all of us. Whilst the
year will go down in history as the first in which we
worked in the comfort of air conditioning, the more
important feature of the year has been the renewed
energy and enthusiasm that having the space to
work in a creative and collaborative manner has
brought.
The spontaneity and joy of childhood are seen
across the years and in 2002 our children are still
kookaburra
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Mrs Janet Wilmot pictured with the Junior School Captains and
Vice Captains.
(top to bottom)Georgia Walter, Lucy Fry, Alison Mclean, Hannah Murray, Anna
Balston, Anna Curry, Annabel Hall, Tamsin Venter, Cassie McCloskey, Isobel
Hennessy, Emily Alexander, Kristen Chiswell, Tori Gill, Aarksara Foo, Alice Carter,
Rachel Chandler, Emily Palmer, Stephanie Bell, Georgia Donaldson, Stephanie
Martino, Sarah Maxwell, Cordelia Coleman, Daisy de la Hunry.
Absent: Ellen McGuckin

lews
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kinderga_r_te_n

KINDERGARTEN - 2002
Row 4:
Row 3:
Row 2:
Row 1:
Absent:
kookaburra
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Talitha Golding, Kyle Summers, Ricky Longley, Isabelle Honey, Mrs. Glynis Ridley.
Miss Jane-Clair Hopkins, Siena Zamin, Hamish de la Hunty, Claire Breidahl, Nicholas Sutherland,
Zoe Bailey, Miss Ali Willers.
Angus Barber, Isabella Leunig, Sara Gibson, Jackson Ferri, Alannah Ikin, Hugh Templeman, Olivia Shannon.
Annabel Skea, Georgia Tait, Max Koster, Hadley Lindsay, Matthew Viney, oa Gubbay, Stella Bramley.
Hannah Cheir.

_

•

pre-prluaary

_
What we enjoy at
Pre-Primary ...
"Playing with those spikey
things that connect. "
"When we make stuff like
machines. "
"Doing fun things like
drawings. "
"Playing with my friends in the
playground. "
"Making big, big giant
waterfalls. "
"When we dance to music. "
"Telling my news and
_, '. ...~ questions. "
........ -..

-,

Some have long necks.
Some are Stegosaurus'.
Some have frills.
The father and mums get leaves from the tops of
the trees to their babies.

PRE PRIMARY - 2002
Tyko Kirsner, Learn
McArdle, Samantha
Thomas, Charles
McGuckin, Mimi Robson.
Grace Harris, James Smith,
Christopher Simpson,
Madeleine Southall, Toby
Walmsley, Rachele Devoto.
Manisha Malcolm,
Benjamin Hansen-Knarhoi,
Emily Cooke, Elizabeth
Trahar, Marcus Tsaknis,
Pamela Diamond.
Emily Farquhar, Marie
Martin, Harrison
Shepherd, Alexander
Brogan, Ariane Kikiros,
Sophie Henderson.
Teachers:Mrs Sue Richards, Mrs
Margaret Osborn, Miss
Kirsten Blaikie, Miss LeeAnne Kennedy
kookJbllrr.
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year 1
The Magical Rainforest
by Sarah Sloan

Once upon a time there was a girl called
Annabelle and she lived in the rainforest.
One day something strange happened. She
saw a tree with some bells on the tree. It was
a wishing tree. She made some wishes and
her first wish was that she had some crayons
to draw with. The wish came true and she
had crayons to draw with.
The end

/

/

What is a Memory?
Your brain helps you remember things because it
is a very special bone in your body.
Anne- Marie Karageorge
koobburl.l
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by Madeleine Lofthouse

Baggy Pants
by Louisa Painter

A long, long time ago there was a clown and his name
was Baggy Pants and he was trying to get into the circus.
A very large man came to say that he could go to the
circus and he was very happy and then he went to the
CIrcus.
The End

YEAR 1 - 2002
Row 3:
Row 2:
Row 1:
Teacher:

Anna McGuckin, Mabel Gill-Hille, Kimberley Sheperd, Isobel Martin,
Madeleine Lofthouse, Gabrielle Hitchen, Lucinda Diffen.
Rosemary Bradley, Sarah Sloan, Caitlin O'Shea, ida I Fradd, Louisa Painter,
Isobel Szklarz, Madeleine King.
Felicity Eustance, Anne-Marie Karageorge, Sophia Glaurert, Eve Bramley, Flora Smith, Alexandra Strzelecki, Jasmine Macleod.
Miss Jill Gillbard

year 2
Aisling: "Kanyana was fun because I
got to hold lots of animals and they
felt soft"

Clare-Louise: "I loved getting dressed
up to go to Claremont Museum. I put
my hair in rags the night before so
that I had real ringlets like the Olden
Days. "

Stephanie: "At Scitech I got to go
round on the whizzy chair and I felt
dizzy. When you put your arms out
you went slower. "

Casey: "I enjoyed being interviewed

on video and talking about the Olden
Days farm I made. "

Jenna: "I love doing art in class,

especially when I made my farm. I
was very proud of it"

Georgia: "I was Noah in our Chapel

Assembly. "

Bella: "At the children's

Literature Centre we saw
the silk paintings about
"Turtle Song" then we did
our own

Georgina: "I was a monkey
in Chapel Assembly and
Steph and me got to eat
our bananas afterwards"

YEAR 2 - 2002
Row 3:
Row 2:
Row 1:
Absent:
Teacher:
kook.1buru
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Georgina Moran, Isabella Blakiston, Clare-Louise Lawson, Laura Hull, Elise Karageorge, Sophia Skea, Rebecca Hepburn-Brown.
Grace Blackman, Emma Smith, India Munn, Katherine Beskow, Isabelle Roden, Stephanie Lowenhoff, Anna Bradley, Caitlin White.
Aisling Sloan, Lauren Bennett, Sarah Cia irs, Georgia Kavanagh, Kirsten Van Der Walt, Alexia Botha, Jia-Ying Choong.
Arielle Tay.
Mrs Benita Heath

stories
by year 2
King Arthur
by Isabelle Roden
nce upon a time in Camelot there
lived a princess kidnapped by an
ogre to make his son's wife. But she
already wanted to marry a boy called
Willyem.

O

was about to free her, out came the
ogre and with a woosh the ogre threw
the cage into the river.
Willyem jumped after her. Soon he
caught up with the cage and he

climbed through the bars just at the
right time because they were about to
go down a waterfall. It wasn't a bad
fall because they fell into the moat of
the king's castle and then they got
married and lived happily ever after.

The king had sent many knights to
free her, but never Willyem. One day
he thought he could do it. That took a
long time. Willyem nearly died by his
horse going a bit uneasy.
After three months he was at the
ogre's cottage. Willyem saw the poor
princess in a big cage, but just as he

-he Wifch
-he

fu;r~.

ard
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The fairy and the witch
by Grace Blackman
nce upon a time, there lived a
beautiful fairy. Her name is
Twinkle. She is a very good fairy but
she had an enemy. She was a witch.
The witch tried and tried to kill the
beautiful fairy, but she couldn't and
because Twinkle was so magical the
witch hated the fairy. She was so mad
that the fairy was alive. But she

O

couldn't do anything about it. She
thought for many days and many
nights about how to kill her. But she
knew if she just killed her the normal
way the witch would turn into ice and
then the witch loved the fairy and the
witch and the fairy lived happily ever
after.

The Goblins and the Ice-cream
by]ia-Ling
nce upon a time there was an
icecream that could talk. One day
the icecream saw two goblins running
towards him. But the ice-cream made
them slip and fall. They went failing
into an icecream. The ice-cream
laughed thinking that the goblins would
always meet a sticky end!

O

The Ice-cream went bobbing home to
its family, and he lived happily ever
after.

The goblins were very mad. They
decided to make a barrow invisibly. So
that they could roll the barrow over the
ice-cream. But the icecream won again
by putting a rope around the barrow,
and pulling it over the goblins. They
got flattened.
kook.lburr.l
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year 3
ice

Year 3
- make H'lei....

mark!

Leafy Sea Dragon
By Beatrice Harris

Moving magically through
the sea
A dragon tries to hide from
me

Seals
by Samantha Martin

Interesting creatures,
gentle animals.
Friendly, loving things.
All so graceful,
And so playful.

Seahorses
By Ellen Marinko

Just bobbing up and down
in the sea
swimming so gracefully

It looks just like a lovely

Small and tiny
not that shiny

leaf
Gliding gracefully amongst
the reef

Unique in their own way
just watch how they play

Oh Sea Dragon I love you
so
Just because you move so
slow.

koobburra
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Seahorses are very delicate
so soft like a blanket
Everyone is glad to see
a seahorse down in the
bubbly, bubbly sea.

Friends

Friendliness

by Alice Dormer

by Laura Hejleh

I have lots of friends
my friends are like beautiful flowers

Friendliness is people being friendly
People always have to be friendly

Friends are the best thing you can have
I love my friends when they are ill

Friendliness is being helpful
In fact friendliness is a virtue

Some people have best friends
No one should be mean to their friends

The world wouldn't be a very happy
place without friends

All your friends love and care for you.

So people have to be good friends and
make friends.

YEAR 3 - 2002
Row 4:
Row 3:
Row 2:
Row 1:
Absent:
Teacher:

Felicity Tan, Evana Hanna, Marli McGuckin, Sophie Clapin.
Samantha Martin, Hannah Newnes, Courtney Certoma, Eleanor Lofthouse, Alice Dormer.
Laura Hejleh, Ellen Marinko, Chelsea Brumby, Dielle Horne, Frances Peters, Olive Gill-Hille, Beatrice Harris.
Rosie Barton, Stephanie King, Camilla Eustance, Isabel Kordic, Christina Robson, Sarah Pybus, Lynnett Ng.
Esther Robinson.
Mrs Alison Viney.
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year 4
In Year Four this year we have been making use of many of the Habits of Mind. Have
a look at some of the amazing things that we have done!
Finding Humour
In Year Four we find humour in everything we
do. We are often laughing and sharing a joke as
we work. We like to find the funny side in
everything we do. Some of the funniest moments
this year ha ve been ...

Responding with Wonderment and Awe
We were given the opportunity to respond with wonder and awe
when we travelled to East Perth and spent the day sketching all the
things that we found there. There was this wonderful tile
masterpiece with magpies. Also there was another one showing
what happened when the white people came to East Perth. It was a
glorious location over-looking the Swan River.

Creating, imagining and innovating
We have been involved in loads of great Art projects this year
and we have had the chance to create, imagine and innovate.
Our Mermaids project was great! We made fabulous mermaids
with lots of features and decorations. We included lots of
sparkles and glitter paint. We took a picture of our head then
drew a body with a tail and outlined it using PYA glue. Then we
painted our tails and the features on it. We made beautiful
Mermaids and the tails look just like the art we saw by Gustav
Klimt.
We also used our creative and innovative talents with our Scotch
Buddies this year. When the Scotch boys came to PLC we made
rockets and explored Space and it was really cool! When we
went to Scotch we made up short stories with a partner while
the other groups made backgrounds and puppets. At the end of
the day we watched Hare Brain by the Spare Parts Puppet
Theatre. The day was really fun!
kook.,burrJ
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Questioning and Problem Solving
We have used lots of different strategies to solve problems and to answer our
questions this year. One of our favourite strategies is to 'Ask an Expert'. Mr
Zander came over from the Senior School to answer our questions about Rocks
and Minerals. He was a great help! We also rang the television stations and the
West Australian newspaper to find out if an Aboriginal person had ever won
the Melbourne Cup!

Thinking flexibly
The greatest lesson we have learned in Year 4 has
been to be accepting of others and to embrace the
different talents and gifts that everyone has to share.
We have learned so much about the world around us
from our teachers and from each other. We have really
worked hard to become open-minded and flexible
thinkers.

Striving for accuracy and precision
Did you see the art work that we displayed in the
JSHAA Art Show? We had such a wonderful time!

Managing impulsivity
We really had to manage our impulsivity when we were faced with so many exciting events this year! First of all, we had
fabulous Aboriginal guests come to PLC and they shared so much of their culture with us. They showed us how to make
damper and taught us how to throw spears. A very kind lady called Sham told us about the different bush foods that
they eat like bush potato, bush tomato and quandong jam. Secondly, we had the incredible excitement of having the
amazing dancers at Yirra Yaakin oongar Theatre teaching us to dance! It was great and very exciting and we are all so
proud of what we have learned.

Persistence
Sometimes we are faced with challenges but we never give up and we always
success because we work as a team!
We really had to call on our persistence this year when a group of us studied
Shakespeare. Most people would say you can't do Shakespeare in Year 4 but
we did and we loved it! We read 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' which was
fantastic and we did lots of fun activities to choose from such as writing a
school report for Puck, the naughty fairy, or making a model of the Globe
Theatre. Learning about Shakespeare was a lot of fun and very interesting!
kooK.lburr.l
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YEAR 4M - 2002
Row 3: Aimee Luff, Bonnie de la Hunty, Sasha Spiers, Anisah Nasir, Gabriella Hanna.
Row 2: Esther Glauert, Rebecca Beskow, Amelia Hawkins, Asha Harris, Jessica Ross, Stephanie Wright.
Row 1: Maddie Roden, Lucy Bennett, Milli Henderson-Pitman, Jovina Ang, Cody-Sue Turco.
Teacher: Mrs Denise Mason

YEAR 4T - 2002
Row 3: Phoebe Beurteaux, Indiah Boyd, Leona McArdle, Tessa Randles, Isabelle Caporale, Yukie Sato.
Row 2: Bernadette Nebel, Farrah Munshi, Emily Walmsley, Daniella Harlan, Katelyn Prendiville.
Row 1: Megan Kozak, Melissa Brumby, Catherine Van Der Walt, Ashleigh Civiello, Lucille Desai, Samantha Capelli.
Teacher: Miss Sara Thorpe
kook.lburr<l
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year 5

YEAR 5B - 2002
Row
Row
Row
Row

4:
3:
2:
1:

Kim Sumura, Holly Doherty, Courtenay Bombara, Giorgia Mack.
Sara Gibson, Hannah Steens, Maitlyn Hansen, Lucy Mengler, Julia Mugliston.
Jade Bates, Sophie Kesteven, Kelsey Gill, Emma Yole, Ailsa McKechnie, Mary Bowman, Sophia McGuckin.
Mieke Weyers, Lana Stephens, Veronica Sidjono, Maddison Gale, Rebecca Miller, Laura Ng, Gabriella Robson.
Absent: Anna Lynn, Liana Tay.
Teacher: Mrs Meredith Beer

YEAR 5V - 2002
Row
Row
Row
Row

4:
3:
2:
1:

Teacher:

Hollie Gillespie, Alexandra Charleston, Georgia Ogden, Eboni Tiller.
Ainsley Moore, Katie McIntyre, Elizabeth Lor, Rebecca Keys, Amelia Richardson, atasha Pringle, Andonia Kailis.
Grace Templeman, Anna Quirk, Renata Koster, Esmeralda Ashby, lIana Kohan, Camilla Golding, Hannah Busby.
Leah Baker, Candice Chin, Chloe Leaker, Sarah Richardson, Isabella Woodhouse, Caroline Clugston,
Portia Small bone.
kook.lbUIT.1
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year 6
Murder of William II
'He won't look so triumphant in a
minute,' Jonathan thought crouching
behind a bush as he select:d an extra
sharp arrow to his bow. With great
concentration he drew his bow back
ready to shoot.
Just as he let the arrow loose the
wind blew the bush to one side so the
.
'
arrow, mstead of hitting the victim
between the eyes struck the left one.
Jonathan knew it was fatal.
As everyone rushed toward the king,
Jonathan bolted back to his horse
and rode hard and fast to find He~ry
who would be the new king.

Mini Quiches
1 packet bacon pieces
4 eggs, l'Ig h tly beaten
375 mL cream

Cords Mortimer SaSE

RED
A ruby, sparkling
Roses, the flower of love
Red wine, rich and dark
Strawberries and raspberries ripe
and juicy.
A red rooster, strutting tall
Santa's suit, warm and cosy
The cross of red, helping all in
need.

Tori Gill: Poetry English

Follow the Rabbit Proof
Fence
I walk, I run, I'm tired and I've only
just begun.

60g grated Cheddar ch
750
eese
g prepared short crust pastry sh eets.
1. Grease muffin tins.

2. Cut out pastry to required size.
3. Gently p ress cIrcles
.
into pans
4. Cook baco n Untl'j crisp d .
5
' ram well.
. Beat eggs and cream togeth
er until. well
b'
Com lI1ed.
6 . Place a little of th h
d e c eese and b
.
an cream mixture
acon lI1to the tins ' t op up WIth
. egg
7
'
. Carefully place mini uich .
on 190 degrees C C q
es mto an oven that h b
filling is firm and' ook !or approximately 10 -15 as een preheated
pastry IS golden.
mmutes, until the
8. Eat hot, warm or cold.
otes: You don't h
ne d
ave to use all th h
e or use what you think is the .e c eese. Just use how much
nIcest proportion f h
you
L
0 c eese
et pastry warm to room te
.
pastry warm up d
mperature. Prepare b
bacon drain on paanpe:hten dlo your pastry cutting ;~~ne IWh~Je letting
owe s.
ettmg your

Cordelia Coleman·. Foeus,
. Cooking
I'm sick of seeing the fence. It is
making me tense. I'm looking at it all
day. It's keeping my mum away.
Now Luah's got a sore tum. I think
we all just need our mum.
What are we going to do?

A Day in the Life of a Female Emperor Penguin
It isn't until the afternoon that she finally hears his song she learnt during
their long courtship but now it is very loud and urgent. Turning around
again and again, she calls for her family and this time more keenly follows
her mate's reply. Zoe's mate Charlie greets her with a loud trumpeting as he
is looking forward to gaining some of the weight that he lost while looking
after their chick in the harsh winter weather.

Rebecca Moffat: Poetry: English
kookJburra
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Laura Bailey: Creative writing: English

YEAR 6A - 2002
Row 3:

Georgia Middleron, Srephanie Bell,
Ellen McGuckin, Daisy de la Hunry,
Georgia Donaldson, Rachel Chandler,
Emily Palmer.
Row 2: Ciara Pearson, Nada Baradja, Isobel
Hennessy, Cordelia Coleman, Alison
McLean, Holly Consranrine, Louisa
Robson.
Row 1: Krisren Chiswell, Adelaide elson,
Sarah Maxwell, Sarah Hejleh, Darcy
Phillips, Ellie Beurreaux, Lucy
Treasure.
Teacher: Mrs Andrea Sofield

YEAR 6H - 2002
Row 3:

Row 2:

Row 1:

Teacher:

Carherine Roden, Samanrha Willis,
Rosie Burron, Tamsin Venrer, Hannah
Murray, Cordelia Morrimer, Tori
Gill.
Margor McGeoch, Emily Alexander,
Morwenna MacLean, Grace
McCallum, Chloe Hun, Hannah
McKelvie.
Anna Balsron, Sophie Pember,
Srephanie Marrino, Anna Curry, Alice
Carrer, Philippa Nilanr, Sara Louie.
Ms Diane Holmes

YEAR 65 - 2002
Row 3:

Row 2:

Row I:

Teacher:

Pascale Young, Aarksara Faa,
Carherine Donnelly, Laura Bailey,
Arabella Tole, Alison Biro, Amy
Clifron.
Caitlin Ferrell, Chloe Ng, Julia
Miller, Lisa Kyle, Georgia Walrer,
Ginny Lannigan, Karharina
Spanbroek, Abyan Nasir.
Rebecca Moffar, Aasha Priesr, Lucy
Fry, Philippa Bartlen, Jennifer Chan,
Georgia Drake-Brockman, Annabel
Hall.
Mrs Hearher Srephens
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Mutider Un der the Microscope Villain:
.
Here are t h e following clues..
.'
ater consumptIOn. .
h
a 01£ course, nce
1 believe thatflthlS WI atl'on there are thmg s suc as Thgere were also
h
ot e o c ,
I t of water.
In t e ma~
lands which use up a 0
re wasn't much
and artifICial w~t
ared stressed because the
. del Tornados
earthworms whICh appecan't live without water. Mann~er she was
water and earthwormsater however she us~d all theT~:t is why 1 think
had a licence to use w
d ther people's licences.
0
allocated an d now wante
.
it's water consumptIOn.

'" Chan-. Exposition: English
Jennt,er

On the Edge of the River
The dappled sunlight casts shadows on the water.
The waves are quietly lapping On the shore.

r am absorbed

with watching the crystal clear
ripples of the river.

The water is changing; purple, blue and green.
The boats are calmly bobbing on the river
The breeze brushes against my face, cooling my
body

Anna Balston : Poetry English

Minimata
The options that were open to the people of Minimata were to travel around to other Countries warning people about
what had happened and telling them not to buy any of The Chisso Corporations drugs, plastic or perfume. If no one
bought any of their products then the factory would have to close down. Also, the people who worked in the factory
would probably live in Minimata and they would not want this disease to get any worse because their family or even
themselves could suffer from it. They could all go on strike and because nobody would be working in the factory, they
would have to close the factory down. This would result in no more heavy metals being dumped into the ocean.

Sarah Maxwell: Comprehension, English
kook.lblln.
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mUSIC
Junior School Strings
The String Programme in the Junior
School has continued to grow during
2002. There are four Suzuki Groups
that rehearse before school during the
week and these groups have performed
at assemblies, fairs and concerts
throughout the year.
The Vivaldi Ensemble had a new intake
of members in Semester Two and has
performed at the JSHAA Art
Exhibition, Music Camp and other
concerts.
The showcase for our string students
was the Christmas Concert held at the
end of ovember.

Suzuki Strings

I would like to express my appreciation
and thanks to Miss Anne-Marie
Partington for her support, dedication
and excellent teaching.

Ms Anne Coughlan

Vivaldi String Ensemble

kook,bLIIT'
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sport
Once again there has been some outstanding achievements
in Junior School Sport this year.
The Year 4 and 6A netball teams were Premiers in their
division.
The Year 4/5 gymnastics team won the State Gymnastics
Team Competition.
The Year 5 swimmers won two gold medals at the State
Relays and the Year 6/7 swimmers won two bronze
medals at the same event.
The Year 4-7 Diving team won the State Diving
Championships for the second year running.
The Year 6 - 7 tennis team won the Academy Plate Tennis
Championsh ips
The ethos of sport in the Junior School still remains on
participation and enjoyment. You only have to look at
some of these photos to see the fun and friendship the
girls obtain from sport at PLC.

Year 5 State Relay gold medalists

rJ

Peer Teaching

Inter-School Gymnastics
Inter-House Athletics Carnival Year 5/6

Inter-School Swimming Carnival

kookJblllTJ
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houses
resulting in some very promising Year 8 teams and
the Olympic level Year 11/12 Volleyball team, as well
as the best Cross Country turnout we could have
wished for.
Baird had a winning 'moment' at the Inter-House
Athletics Carnival and this proved a good luck spell.
Although our efforts did not win us any athletics
trophies, smiles were brightened when we walked
(or marched) away with the Marching Trophy, which
was truly deserved!
Throughout the year, Baird's two debating and public
speaking teams competed very successfully, resulting
in a second place overall for the debating girls.

2002
Our birthday year must have brought out the orange in
us! Twenty-five years and it never ceases to amaze me
that Baird still is the brightest and most spirited house
there is, which made for a year full of fun, enthusiasm
and most of all, participation.
The mighty Baird kicked off its birthday with a breakfast
celebrating the achievements of Baird across the
twenty-five years. It was great to see many old Baird faces,
with everyone enjoying the bright orange day!
The sporting year began with a splash! - literally!
Inter-House swimming brought us together for an
enjoyable day, full of gusto and encouragement for
everyone who dared jump into the icy waters of Challenge
Stadium.
Hot on the heels of the swimming was the House playThe Princess and the Nag Hag. It was an amazing
production and all girls involved are to be strongly
congratulated on a fantastic effort. A special congrats to
the tech girls who were placed second overall.
Gym, basketball, hockey, netball, badminton, rowing,
soccer, cricket - you name it, Baird was there! Every InterHouse sport was met with a smile and most with ease,
kook.lburr<l
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Performing and Creative Arts day was a massive
success, an exciting and competitive day with Baird
placed second in the Creative Arts section. Baird
House Choir blew the crowd away with its rendition
of It's In His Kiss and the girls' efforts were rewarded
with a well deserved third place.
So, the mighy Baird ends another year on a bright
and optimistic note. The willingness that Aimee
Leroy, Marisa Aveling, Kim Dickerman, Anita
Robinson, Sarah Coulon, Jamille Payne, Lauren
Civiello & Caitlin Maling showed throughout the
year in their various tasks was incredible, and
without their support, the year would not have run
as smoothly as it did.
Thank you to my Kylie girls (the Year 12's who can
dance the socks off anyone and have been such a
wonderful support to myself and all the
coordinators). To Mrs Alvaro, thank you for the
endless support you have shown to Baird. Finally,
thank you to the incredible voices of Baird, and the
amount of House spirit that each and every girl
showed. Good luck to Joy and the 2003 Year 12's
and Baird girls next year. May your hearts be the
same colour as your shirt - orange!
SOPHIE JOHNSTON

kookJburr.~
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houses

carmichael
allowing everything to run smoothly, and who were
so dedicated to the House as they gave up their time
to watch every House sport!

I

love you guys!

C

ongratulations to all of the House speakers and
debaters. Big thanks to Jenny Poland who gave
up so much time to help the younger girls as well as
organising all of the events.
Happy!

2002
C

hampions! What more do I need to say? Carmichael
has had a terrific year in 2002! Participation was at
its best and the House spirit was at an all time high! As a
result we've had some outstanding awards and I'd like to
thank everyone in the house for putting in soooooo much
effort and making 2002 a totally awesome year!

A

few weeks ago, on a sunny day, when the birds
were singing, the Inter-House Athletics Carnival
took place. Everyone gave it their best and I would
like to especially thank Kate and Sonia as well as all
Year 12's who helped to boost House spirit.
Carmichael was placed third overall, which was
amazing. An extra congratulations to Gemma
Willing who was Champion girl of Year 10.

E

A

swimming carnival took place way back in February.
The blue caps stole the show as they zoomed through
the water at top speeds. We came an overall second place,
with Jade Greenland the Champion Girl for Year 12.
Thanks to Kate Lee and Sonia Waddell who did an amazing
job organising the day. Diving results were also fantastic,
congratulations to everyone who gave it a go.

very day was exciting in Carmichael, including
September 6th-ARTS DAY! The participation
and effort by the Carmichael girls paid off as we
were placed FIRST overall! Big, big thanks to Ariel
Katz who organised like crazy and put in so much
effort to allow everyone to be in their events. Tears
in Heaven was another winner on the day as our
House Choir brought a tear to the audience's eye.
Thanks to Claire Stewart who shared her musical
skills with the rest of the House and pulled off a
fantastic House Choir performance.

R

L

eally, really, really great was our House play
performance, also back in first term. A huge thank
you to Paige Marshall for her effort and energy. It all paid
off in the end, as the play was amazing. Congratulations to
the performers, I'm sure we'll be seeing all of you as the
new Flick on Neighbours soon. Thanks also to the backstage
girls, who also put in a huge amount of effort and time.

M

uscles. Carmichaelians obviously have them as the
results from House Sports were outstanding.
Participation was outstanding in all sports, tennis, netball,
badminton, cross-country, gymnastics, basketball, softba II
and volleyball. Thanks to everyone for putting in such an
enthusiastic effort. An extra big thanks to Emma Cullen
and Libby Roberts who were superbly organised all year,

kookJbUITJ
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astly I would like to thank everyone in
Carmichael for a totally awesome year. Thanks
to Mrs Duzevich who is the backbone of the House
and pulled the team along for yet another year with
her enthusiasm. Also big thanks to Mrs Gadsdon,
our House Tutor since Year 8. She's been there for
all of us for the past five years, especially this year
and I'd sincerely like to thank her for all her effort
and the support she has given us. Good luck to
Sarah and the rest of the crew in 2003. I hope you
ha ve an amazing year and don't forget, it's
participation that counts!
EMILY WOFFENDE

kOOkJbllr~5

houses

fergusorl
Ferguson was absolutely unstoppable on Arts Day this
year. This opinion might be a tad biased, but I'm sure
you would all agree that Ferguson had not only the
largest number of participants, but the most creative
entries in every section, whether it be cooking, poetry,
or group dance. Three cheers must go to energetic Emily
Lang, who organised the WHOLE of Ferguson on
Performing Arts Day, and did a superb job. And who
could forget the House Choir competition! Thank you
to all members of the choir, you sang like angels! Huge
congratulations to the excellent Xian-Li Davies, who
made it all possible with her astounding musical ability.
We will forever be remembered as the best House Choir
- and quite rightly too!

2002
Emily: "Why did we win the House Choir and House
Plays, and pretty much everything else this year,
M r Saunders?"
Mr Saunders: "Because we are Ferguson, Emily, that's
why."
Emily: "Oh. That explains it."

2002 was a bundle of fun for Ferguson House. The year
commenced with a dramatic beginning when we won
our House Play, Go Ask Alice, directed by the sensational
Sophie Kirov. An enormous amount of effort was put
into the production by all cast and crew which proved
integral in creating the stunning play that it was.
Not only could we act, but the talents of Ferguson House
shone in anything and everything sporting. Thanks must
go to jolly ]acqui Chellew and Rowena 'the runner'
Kendall who worked themselves almost to breaking
point, not once, but TWICE during the year, to create
the fantastic Ferguson sports squads for both swimming
and athletics. They were awesome teams, and the
competitions saw some very talented Ferguson
sportswomen emerging. Even if we didn't win the
athletics, we shocked the crowd with our precision
marching! Congratulations to the individual champions
(there were just too many from Fergo to name!), you
did us all proud.

Many Ferguson girls managed to conquer the most
feared thing in the universe ... PUBLIC SPEAKING.
We had some fantastic speeches and debates
throughout the course of the year, so congratulations
to all girls involved, and well done to the lovely Laura
Gregson, who managed to organise each individual
speaker throughout 2002.
Ferguson girls had a crack at lots of different sports
this year, and came out on top on most occasions,
except for badminton; we never seem to do too well
in that one - oh well, you can't win 'em all! A big
thank you from every girl who competed in
Inter-House this year goes to daring Danielle Golledge
and caring Kathryn Trahar. You did Fergo proud!
As always, Ferguson (the Red ladies) had the highest
spirit of any of the PLC Houses. We are always a
threat to every other House, and we always come
out laughing and smiling. So make sure you keep
that tradition alive next year. Thank you to all of
you in Ferguson, you are a fantastic bunch, and you
all make the House what it is. I know you are told
this every year, Mr Sa unders, but I will say it again,
you are the backbone of Ferguson, and we would be
nothing without you, so I thank you for that!
Good luck to everyone next year, especially the
House Co-ordinators. May 2003 bring you as much
fun, excitement and happiness as 2002 gave us. To
the House Captain of 2003, the stunning Sophie
Smith - you are such a talented girl, have fun and
keep on smiling - may your red blood run deep.

Fergo, Fergo, Fergo
EMILY KIER
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Running, jumping and throwing proved to be just
another area in which McNeilians excelled. Hand
painted speed stripes and smiles pulled every girl over
the finish line and helped them to jump and throw
higher and further than ever in the Inter-House
Athletics. Yet again high McNeil spirit paid off with
Middle School taking a first place and Senior School
a second. We landed ourselves in an exceptional
overall second place. Many thanks to Jess and Emily
on their amazing organisational skills in the planning
and organising of the Athletics and Swimming.
Other Inter-House activities from gym to basketball,
netball to tennis and volleyball to hockey all
continued to show the energy and enthusiasm behind
McNeil house. On most occasions more than the
required amount of girls volunteered to play the
match.

"Victory or Death" - a few of our new McNeilians may
have been slightly concerned about our motto, but they
definitely didn't hesitate to give 100% and take part in
the atmosphere and 'hype' of McNeil House.
It was a sweet victory within the first week of 2002.
Taking gold in both the swimming and diving, we were
certainly going to show the other five houses where we
stood.

Cross Country provided another opportunity for
enthusiasm, whether the two or three kilometres was
walked or run, each McNeil ian pulled herself across the
finish line, showing sweet determination.
Together and individually, we have all shown true McNeil
spirit. Participation and success have come hand in hand.
Our wild reputation has allowed us to shine both in sports
and arts.

Rowdy and crazy as usual, house meetings proved
difficult to keep quiet, but it was all practice.
Enthusiastic McNeilians were warming up for more
speaking, acting and singing and demonstrated great
energy and enthusiasm on Arts Day.
Talent is without a doubt nestled within every
McNeilian, whether it be Sports or Arts or simply
the ability to have fun.
House spirit never ceases to amaze me. Thank you
to everyone for your dedication, determination,
enthusiasm and madness. A special thank you must
go out to Ms Barbir for all her support and guidance.
Congratulations McNeil on an outstanding year.
Best of luck to Stacey Forrester and all McNeilians
next year. Be proud to wear yellow because there is
no one quite like us - we shine like no other and are
a true inspiration. Keep it crazy, and keep the fun
loving spirit of McNeil alive.
ANNA MAGUIRE

Outrageously and as open mouthed as ever, we decked
ourselves out in 80's wonders, and perfected Irish accents.
Liv led an exceptional house play, A Day Out, which
allowed us to show amazing McNeilian talent. Rehearsals
full of hard work, gossip and giggles paid off for a
performance that couldn't be missed.
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stewart
The next big event - Athletics. Well what can I say?
WE WON! For the first time in many years Stewart,
with our outstanding Middle School winning their
trophy and the Senior School putting their hearts
into it, we cleaned up!
Again special mentions go to our brilliant Champion
Girls from Year 10, Stephanie Johnson and Year 8,
Jess Ikin. Very very well done girls, we were so
proud!
Arts Day went very well for all Stewart girls who
were involved, with many places and wonderful
achievements coming from all areas of the arts.
House Choir was the big success of the day with our
beautiful Purify my Heart and Build me up
Buttercup being awarded a well-deserved second
place.

2002
Yet another year passed and Stewart rocked the whole
way. As per usual our ever present enthusiasm and always
present House spirit has made this year most memorable.
We started off early with winning the Middle School
Trophy at the swimming. We had some exceptional
performances by our star swimmers with Nicole Filar in
Year 12 coming Runner Up Champion Girl and Jen Watts
breaking yet another record. A mention has to be made
of the Year 12's amazing effort in their Annual Medley
Relay in winning it for the fifth year in a row.
ext on the House calendar were House plays and this
year no-one was disappointed, except maybe us. Our
house play, Murder Malodorous was funny, quirky and
full on. othing can take away from the amazing effort
put in by our director, Prue Newham and her talented
cast and crew. Special mentions go to Melissa Watts,
Jemima Pope-Brien and Tamsin Moran for their
unforgettable performances.

kookJ bu I 1<1
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Throughout the year, Stewart consistently put in their
best efforts in all Public Speaking and Debating.
Congratulations go to Brittany Mann from Year 8
and Jessica Oldham from Year 10 who came first
overall.
Stewart always had the best attendance at all sports,
which inevitably led to many victories. In gym,
Stewart continued in brilliance with Meg Cinnani
coming in with Champion Girl for Year 8.
A big Thank You must got to all the terrific House
Co-ordinators. Alysian, Avril, Bianca, Georgie,
Nicole, Prue, Laura, and Kelley, you guys put in an
amazing effort, which paid off.
Good Luck to Jen Watts for next year and all the
House Co-ordinators, you will carry Stewart to
greater heights, continuing its excellence and making
it the ultimate house.
One more thank you goes to the beautiful Stewart
girls - you are what makes Stewart the best.
KIA BRADBEER
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allover the shop. This was largely due to the
sensational efforts of Jill Locke and Sophie Sleight
who worked tirelessly all year organising our sports
teams and ensuring everyone had a go and had heaps
of fun too.
Term Three brought the Athletics Carnival. At last
- our chance to shine. Tahryn Bolt and Kate
MacTiernan did an exceptional job organising and
preparing the team. Also a huge thank you to Emma
Mitchell for her marshalling expertise on the day.
However with the UMAT being the same day, the
Summers Year 12 team fell slightly short.
We weren't too worried though - we knew the
Marching would save us. We had won the last four
years, had flips, purple pompoms and the best
formation I've ever seen - we marched up a storm.

2002

The Year 10 social came and went, and it was time
for Performing Arts Day - the favourite day of the
year. For weeks before, Summers had been Going
To The Chapel and on the day we got there, boy did
we make an impact.

Well, the Summers' legacy began at Speech Night 2001,
with the announcement that we - yes we - the ones who
all the rest scoffed at as we dived in to the pool or lined
up to jump those hurdles, had won Champion House.
Yes, that's right - that was our claim to fame and we
were going to stick to it! So we started off the year with
our eyes aimed at the stars - we were going to win
EVERYTHI G this year.

The day was a hit, with group dance to start off the
day and choir to end it - what more could a girl
want? Yolande Chee's organisational skills and
enthusiasm shone through as she ensured Summers
was well-represented in all categories. Performing
Arts Day was also a significant date for the Year 12's
as it symbolised the completion of our leadership.

The Swimming was first - we didn't quite win that - but
we were close and everyone did their best. The Ball came
and went and debaters were busy writing brilliant
speeches and winning too. Thank you to Sarah Robinson
for the expertise and support she offered all our speakers.
Then came the House Plays, the results: Summers placed
second in the play and first in the technical. We were
stoked, we held our heads high and the dream of winning
everything (except the swimming) continued. A huge
thank you to Genevieve Simpson and Jessica Williams
(tech) for their leadership, commitment, enthusiasm and
hard work. It really paid off.
Term One finished, the Year 11 dance was over and it
was Cross Country time. With the biggest team in five
years, girls ran their little hearts out in those proud purple
tops. Everyone ran fantastically with girls in the top ten
koobburra
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So that's 2002 for you, a year of success,
participation, but above all - FUNl
Thanks must go to the whole Year 12 group for all
their amazing efforts this year, and to our tutors,
Ms Jane and Ms Lange, also as House Advisor. We'll
miss you all, and remember, those who say it can't
be done, are usually interrupted by others doing it!
JULIA WATSFORD
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& literature
I.

Life is nothing but a continuous cycle of summers
with the events called 'life' that happen in between.
The forgotten sensation of sand in your mouth,
coconut oil, browning bodies burning in the midday sun.
salty skin
gentle waves
sea shells

II.

The taste of beer (although it reminds me of several things)
reminds me of you.
Stale cigarette smoke, the smell of Myer menswear
the glow of a setting summer sun on a Sunday afternoon.
Soft hands
warm hearts
cold feet.

Ill.

And with the memories comes sadness and
good times and rebellion and anguish and
heartache and the coming down of highs of an
"angry drug f'- ". "'ed youth"
- as the tabloid headlines scream.
And the coming downs go high again
and the roller ride continues
but with the bustle of the fairground you can get lost in the crowd.
oblivion and obedience and
"temperamental bloody teenagers"
- or so society claims.

Kelly Summers Year 12
Decorolive Details

IF YOU TAKE A TRAIN

If you take a train
from Paris
racing the clouds
and arrive with the Mistral
past the sea
through the grape vines
and olive trees
on top of a hill
overlooking
a small village
in printemps
the time of rejuvenation
you'll find
Mon beau reve ...
JADE BARKER
YEAR 12
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IV.

Come winter there is rain and flooding gutters
and tears.
Bleak black nights and broken hearts warming by the fire.
But summertime brings sunshine and golden brown legs
and smiles.
Honeycomb icecream and cooling off in the sprinklers.
and the taste of beer (although it reminds me of several things)
reminds me of you.

A
IKA KRISTE
YEAR 12

SEN

arts

& literature
ANOTHER WORLD

Waves lap softly, smoothly on silent shore,
The water flows over my feet.
White sarong blows in the breeze,
Like fingers over my legs.
I untie the sarong,
Wind captures it with greedy hands.
It flies away like an eagle,
The evening air pulling it out of sight.
The sea tugs at me and pulls me,
Into its depths like arms spread to welcome.
I dive into the mirror-like surface,
The salty water soothes my skin with silken coo!'
I drift back up to another world,
Where happiness is laughter calming the sea.
KAT HEWSO

-BOWER

YEAR 11

Cassie Charlick Year 12
Sirens of fire Seo
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WAVES

lack of fluidity in the brain
made it just that much harder
for thoughts to swim around freely
nude bathing was no longer
permissible
and the water was often cold
toe-dipping became the newest craze
a hundred people side by side
bracing themselves for the moment
when they would take the plunge
and allow themselves one second of
pleasure
before letting out a piercing shriek
recoiling
and denying that it ever happened
the penalty for this act of sin
was fifty dollars
a slap on the wrist
and a swollen toe
(free thinking was not allowed)
either in public
or private
the doctor told her
she has fluid on the brain
she thought this was a great privilege
(until she was reminded
that her operation was on tuesday)
nowadays
it is quite common
to see old women revel in
their nakedness
when swimming at the beach
they often ask her to come and join
them
but she always declines
saying that her stitches
have not yet healed
MARISA AVELING
YEAR 12

Sarah Bell Year 12

FATE

Fate is somewhat
disheartened
by the melancholy
of tragic faces.
Over the seas
they weep
with
genuine fear.
Mentally overturned
by the voices of the trees
whispering their destiny.
MARYAM REYHANI
YEAR 10
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TRIBAL COLOURS

on Rich red earth
stamp
sunstained feet
soles of pink
flash
1ll sunsets
swirling scarlets
glint of silver
on bronze
whites of eye;
gnash of teeth
and hint
of polished ivory.
Year 11 Art & Design
Year 9 Art

Still Life drawing
ENDLESS EBO

Dancing
Dancing colours
Dancing on heartstrings

Y

side by side we walk alone
suitcases dragging the windows of
branded souls
second sa bIe eyes recline
from a lone light in the short black
sky
steamy breeze
embraces fuschia cheeks
sunburnt kisses of Aphrodite
sway the song of a marmalade moon
eye of an African night
switch on summer in the dead of
June
read the lines by the blinding light
CIrcle of sun in the circle of death
everything
black
and
white

On rich red earth
stamp
sunstained feet
the pink pigskin souls
seep out
changing the rhythm
Dancing
Dancing colours
Grey earth
- the Beat falters
Dancing cultures
the Colours are fading.
CHARLOTTE HUMPHRIES
YEA R ]]

Webs, Wings and Flying Things
TEXTURES OF THE WORLD

I am the wind,
rushing through ridged gaps III
walls,
I am the breeze ,
racing silken waterfalls
I am the wave ,
'
I churn the gritty shell filled sand
I am the deep,
'
I lay my face on cold hard land
I am the earth ,
'
providing moist soil for all that
grows,
I am the mud,
that slips between exploring toes,
I am the cloud,
a wisp of down on velvet blue
I am the sky,
'
the light and spirit so far from you.
HA

AH MACLEA

YEAR 8

endless ebony
bar feigned sun
streets of charcoal black fears
rhetorical cycle of murderous facts
where moonlit kisses are
midnight tears
EMERALD BOND
YEAR ])

Community Arts Project Year 10

Mosaic Tabletops
kook.lbulT.,l
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HOUSE ON Y ALLINGUP HILL

A short stroll from the beach,
on the second street up the hill
right on the corner
near the fire station
and just up the road from the caravan park
a for sale sign stands.
Behind it is a quaint little weatherboard house
painted in a hideous shade of mauve
with newly white railings
complete with a broken down volvo
and blades of grass that reach above the
knees.
Brightly coloured kombi vans
spilling out piles of laughing suntanned locals
A collection of surfboards
wetsuits hanging out to dry
stubbie holders, champagne in vegemite jars, conversation.
There's always music and laughter and colour and life.
Dancing on the veranda
Kids playing in the yard
Waxing up the malibu.
Bellyrings, dolphin tattoos, indian beads strung like seaweed
around the necks of women
wearing bathers beneath batik sarongs.
and on Sunday nights when the music from the pub
comes floating down the hill
a bonfire sparks up.
The tapping of feet to the distant rhythm of Van Morrison
and tunes by the Doors
Dancing flames light up smiles
marshmallows arc passed around
troubles are forgotten.
When the light from the last house on the hill
snaps out
the moon still shines upon the waters of the lagoon
and wetsuits forgotten on veranda rails.
It shines through the windows of the little mauve house
and on the jungle like lawn
and the for sale sign out the front.
Sunrises, sunsets, life goes on.
Kombi vans drive home
people come and go.
The air is filled with the smell of salt from the sea and freshly cut grass.
The for sale sign comes down
new people move in
And the little weatherboard house continues to smile.
ANNIKA KRISTENSEN
YEAR 12
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Kimberley Barker Year II

& Amanda Osborne Year II

arts

& literature

PICTURE PERFECT

Green grass, blue sky
Pink flowers and smiles
Big straw hat and patterned skirts
Tumbling children and all
The picture is perfect
Bumps and bruises
not from falls and tumbles
A gentle hand on mother's shoulder
not for reassurance
Prettily painted long nails
crimson...
Smiles reflecting remembered images
Jumpers and long sleeves on a hot
Summers day, merrily
No longer
MADDISON CRAMER
YEAR 10
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ECLECTIC MELON

melon moons
spoon mellow tunes
eat
blue
mUSIC

i want
cocktail
olive laughter
vodka moves
a lemon wedge
shots twizzle
click stick
click
click
eclectic melon

REFLECTIONS

Shut in a room
all alone
what do you hear?
distant shouts of anger
the slamming of doors
a car arriving in the driveway
the ringing of a phone
haunting music from a CD player
the barking of an upset dog
the soothing notes of a piano

ALI BARNES
TESSA LA MELA
YEAR 11

Sitting on the carpet
all alone
what do you see?
a brother playing his game boy
a dog with beseeching eyes
a rabbit lounging in her cage
movement on the television screen
smoke coming from the kitchen
a frustrated mother
a father just home from work

Blanche Alexander Year 9
& Amelia Brown Year 9

Lying in bed
all alone
who are you?
Britto, B], Brittany
a non-believer
selachophobic
a scientist
falling asleep
an author
a pawn on the chessboard of life
BRITTANY MANN
YEAR 8
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snapshots

Amanda Osborne Year II
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a visual feast
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report 2002
The Music Department operates
programmes with a variety of forms of
tuition and several special programmes
operate at particular year levels. There
are many different ensembles catering
for all instruments and styles of music.

to use their instruments as part of the
learning process and of course, our Pipe
Band continues to shine as the only all
girls' Pipe Band in Australia, if not in
the Southern Hemisphere.
We have bu iIt a stronger bond wi th
Scotch College in 2003. The PLC/Scotch
Symphony Orchestra was formed this
year under the baton of Mr Daniel Ispas,
a member of the West Australian
Symphony Orchestra. At the Senior
Spring Concert, held at Winthrop Hall,
we saw the premiere of the outstanding
PLc/Scotch Symphonic Wind Orchestra
under the leadership of Dr Alan Lourens,
Head of Classical Music, WA
Conservatorium of Music. The PLC/
Scotch Jazz Nights were also another
success where the students were able to
experience and view first hand, the
wonderful talents of Don Burrows and
Kevin Huur. All other established PLC
music ensembles are experiencing
continued growth through the dedication
and expertise of our music staff.

The variety is intended to provide
special challenges to students that will
develop their love of music. Music is a
very popular and dynamic part of PLC's
curriculum. It plays an important part
in providing a balanced education to all
students. It adds to the school culture
in a very positive way.
The Music Centre is certainly alive and
well. Over 500 students participate in
music at PLC. They are able to build a
sense of self worth and confidence
through the acquisition of musical skills
and through performance. We are
fortunate to have talented music staff
that strive to build success in each of
their students they teach.

be a wonderful experience for all
involved and I have no doubt they will
achieve outstanding results.
During the year, Mr Brian Underwood
(Brass/Bands) and Mrs Helen Frazer
(Junior School Music) left the Music
Depa rtmen t to begi n new ven tu res in
their lives. On behalf of all the music
staff and students, I would like to thank
them for their wonderful contribution.
I know their students will take with
them a love of music that was nurtured
from their teaching and enthusiasm for
musIc. Mr Mark Thomas and
Ms Stephanie icholls took their place
and have already made a tremendous
start at PLC. Mrs Amanda Gallo
(Clarinet) took maternity leave at the
end of Term One and soon after gave
birth to her beautiful son, Ciao. We were
fortunate to gain a new and talented
music teacher, Ms Melissa Oram.
As Director of Music at PLC, it has been
an honour and privilege to lead the
Music Department. My vision has
always been to create a musIc
department of excellence that would
become a leading music centre in the
state. I can only hope that I have led the
department in this direction and that it
will continue this journey of excellence.
I believe the PLC Music Centre has all
the ingredients for success. I will miss
the students, staff and the many
wonderful families involved in music.
I thank all involved for their support
and encouragement of both, myself and
of music at PLC.
MS TANIA SAUNDERS
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The students have participated in many
events throughout the year. It is evident
through these many performances that
Music at PLC is continuing to evolve
and is fast becoming one of the leading
music programmes in the state. We are
unique in many ways, for example, our
classroom programme allows students
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The PLC/Trinity Chorale is working
extremely hard towards a very exciting
tour to UK/Wales in July, 2003. The
Chorale will be participating at the
Llangollen Eisteddfod in Wales, an
esteemed event where many leading
choirs across the world attend. It will

OURS

M-T Barnes
Alysia Debawski
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pipe band
distractions (namely Scotch Boys)
we worked extremely hard, which
resulted in some tired, but talented
mUSICians.

This oplOlOn might be a tiny bit
biased, but PLC would not be the
same without its entourage of pipes
and drums.
The enormous amount of time and
effort that every member of the band
(and tutors!) put in, does not go
unnoticed. We have accomplished a
fantastic amount this year, and our
drill, dress and playing has remained
at the high standard set by the 2001
band.

Our premiere performance took us
out of Perth to a little Australian
town called Mukinbudin, where
we honked, tapped and danced the
night away. Our countless
turnouts continued throughout the
year; with performances such as
A ZAC Day, the Inverglen
Scottish Dancers and The Youth
Awards (and don't forget our
cameo on Channel 9), with each
performance being diverse and
always having a different
audience. Yet the same smiles and
sense of appreciation were seen
wherever we went.

To all the people involved in the band,
thank you for making it so special.
Thursday mornings just won't be the
same for us next year! Good luck to
the 2003 band leaders. Keep tapping
and tooting as if your life depended
on it!
May your ranks be straight, your
sticks remain in your hands and you
not trip over!!
EMILY KIER

A

TAMIKA HARRIS

HONOURS
EMILY KIERNAN

POCK lOTS

All the thanks in the world must go
to Mrs Miller, and Mr and Mrs
Jones who make the band what it
is. Just think, we would ha ve a room
full of clueless people who wouldn't
know a Glengarry from a Bass
Drum if it wasn't for you all!

TAMIKA HARRIS
EMILY LANG
AI ITA ROBINSO

The Pipe Band Number Two
members have gained confidence
and are showing great promise as
band members of the future. They
have literally blown us away with
the quality of their performances
this year!
We started 2002 off with our annual
Pipe Band camp which was a great
success, and later in the year, we
attended Music Camp with a
difference! This year it was held at
Scotch College, and despite many
kook"bur..,
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stage bal\d
With the loss of some special
Year 12's of the previous year,
Stage Band was looking slightly
slimmer, yet still in good form to
tackle the events that were to come,
and so it began ...
Our first major performance was the
final concert under Mr Underwood's
baton. It was a brilliant afternoon
and the Stage Band shone.
A few weeks later, we appeared m
assembly to farewell Mr Underwood,
and while it was a sad day for many,
our performance was memorable.
It all began one summer afternoon, a
Monday in fact, at around 3.30pm,
when the blissful hibernation
throughout the summer holidays of
the reeds, slides, keys and once shiny
(but now not so shiny) brass
instruments belonging to Stage Band
girls was interrupted by those
enthusiastic players who were ready
and eager to get back into weekly
rehearsals every Monday afternoon.

Mr Thomas brought to the band a
few refreshing changes, which were
readily accepted.
The major appearance of the band
(and certainly the most exciting as
there were Scotch boys there to
dance with) was the Jazz Nights at
Scotch College, featuring Don
Burrows and Kevin Hunt. All the
girls felt incredibly privileged to
experience the talent of all of the
jazz musicians and learnt a lot from
the night.

STAGE RAND
POCKETS
CELIA BOLDEN
JESSICA DAVIES

Both evenings were fantastic, and
one woman was overheard saying
"That was the best concert ever!
I can't believe those girls are still in
school. If I were blind, I'd have
thought they were professionals.
They should be paid for such a great
performance. "
JESS DAVIES
STAGE BAND CAPTAIN
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choir & chorale
her work across the last two years. Her
vocal talent and enthusiasm will be
missed by all choir members.

Our chorale girls, however, are not
just gorgeous faces and voices. These
girls are also multi-lingual, rhythmic

Best wishes to all PLC Choir members
who will continue to create glorious
music in 2003.
CHOIR

PLC CHOIR

The PLC Choir is renowned for its
inclusive nature. Anyone, no matter
how experienced, or how new to
singing, can be a key contributor to
the choir.

I hope that the
Choir will maintain
its inclusiveness and
fun-filled focus in
future years. It fills
a special niche in the
PLC music world.

HONOURS
ALYSIA DEBOWSKI

CHOIR POCKETS
ELIZA COLE
KENDAL GILES
A

NEKA OR

MELIESSE PALASSIS
GLENNA TAN

ALYSIA

DEBOWSKI

CHOIR CAPTAIN

Over the year, the ensemble has
embarked upon contemporary pieces,
such as Shine by Batchelor Girl, and
I'm a Believer as featured in the movie
Shrek. Other songs with a more
religious basis, such as Adoramus Te
by Emily Crocker have also been
rehearsed and performed.
The choir has become a team like never
before, facing the challenges of
rehearsals and performances as a group.
Involvement in the annual PLC music
camp gave the choir an invaluable
opportunity to perfect the repertoire
for the Spring Senior Concert, at which
the year's work and effort provided a
spellbinding performance for the
massive crowd at Winthrop Hall.
Singing is one of the greatest
challenges a PLC girl can ever
undertake. The Choir, under the
direction of Ms Tania Saunders, has
been a welcoming and strongly
encouraging group for anyone willing
to take up the musical challenge.
Many thanks and much appreciation
must go to Ms Saunders for her
revitalisation of the ensemble, and all

PLC CHORALE

Keeping in tradition with the
exceptionally high standard of
singing, the PLC chorale has again
collected many ankle length
blackwatch tartan skirts and spotless
navy blazers and continued to amaze
their audiences throughout the year.
With the prospect of a tour to Wales
and London in 2003, all chorale
members have been rehearsing long
and hard, both on their own and
with the boys of Trinity College to
learn, rehearse and perform our ever
expanding repertoire.
We have also gained many new
members this year, increasing our
numbers by almost half, and with the
many enthusiastic, younger singers,
the future for chorale looks even
brighter.

and committed, (with a repertoire
containing pieces in Swedish, Zulu,
Italian, French, Latin, Native
American, English and many
different forms of the words "doo"
and "Ia").
Highlights of the year included the
Wales Tour Fundraising Concert and
a performance combined with the
Perth Oratorio Choir at St Patrick's
Basilica. We have had many
fabulous performances throughout
2002 and 2003 is promising to be
an even more successful year.
Many thanks and praises must of
course be given to Ms Burgess,
Ms Saunders, Ms Coughlan and
Mr Ryan who have devoted their
time to helping us improve, and
most importantly, to Dr Braham and
Mrs Williamson because we would
be nowhere
without them.
All our best
wishes
to
those going on
tour.
ever
stop the music
and live your
dreams.

CHORALE HO

OURS

SOPHIE CHAPMAN
ALYSIA DEBOWSKI
CHORALE POCKETS
M·T BARNES
LIBBY MACLEAN
PAIGE MARSHALL
CLAIRE STEWART

CLAIRE STEWART
CHORALE CAPTAIN
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mUSIC
cOl\cert bal\d
It's been said before but each Concert
Band Captain finds that when the
year comes to an end (all too quickly)
one of the most enjoyable and
memorable parts of school life is
being involved in music.
This year's Concert Band has
experienced some major upheavals not only were we greatly missing last
year's 12's, but also sadly we saw the
retirement of Mr Underwood, after
thirteen years of leading the ensemble
as a friend and an inspiration for the
girls to excel individually.
As a band we also made impressive
improvements, as seen in concerts at
Government House, the Hazel Day
Drama Centre and at the farewell
concert to Mr Underwood.

at Winthrop Hall, in which the band
played from the brilliant soundtrack
to Lord of the Rings.
To next year's band captain, good
luck and I hope you get as much out
of it as I have this year. My final tip?
Never forget the power of chocolate
for bribing girls!
I would like to take this opportunity
to wish all my girls every success in
their pursuits for the future. Thank
you for making my job so easy.
LAURIE HILLS

CONCERT BAND HONOURS
JESSICA ALEXA

With some very big shoes to fill,
Mr Thomas has been a great teacher
and I wish him all the best in following
years. The music camp at Scotch was
a great help in preparing for a concert

kook.lbUITJ
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JESSICA DAVIES
ALYSIA DEBOWSKI
BRIO

Y SWIRE-THOMPSO

•

mUSIC
cOl\cert bal\d

CONCERT BAND POC KETS
LUCINDA ALLE
PASCALE ANGLISS
SALLY BANYARD
CELIA BOLDEN
RACHEL CAREW-HOPKINS
SARAH HENDRIKS
EMILY KEYS
SHIVA SENATHIRAJAH
PRUDENCE NEWNHAM
JULIA WATSFORD
AMY WILLSHER
EMILY WOFFENDEN
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•

mUSIC
stril\g orchestra
When I think of the Sring Orchestra
in 2002, I think of laughter, fun and
some music along the way. It
couldn't have all been done without
Miss Coughlan. She has always been
there to encourage us to play more
loudly, more softly, slowly or fast to
make our music better than ever
before.

The grace and enthusiasm with
which the girls have played this year,
even with the newly introduced
morning rehearsals (we all miss
those afternoon teas), is astounding.

STRINGS ORCHESTRA

I remember when I was appointed
String Orchestra Leader last year,
the first thing that crossed my mind
was that I wouldn't be able to get
up that fifteen minutes earlier to get
to School to set up on cold
Wednesday mornings in winter - I
mean I could barely get there for
7.30am anyway.
However, everyone's cheery early
morning smiles and the great music
has just made it all worthwhile.

would also like to thank
Mr Underwood for taking us in
Term Two while Miss Coughlan was
on a well deserved break. He seemed
to think we were the most well
behaved orchestra he'd had in a
while - don't know where he was
on
those
Wednesday
STRI G ORCHESTRA
HONOURS
mornings!
XIAN-LI DAVIES

ANNEKE FORSTER

Best of luck
for the String
Orchestra
next year and
keep enjoying
your notes as
much as we
did ours.

ROWENA KENDALL
JAMILLE I'AYNE
I'OCKETS
M-T BAR

ES

SHAKIRA DURRANT
CASEY JENKINS
LARA WILMOT
AMY GILLON 120011

LARA WILMOT
STR I

GS CAPTAI

I know everyone says this but I
honestly believe that we have
improved so much this year. In June
this year we played at the PLC/
Scotch Viennese Evening which
proved to be one of our best
performances ever.
Music Camp was different this year
but it was still a fantastic
opportunity for all of us to get to
know each other a little better and
boy, did we make some great
sounding music! The Speech Night
performance will be the final
opportunity for our group to play
together.
kook..lburr,)
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The Cellissima season came to an
end this year with the September
concert, which gave the girls the
opportunity to display their talents,
not only in group playing, but solo
performances as well.
Special thanks must go to Miss
Jennifer Tingley, for organising the
concert, and for spending countless
hours in rehearsals and lessons
helping us to perfect our pieces.
Good luck for next year, Raine, and
I hope that you and the younger
pia yers coming up next year will
continue playing with the vitality
and personality that only a close knit
group such as Cellissima can play.
ROWE

A KE

DALL

CELLISSIMA CAPTAIN

CELLISSIMA
HONOURS
ROWENA KENDALL

CELLISSIMA

This year, Cellissima numbers were
small, leaving four dedicated young
cellists to hold up the Cellissima
name.

CELLISSIMA
I'OCKET
RAINE GORTER
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arts

report 2002

I was asked to write a report on Arts
throughout the year in 500 words or
less, but there is no possible way that
in 500 words I could describe the
outstanding talents of girls at PLe.
Whether it is debating, public
speaking, dancing, acting, artwork,
music, or mock trials, PLC excels in
every way. My motto as Arts Captain
this year was 'Participation is All'.
I know many students have joined in
just for the fun of it, and I want to
say 'thank you' for doing so.

Tumiku Hurris

To the teachers, especially
Mrs Heptinstall who helped
coordinate the Arts activities
throughout the year; Mrs Herman
(Head of Drama), Ms Saunders
(Head of Music), Ms Chescoe (Head
of Art): you have all helped the
students receive the best education
in your individual fields. Also an
individual thank you to Ms Cody,
your wealth of knowledge in the
Arts and approachable personality
have helped me greatly throughout
the year.

ARTS CAPTAIN 2002

The year began with House Plays
and each of the six productions was
highly original. The standard of
these productions definitely
displayed the enormous effort that
the coordinators contributed. Next,
in the Hazel Day Drama Centre, was
the Year 12 Curriculum Production
of Hotel Sorrento. With its revolving
stage, stunning costumes and, of
course, brilliant acting, this
production was a huge hit.
The Years 9-12 Scripted Production
The Imaginary Invalid which is one
of Moliere's best works was an
interesting production, and each
actor gave an inspirational
performance. This was directed by
Ms Bell. Congratulations to all
involved.
The debating teams did well this
year, with the Year 8 and Year 10
Senior Divisions winning the WADL
competition. In the Mock Trials
'Team l' made PLC history by
making the semi-finals. In public
speaking, the team was I ike 'a
diamond in the rough,' doing a lot
better than expected. All activities
were a huge success, with all
students involved making huge
efforts and being rewarded with
tremendous results.
kookJbU1"Ll
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"Participation is all."
- Tamika Harris
The new blood of Ms Charles-Twight
into the dance community at PLC
made Dance Company 2002 great fun.
Girls who passed the audition were
separated into four groups. Two
groups finally danced at the IGSSA
Dance competition, the other two
groups performed at assembly. All
groups were well prepared and
produced stunning performances.
Arts Day (as usual) was an outstanding
event, with both creative and
performing pieces presented at an
extremely high level. From recycled
pieces of clothing, to tap dances, to
unique monologues, to decorated
cakes, the day provided it all. Each
student, whether she performed or not,
left the day with a smile on her face.
The 'Art Showcase' which followed
shortly after, was also a huge success.

Congratulations to all of you who
participated in the many aspects of
the Arts this year. You all did a
fantastic job. For all the effort that
you put in, I'm sure you were well
rewarded in different ways, whether
it was meeting friends, learning a
new skill, or tackling a problem.
Good luck for next year, and best
wishes to Chloe Thomas who I'm
sure will lead you all on the road to
success.
Remember - when faced with a
problem, free your mind and think
creatively - the possibilities will be
endless.
TAMIKA HARRIS

HONOURS

Alysia Oebowski
Sophie Kirov
PERFORMING ARTS POCKETS
CASSIE CHARLICK
CASEY JENKINS
SOl'lliE SMITH

Where to start with the thank yous?
Well firstly to the students - you make
the Arts what they are. Secondly, to
the individual Captains and
Coordinators - your combined efforts
have helped guide the other students
to reach their potential.

JULIA WATSFORD
ARTS PARTICIPATION POCKETS
SALLY BANYARD
RACHEL

CAREW~HOPKINS

AMY WILLSHER

arts

drama
an excellent job of auditioning,
co-ordinating, and pulling together
large numbers of girls to create these
masterpieces. It was a huge role for
these girls to undertake and they did
not disa ppoint. The rna teria I they
chose was humorous, heart
wrenching and a little crazy, ergo
each play: simply splendid. Regards
also go out the technical crews of
the houses who pulled it all together.

Congratulations must go to the
ever wondrous and dedicated team
of the Year 12 Drama Studies class.
They have been working toward
this year for a long time, to be
greeted with rehearsals galore, and
the ever-looming original solos.
These girls have worked so hard
throughout the year and deserve
commendations for their efforts.

In Term Two Ms Herman took the
Year 12 Drama Studies class through
the processes of putting on a
production. The task: Hotel Sorrento.

With both Ms Cody and Ms Katz
leaving the drama department there
were some pretty big shoes to fill. It
was Ms Herman and Ms Bell to the
rescue, we all adapted to the new
teaching styles and knew instantly
that fun would be had by all.
Tech Club Term 1 'Go'
Term one saw the initiation of Tech
being taught after school. Girls from
Years 9 to 12 were involved and they
had the opportunity to learn the
ropes of some aspects of technical
theatre including stage management,
lighting, audio, and how to operate
the fly lines, so that they might be
part of that unique expenence we
like to call tech.
The 7/8 drama club this IS your
10 minute call!
Stand by Prod uctions
This year's House Plays: what can I
say, they were brilliant. The
cooperation of all girls involved and
the standards of acting and 'teching'
frolll the Houses showed complete
theatre professionalism. Aimee,
Paige, Sophie, Liv, Prue and Gen did

With the help of a revolving stage
and an extremely professional
technical crew, who managed to
bring all the elements of theatre
together in a very short period of
time, we were able to showcase an
excellent production, which moved
some audience members to tears.
Scripted Production
The Year 11 Drama/Drama Studies
class has been hard at it this year,
creating a production out of the
excerpts of Shakespeare's plays.

I have the highest respect for you
girls, well done for sticking it our
and best of luck for your future.
Best of Iuck to Kenda I Giles,
Drama Captain 2003, keep the
spirit alive, keep inspiring and love
the role you have undertaken.
JESSICA WILLIAMS

Thanks especially to the tech girls
Without tech there would be no
lights, plain and simple. It is the
often-unnoticed tech elements that
bring a production together. The
foundation of this work within PLC
comes from the Year 10 Design and
Technology class.
And of course Mr Hounslow and
Bob, we'll never forget the countless
hours of tireless work you put in to
make all of our shows the best they
could possibly be. From painting
sets to programming lights, thank
you for pulling everything together,
we couldn't have done it without
you.

DRAMA CAPTAIN

HO
JESSICA

OURS
WILLlA~IS

POCKETS
,\I-T BARNES
CA/-IILLA BIBBY
RACHEL CAREW-HOPKINS
SOPHIE CHAPMA
SHAKIRA DURRANT
JUSTINE HOWARD
SOPHIE KIROV
ELIZABETH LISSIMAN
PAIGE MARSHALL
TRACY PATTERSON
CHLOE THOMAS
ALEX WALKER
AMY WILLSHER
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arts

dar\ce
We also had another two amazing
groups who showed/told us to
"Dance With Me" and another who
showed us what real contemporary
dance is all about.
Everyone performed with amazing
professionalism - really showing
how dedicated each and every
dancer was.
Finally, the one person who has
been our pillar of strength this
entire season has undoubtedly been
Miss Charles-Twight. Her efforts

When a particular girl asked me
"Are we meant to stretch in the
shower beca use it's easier when
you're naked?", I knew that we were
in for an interesting dance season! I
had to tell her, "No Kate (':'cough':'
Thompson ':'cough':'), we do it
because warm muscles stretch a lot
better than cold ones". "Oh," she
said, "that would make a lot of sense
wouldn't it"!! (Yes, yes it would ... )
It all started way back when we had
over 100 girls ready to strut their

stuff at the audition. Kicks, jumps
and leaps galore, the end results
were a dance company of sixty-eight
fantastic dancers.
Thanks to their enthusiasm and
talent, this year's dance season has
turned out to be an amazing
example of how good PLC girls
really are at shakin' it!
Two groups were lucky enough to
perform at the IGSSA Dance
Festival, getting up there with the
best of the best and doing it with
class and style.

did not go unnoticed, and neither
did the fact that she managed to
shake it the hardest out of all of us!
So once again, thanks to all you
dancers who put in such a mammoth
effort and managed to have all of us
dancing in our seats!
MARISA AVELING
DANCE CAPTAIN

HONOURS
MARISA AVELING
POCKETS
YOLANDE CHEE
TAMIKA HARRIS
SOPHIE KIROV
EMILY LANG
PRUE NEWNHAM
GINNY WISZNEAUCKUS
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speaking out

debBtil\g Bl\d public speBRil\g

DEBATING

"Is Elvis still the King of
Rock'n Roll?"
"Is the Internet more myth
than miracle?"
and ...
"Is the world really drowning
in Coca Cola?"
But more to the point, who is crazy
enough to enjoy arguing such
topics?

Although the senior debaters this
year were kept from winning their
division, they still proved a force to
be reckoned with, proving that the
Australian public did deserve their
politicians and that all boy bands
should be boycotted.
As the year continued and the skills
of all girls developed, PLC showed
itself as not only a school to be
reckoned with but also one with
good humour and sportsmanship.
Well done to all the girls who
participated in the competitions this
year and good Iuck to those
continuing with it in the years to
come.

This year the debating competitions
have been met with great enthusiasm
by all participants, though
unfortunately not by all years.
Both Years 8 and Year 10 won their
Senior Division in the Western
Australian Debating League
competition, advancing into the
elimination rounds, showing their
ability to argue their way out of
every and any sticky situation
placed before them.

Many thanks to Miss Lange,
Miss Robey and Mrs Edgar, who
with much patience provided hours
of much needed help to all debaters.
LIZ SEGGIE

POCKETS
DEBATING
EMMA CULLEN
ALYSIA DEBOWSKI
SOPHIE KIROV
KIRAN NARA G
EMILY WOFFENDEN
MOCK TRIALS
JENNIFER POLAND
LIZ SEGGIE
PUBLIC SPEAKING
ALYSIA DEBOWSKI
JENNIFER POLAND
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PUBLIC SPEAKING

Thought linked with purpose
becomes accomplishment.
This year, not only has chivalrous
intelligent thought and dedicated
purpose encompassed public
speaking, but it is the passion that
the PLC girls have shown in so
many different competitions that
has left audiences in awe of the girls'
intelligence, insight, maturity and
compassIOn.
With so many girls giving of their
own time and effort to achieve, it is
really quite indicative of how much
PLC girls want to change the world,
and how well they can convey their
dreams.
I have always been taught that
speaking without thinking is like
shooting without aim. The power that
words have is often underestimated, but
the accomplishments of, in particular, a
few girls are emblematic of the aeons
of power and meaning that every
single world has.
This year PLC has achieved in many
competitions, with Charlotte
Humphries being a State Finalist in
the Rotary 'Four Way Test' Speech
Contest, Alysia Debowski a State
Finalist in the Plain English
Speaking Competition and with me

speaking out
winning the Lions 2002 Youth of
the
Year
Public
Speaking
Competition and the 'Sir Francis
Burt Speech and Leadership
Competition.'
With participation from Tessa
La Mela and Sarah Robinson, the
scope of PLC's talent has truly been
felt. In the Inter-House competition,
humour ruled the arena with many
memorable quotes from the year
wmners.
I'm sure no one will forget those five
minutes where you can be
commanded to listen, encouraged to
cry and poised to laugh, all within
one sentence.

This year, the PLC Mock Trial
competition was met with a huge
amount of enthusiasm, running
head on into cases of defamation,
negligence, assult and reckless
driving. <FACT>

MOCK TRIALS

hearsay evidence: noun [mass noun]
Law: evidence given by a witness
based on information received from
others rather than personal
knowledge.
opinion noun: a view or judgement
formed about something, not
necessarily based on fact or
knowledge.
This year the PLC Mock Trial team
proved its amazlOg talent,
terrorising all opponents before
even stepping into the court room.
<HEARSAY>

With an unofficial motto of 'others
may set my tasks but I alone achieve
my goals,' this year has been one
tha t is not only proved to be an
indicator of PLC's potential, but on
a more personal level, one that
shows the power of our girls and
their own words.
I'm sure everyone involved with
public speaking at PLC in 2002 will
understand me when I say:

"Passion, I see, is catching. From
early youth his dedication, was to
a single occupation ... the science
of a tender passion ... "

mOCR trials

It was the determination for success
and the will to beat all male
opponents, as well as advancing
further than our female ones, that
pushed the teams into their
continuing successes. <OPI 10 >
This year both teams were
instructed
by
our
coach
Mrs Durack, and helped and
encouraged by Mrs Bishop and
guided by Julia Winsor. <FACT>

"All of whom all participants are
indebted, for which they too faced
the cold winter mornings at all
unreasonable hours. "
LIZ SEGGIE

For the first time ever, this year the
PLC Mock Trial teams have risen
to new heights. <OPINON>
This year the Mock Trial Team
One, consisting of Jenny Poland,
Liz Seggie, Anneke Forster, Tasmin
and Caitlin Moran and Rachel
Carew-Hopkins, advanced into the
semi-finals, completely undefeated,
thus being one of four remaining
teams in a competition of over 300.
<FACT>

Porliciponls in 2002:
Veor 12: Kiron Norong, Anneke Forsler, Genevieve Ong, Jocquie
Chellew, Jennifer Poland and liz Seggie.
Veor 11: Rachel Carew-Hopkins, Chrissy Slams, Amy Wilsher,
LOlloine Lim, Jessica Ip_
Veor 10: Coil lin Moron, lomsin Moron, Emma Philips. Gloria Ong.

Although the second team, was as
talented and skilled, <OPINION>
it ran into a Joss, which cost them
the opportunity of advancing into
the finals. <FACT>

JENNIFER POLAND
PUBLIC SPEAK]

G CAPTAI

2002
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e-team
2002
Day One recycling vigil and Tepy, our
courageous and insatiable Permaculture
Garden Captain leading us all in our
digging, mulching and the occasional
passionfruit fight.

Sophie Chapman
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES CAPTAIN

"...helping the environment
begins close to home."
-Sophie Chapman
Just like charity, helping the
environment begins close to home.
This year, the E-team has been
employing this idea by supporting the
environment in our very own school,
as well as extending this to the local
community. This has been a very
successful year. We kept up the fine
traditions instilled in the E-team, with
Jenna Evans, our Recycling Leader,
and her loyal helpers keeping the

The tree planting has continued and a
special thanks must go out to
Mrs Gadsdon for organising Year 9
students to plant seedlings and to
Mrs Brandenburg and Mrs Saffen for
their contribution to the Serpentine
Tree Planting effort. The team raised
over $200 for the Kanyana Wildlife
Centre thanks to your generosity in
buying chocolate bilbies before Easter.
The profit allowed a live bilby to be
brought to PLC and it proved to be
extremely popular with the Junior
School students.
We have created some new traditions
this year. Keeping the theme of helping
the local environment in mind, we have
started growing food for our own Perth
Zoo. So next time you go down to the
Zoo and see the tortoises munching on
nasturtiums, or the elephants tucking
into sweet potatoes, there is a good
chance they were grown in our very
own permaculture garden.
The contribution of the girls in the
E-team has also been formally
recognised by the school this year with
the introduction of the Environmental
awards. Congratulations and thank you
to everyone who contributed this year.

Regulor Contributors
Yeor 7: Cosey Bomboro, Sophie Ton
Yeor 9 Sophie Gibbs, Horriel Riley, Jenno Evons, lizzie Lowe,
Kendro Fourocre, Honno Thombioyoh, Georgino Stevenson
Yeor 11: Tepy Pen
Yeor 12: Sophie Chopmon, COlherine Swonn
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We must also thank Mrs Bishop for
her priceless help and dedication.
Finally, a special thanks must be
extended to all of you who helped the
environment close to your own home,
whether by picking up litter, planting
native trees in your garden or
recycling. Good luck to everyone in
the E-team for next year, and keep up
the good work!
SOPHIE CHAPMA

PAPER RECYLING TEAM

The paper recycling effort has
become a very efficient team effort
this year and we regularly fill eight
sulo bins with good quality used
paper. I would like to thank the
Year 9 helpers in this worthwhile
project for their regular efforts
throughout the year.
JENNA EVANS
PAPER RECYCLING TEAM LEADER

PERMACULTURE GARDE

SO far it has been a nail-breaking and
dirty year in the Permaculture Garden.
We killed the weeds (for now) that
emerged during the holidays and
pruned climbing roses and trees that
were taking over our small area.
We have grown lush vegetation for the
animals at the Perth Zoo and rosemary
for the ANZAC day wreath. Many
enthusiastic girls (new and old faces)
have helped in the garden this year.
For those who are always there with
bright, smiling faces, THANK YOU!
We had plenty of laughs and many
gross moments especially when
spreading the compost.
TEPY PEN
PERMACULTURE GARDEN LEADER

instep

_2002

Some students in Year 11 and 12 already know what jobs they want to do after school and find that they learn better
in a practical situation. The INSTEP program provides its students with a real head-start into employment and
further training.
For these students, the INSTEP programme is a way of remaining at school to achieve High School Graduation,
while at the same time spending one day a week in the workforce developing employment skills and getting school
credit for it! Students this year have been working in retail, hospitality, nursing, animal care, office and administration,
hairdressing, beauty therapy and child care placements.
Other students have had the opportunity to complete TAFE-level courses in Hospitality, Sport and Recreation, Nursing,
and Beauty Therapy.
J.

HETHERINGTON AND N. WOOD

SCHOOL INSTEP COORDINATORS

Both this year and last year have been an excellent asset to my learning. This year I
completed an INSTEP Plus course, doing nursing. In the first Semester of this year,
I spent each Wednesday at Mt. Lawley TAFE, completing four of the modules included
in Certificate IV Enrolled Nursing.
This has given me an insight into what's ahead for me next year at TAFE, as well as not
having to complete these modules next year. In the second Semester, I worked at St. John
Of God, Subiaco, in the Cardiovascular Ward. This was more great experience for me
and I picked up a lot of new and valuable nursing skills.
ERIN KIDDIE

This year I had the opportunity to do a Hospitality INSTEP Plus course at
Alexander College.
This involved both practical and theory units and I ended up completing my
Certificate II in Hospitality Operations. In 2nd Semester, I worked in the cafe
at King Edward Memorial Hospital and was offered extra part time work.
I think that INSTEP is the best programme offered at school because you get
practical experience and good employment skills.
ALA

A GREEN

This year I managed to land myself with a really great placement in a
Nedlands florist.
I spent both first and second Semester there. In this time I've learnt
heaps - I now know floristry isn't the glamorous job it appears to be,
but involves a lot of hard work, long hours, patience and a great deal
of creativity.
I think the INSTEP Program for Year 11 and 12's is one of the best
courses the school offers and recommend it to anyone who isn't TEE
bound.
KATHERINE THOM
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boarding

amw house
Year 10 Convo to a bright and open
area, which no-one now wants to
leave, and the recent acquisition of
two bikes from the proceeds of
Brenda (the Vendor)!

Well, after five years of boarding I feel
fairly well qualified on this subject!
The boarding environment adds a
different dimension to PLC and the
boarders play an integral part in the
life of the Schoo!.

As 2002 was the Year of the Outback,
I have focused on broadening the
awareness of the wider school
community to the lives of the rural
communities from which a significant
percentage of our boarders come.

What makes boarding a great
experience is the people. There is such
a diverse group of girls, from rural
Australia, to all parts of Asia and the
odd GAP or exchange students from
Europe thrown in there too!
Some girls, like myself, come in Year 8
from tiny towns which are lucky to
even get a dot on a map! It comes as
just a little shock to see the sheer
magnitude of PLC! Then we have girls
from overseas who have had little to
do with Australia until they are
suddenly living here! I can but
imagine the differences between Hong
Kong and Perth! Living with all these
girls is a maturing experience in itself,
let alone the independence, patience
and compassion acquired in the
process, and of course the essential
knowledge that a new red shirt will
turn your white undies pink if washed
together!
So through the years you become very
close to your fellow boarders, and by
Year 12 know all their little
idiosyncracies inside out - who not to
wake up before 8am and who you will
find still glued to the phone talking
to her "cousin" at llpm!
We share many special events including
Christmas dinner (our last one marked
by a very lairy 'Studio 54' theme of
psychedelic colours, groovy music and
some very amusing skits!) and the
boarding house birthday, in which
some sensational cowgirls made a
visit, and we said an affectionate but
sad goodbye to our marvellous
Mrs Hatch.
kookJbUITJ
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Amy House
SENIOR BOARDER 2002

"what makes boarding a
great experience is
the people"
- Amy House
Various social events have created
smiles, the best, of course, being the
PLC river cruise, which made a few
boys rub their eyes at all the
costumes which can be fashioned
from the theme 'anything P, L or C'!
It is not every night that Catwoman,
Teletubby Po, Poison Ivy and
Pebbles make an appearance
together! And who could forget the
fabulous, even if not victorious,
Boarders' Footy team! Did we give
Newman College a run for their
money or what!
We have had trips to the Footy and
I'm sure the Eagles played all the
better with the hearty and spirited
support! Following afternoons of
games these girls are now fully
qualified to tie a record of
twenty-three snakes together while
under immense pressure; however,
I do feel their true talents lie in
devouring them! A momentous
occasion was the renovation of the

This understanding is really
important to the girls because it is still
a part of their everyday lives. Farming
is a way of life, not just an occupation.
It is a gamble with Mother Nature
every day, which affects the roles and
lives of each member of a farming
family. Like the super mum, who
during seeding drives tractors all day,
does the accounting work, is secretary
and looks after three kids - oh and
the housework! The school holidays
of these girls feature days which might
be spent drenching or moving sheep,
ferrying meals out, doing a quick stint
on the tractor and then feeding the
dogs, chooks, horses and pet lamb!
The significance of Mum out driving
a truck, and Dad totally preoccupied
with getting the harvest in, is that
neither can have a heart to heart with
you just now, or make you that dentist
appointment! But the fact is that this
is what we love. We love this way of
life and love the land on which we
live and work.
Life as a boarder is something that will
teach you skills essential to the rest of
your life and give you friendships that
will last the test of time. I wish all these
special girls the best for whatever path
they choose in life and thank all those
who have made, and continue to
make, boarding the rewarding
experience it is.
AMY HOUSE
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CAMPS 2002

In the beginning nobody liked the ideo of being stranded in the outback for five days with no one but our closs
motes and teachers. As we got on the bus waving good-bye to our parents, we wondered if we should make 0
break for it out of the emergency window of the bus. As we hit the highway we realised it was too late, some of
us song songs, some told jokes and some fell asleep.
Arriving at the camp site we realised it wasn't that much of on outback. We hod toilets and showers ond a
kitchen, the only bod point was that the toilet and shower ventilation was right next to the kitchens!!! We hod
tents of our own at the top of the camp site away from the teachers and we were just beginning to like the ideo
of having five parent-free days when we were coiled to do our first activity, ORIENTEERING!!! This was a gruelling
three hours in the sun, chasing Milo tins in the outback. By the time we come bock, we were sweaty, tired,
hungry, shaken up from seeing snakes and some hod come bock with face point claiming they hod started a tribe.
The next activities were rock climbing and abseiling. After learning how to strop into a harness we began to climb
the 12 metre wall, with the help of our friends. Afew people didn't make it to the top, saying they were scored
of heights. The ones who did make it to the top got a huge clop, then they abseiled down. Some were really
brave and abseiled upside down! The ones who didn't make it up also got a huge clop for trying and most of
them tried again.
The worst activity we hod to do was the comp out. We hod to walk 6kms in the sun and on the dust roods,
through slippery grovel and rivers, with 4kg + bogs on our bocks. When we finally got there we hod to cook our
own dinner on trangies. We cooked a delicious chicken satay followed by a disgusting chocolate pudding. All
through the night we heard the squeaking of trees blowing in the wind. When we got bock we hod a concert
night, where people song, danced and acted, we hod a fire show and began to hate the fact that we were leaving
the next day.
In the end as we boarded the buses bock to civilisation, we wondered if we should make a break for it out the
emergency window of the bus. The bus ride seemed shorter than coming. Through rolling in dirt, getting chased by
feral cots, seeing snakes then making a run for it, claiming to have seen the Blair Witch and dirt toilets we
decided that this was probably going to be the best part of Year B. But we were still glad to be bock home with
our TV's and personal, up-to-date toilets and showers.
HONEY SHAKUR & NADIA HASSAN - YEAR 8
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ADELAIDE TOUR

SKI TRIP 2002

On the 29th of February, a group of
keen Year 11 and 12 drama students
embarked on the trip to the Adelaide
Arts Festival.

A glorious winter wonderland
awaited the thirty-six strong group
from sunny Perth. With record snow
falls and cover what could possibly
be bad about this trip!

This meant that the year 12's had to
leave the morning after the ball
without sleeping the night before.
So it was really joy. Getting there
was like discovering the city further
down under. Homelike and sweet
could describe what we all thought
about the topography of the area,
as we gazed at the gleaming peaks
of the Barossa Valley from the
surprisingly clean and colourful city
streets. Yes, but enough about
location.
We saw a lot of interesting drama
ranging from Aboriginal dancing to
a rather robust lady singing show
tunes to some hip hop dancers
breaking it down for the crowd to a
little show called Train Dancing that
disturbed us all for life (we've never
been exposed to so much profanity
in our lives).
For ten days we walked, and walked
some more to reach many varying
locations where we experienced
exciting dramatic events and
behaved like true thespians! Not
only did we spend our time
enhancing our OUTCOME 0 E:
VERBAL COMMUNICATION
skills, but we also experienced the

speeches of world famous writers
ranging from MICHAEL ONDAATJE,
DAVID MALOUF AND SEBASTIAN
JUNGER.
During our free time, we (when we
say we, we mean ourselves,
specifically Ainslie and Marlo)
stumbled across the freak show tent
where we encountered a man we will
never forget - Mystic Mark, the
name says it all. His psychic powers
and mysticism mystified us,
especially when we returned many
times but to no avail- we never saw
him again.
Okay, enough about us! Big it up to
the Codester and the Rankster as
well as the Herminator and Bob who
sacrificed their school time to
accompany and guide us throughout
our time in Adelaide.

The trip lasted nine days in total, with
five full days skiing and two days of
shopping in Melbourne on the way
home. The group, (a mixture of
Year 10 and Year 11 students) were

fantastic ambassadors for our school,
both on the ski slopes, showing their
clear understanding of how to be
snow safe, and in the village at
Falls Creek.
We had a ski lesson each morning to
add a little to the confidence levels and
then set about challenging ourselves
and conquering some remarkable
slopes.

It is an experience that all the
students involved will never forget.
Al

SLIE WALKER

MARLO

ESPECA

Some of us may have set our sights a
little high on the odd occasion, but
fortunately the mountain could not
dampen our spirits.
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The shock seemed amplified by the
fact that none of us had slept for thirty
hours, except maybe for thirty minutes
on the plane if we were lucky.

a glimpse of the volcano-but this is
truly worth it, as it is just like
something from a Star Wars movie.

It was hard for the first few days,
settling into a very different culture,
being an ambassador for Australia
and constantly answering questions
about our culture, for exampl:"Do you ride kangaroos to school?
"Do you really have a pet koala?"

The excellent snow cover meant that
any spills (and there were many!)
were well cushioned and more
humorous than critical.
By the end of our five days in the
snow we could ski or snow board
with much enthusiasm and
confidence, navigate around the
Falls Creek Village in a blizzard,
catch a pomma without falling off
and control a large tractor tube
around a snowy/icy track.
Needless to say we had an absolute
blast, and thanks must go to the staff
who accompanied us and all the
students for making this a very
special trip.

As the island is relatively small and
very, very mountainous, the roads are
extremely windy, and we now feel like
we could handle any Australian road.
Going to school was, believe it or not,
also a highlight for the Perth students,
as all high schools are co-ed and have
no uniform - very different from PLC.

As challenging as it was for us to cope
with language and cultural barriers,
everything was made a lot easier by
the fact that the Reunionnaise people
are all very friendly, so friendly in fact,
that when you go to 'Ia ville' you must
kiss everyone your family knows on
both cheeks!!! (It is customary to
'faire la bise' many times each day!!!).

REUNION ISLAND EXCHANGE

We arrived at the airport on Reunion
Island faced with the prospect of
spending a month with a family who
we didn't know and who spoke a
different language!

Reunion is a beautiful island next to
Mauritius, with many interesting
features. Most of us toured the island
and took photos of huge green
mountains, stood under beautiful
waterfalls, sunbathed on beaches with
black volcanic sand, saw real palm trees
with coconuts and drove past more
sugar cane than you can ever imagine!
There is an active volcano to ViSit,
although it takes a few hours through
very narrow, twisty roads to get there.
When you arrive, you find yourselves
above cloud level and with the option
of trekking for five hours down
millions of steps, across a plain and
back up another mountain, just to get

Now back in Australia, we appreciate
what we have here, but all the
experiences we had in Reunion will
remain with us forever. Both of us are
keeping in close contact with our host
families, with the hope of one day
returning to visit them. We would like
to say thank you to Ms Blackwood
for making this opportunity possible
for us. We strongly encourage anyone
who is offered this opportunity to
take it - it's a truly 'inoubliable'
(unforgettable) experience!
SARAH O'NEILL
ALI BAR ES
ALLIANCE FRA

<;:AISE PRIZES

Congratulations fot excellent results in the
Alliance Fran~aise exams:
Tamsin Moran (Year 10) - 1ST
Caitlin Moran (Year 10) - 2ND
Clare Weeden (Year 10) - 10TH
The following girls were placed in the tOp 30
students in the State. Congratulations to you all.

Year 10
Lucy Buchanan
Aunchisa FOD
Melissa Watts
Lauren Chalmers
aomi Kohan'

Year 11
Sarah O'Neill
Year 12
Clara Heetoma
Lautie Hills

"loUten ond Noomi ole Yeor 9 students who 501lhe Yeor 10
aDm, so this is reolly a wonderful effort!
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Georgie Adcock

"Winning the 4xSOm
medley relay for the fifth
year in a row in 2002."

Lucinda Allen
Jessica Alexander

"Year 11 McNeil Careers."

"The Boll. The day I come
bock to PlC after being
away for four years in the
Philippines."

Jenni Armstrong

Christ in Ardagh

"All my motes."

Kathleen Arils

"Getting lost in the
corridors."

"Year 10 camp. laurie
woke me up screaming
we hod a snoke in our
tent and we wake up
Sarah and Ainslie before
realising it was a tent
strop."

Marisa Aveling

"lunch on the quod. The
Kelly and Fis shoe incident
- 'Til give you your
orthoped if you give me
my corn.

Jo Ayers

"Yr 8. Torz and Nodine
fell through the desk."

Jade Borker

Bryden Bell

"lazy lunchtimes on the
quod; the crazy times on
Year 11 Surf camp, the
Ski trip and McNeil house
tutor, cheesies from the
canteen and who could
. ...
III"
forget the bUrritos

"Mondays, oversized uniforms,
panamas, buses, ski trip, arts
day, school plays, friends,
rainy days, rowing, sunrises,
lunchtimes, berets, holidays,
the river, P-plotes, exams,
tears, Bolls, Kookaburra,
friendships, Fridays."

Daisy Bannerman

"lunch times with all my
gorgeous friends."

Sarah Bell

Celio Bolden

"Climbing through the
Year 7 classroom windows
because the door was
locked and being found
already in the classroom
by the teacher, much to
her surprise."

Tahryn Bolt

Kia Bradbeer

"Alex falling out of the
Boarding House window."

"All the Camps and all
the fun times."

Catherine Coo
Honor Calnan
Julio Brice
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"The glue on Mr Hurst's
choir ..... by anonymous."

"Every place I have been
to and every single
person I have met are all
my best memories at
schooL"

leavers
Sophie Chapman

"The first day of Year
One. The last day of Year
Twelve. The rest is all a
bit of a blur."

Jacqui Chellew

"Julia Brice setting fire to
her feet and a wok, an
Year 10 camp."

memories
Cassie Charlick

"1 250 days, 7,500 hours,
45'0,000 minutes of
schaaL"

Yolande Chee

Year 10 camp - so much
fun - and the 1997
Musical 'The Pyjama
Game'."

Avril Chow

"Year 11 Camp - Jacqui
ms Coco!!"
"Get a plug"- Mr Tail.

Lauren Civiello

"Year 10 camp and Pipe
Band"

Sarah Coulon
Jackie Comb

"Now I know what turns
you on, Big Jack.."
Mr Munger - Year Nine
Rowing.

Poppy Coulson

Alison Cook

2001 French Trip Bien
Sur!

Lauren Coulter

"Sunny lunchtimes on the
quad."

"When Lauren and I kept
running into walls trying
to get to Hagwarts. We
then started crying
because we realized we
would never be wizards."

Emma Cullen

"Vegemite rolls and
Scotland the Brave."

Emma Cumming

"The day that Bianca
Kailis asked me, "How
can cockroaches get into
the Milo machine if it's
padlocked?""

Jess Davies

"Mr Leach reading our
house tutor group 'Ducks'
in 'bonding sessions'."

Belinda Darmawan

"Year 10 camp."

Gabrielle Davidson

Alysia Debowski
Xian·Li Davies

"Suppression of privacy.
Navy blue bloomer checks
in Junior schooL"

"Singing in the halls at
rehearsals and in the
Sydney Opera House with
the Trinity/PLC Chorale."
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Kim Dickerman

Nina Durack

"Human Bialagy
dissectians, free dress
days"

"Year 10 camp, Surf Camp
and Jade's stack in our
80's dance. "

Nicole Filar

Breaking into a classroom
in Year 7

Anneke Forster

Emma Forrester

"The weekend at
Mitchells"

"In Year 8 when I
received a nice, new
colour laptop and turned
it on for it only to freeze
and the screen to flicker
weirdly."

Emily Forward

"9.55,1045,
12.00,12.50, 2.30, 3.20"

Amy Gillon
Amelia Gerrard

4lIlIfa\
~f

\,

"

f

"Being with my friends."

"Horse riding on Year 11
camp.

Danielle Gough

Chantelle Grainger

"If lave is a game, why
are there sa many
players?"

"Year 10 Camp - the
pamper pole, collecting
water from a tree,
bush bashing and rolling in
the sand on the beach."
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Alana Green

"Rowing."

Laura Gregson

"Year 10 camp watching
Kirav always railing dawn
hills with her pack instead
af walking."

Tamika Harris
Felicia Gunawan

"Every day of my life for
the last thirteen years!"

"Year 10 camp."

Sarah Heather

"Playing knock and run with
Ainslie and Lauren after
rowing training and getting
cought. Running for our
lives up the alleyway all the
way back to school-the only
time we ever ron."
kookdburrJ

Danielle Golledge

Fiona Henham

Ski trip, Black nuns,
Austrian randoms, and
spitting from chair lifts
with Chanelle."

ABSENT

Jade Greenland

leavers

memories

Marian Hennessy

"The many faces of
Miss Dovey:- House
Tutor, break dancer,
sex-ed teacher, donee
instructar, psych
patient, 80's queen ....

Julie Hewitt

"Hang Kong Hockey Tour,
last night of Year 10
comp and lunch times
with friends."

Laura High

"My friends."

Amy House

Laurie Hills

"Going to France."

"A combination of 5.30am
chilly rowing fun, stunning
80's dresses in the 8H, the
beauty of the ball, chocolate
dipped timtams, Student
Council Camp and the Year
10 comp suicide pole."

Jessica Hull

"Skipping along to
schaaL"

Sarah Jackson
Tessa Jack

"Year 10 camp, ski trip,
Kalbarri surf comp."

"Fitting nine people in a
twa man tent on Year 10
comp...tolk about getting
close!"

Bai Lou Jia

"Evil, evil Year 10 camp."

Bianca Kailis
Isabel Johnson

"Year 9 comp, Canberra
taur, all my wonderful
friends, seeing
Spiderman."

Ariel Katz

"The quad, the canta's,
Surf camp and the ball."

Sophie Johnson

"Seeing Kate Lee donee at
the rowing"

Rowena Kendall
Annabel Keenan

"In Year 8 when Liv sat
on a drawing pin."

"Yr 11 camp, the boys in
the gorge and the Punky
Brewster."

Sophie Kirov

Erin Kiddie

"Turning on the fan and
throwing apples at it with
Liv - Year 9. Testing the
8H mistresses. My
friends."

"Passing out after my
MMR needle, waking up
only to see someone else
receive theirs and faint
again.

Emily Kiernan

"Pipe Band Tour, Ski Trip,
'The Beret' and my
friends"

"The conversion from
apple pies, cupcakes,
pizza slices and cordials
to plain rolls, dry muffins,
vegetable sticks and
Carribean crush."
kookJburrJ
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Luciana Kashan

"Stewart House and the
friends."

Emily Lang

"Pipe Bond tour, Year 11
Camp and home time."

Amy Larsen

"Rowing with Claudi and
Anno. Lunch with friends
on the quod."

Annika Kristensen

Laura Lane

"The laughter and
lunchtimes."

"Doing our 80's House
Donee in Year 10."

Kerry Larkan

Kim Larking

"Hoving the dodgiest dote
for the Year 12 Boll, other
than Jade Greenland!"

"Year 9 camp where
Xian's and my canoe
capsized."

Katherine Lee

"Walking into the Drama
Centre window on the
night of House Ploys."

Aimee Leroy

"Falling in the toilet on
Year 10 camp."

Cindy Lesmana

"Friendship is the hardest
thing in the world to explain,
it's not something you learn
in school, but if you haven't
learned the meaning of
friendship, you really haven't
learned anything I"

Jillian Locke
Olivia Levinson

"On Year 10 camp when
Annabel and I were
fighting and she said I
hod fat ears!"

Laura Ludgate

"Out on the river sculling at
S.OOam, all by myself, having
just been told about the
sharks in the river and three
dolphins jumped out and
scared me so much I almost
fell out of my scull."

Elsa MacKenzie

"Sleep walking in the
Boarding House. Making
cokes for Arts Day with
Jacqui and capsizing the
new quod on the shore."

"Ski-Trip (especially
Foxtail), surf camp, study
periods, the Bolland the
quod with all our friends."

Kate MacTiernan

"The smells from the
cooking room in moths,
the annoying sounds of
the Year 7's during exams
and the sight of all my
friends everyday. "

Paige Marshall
Anna Maguire

"My friends."
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Caitlin Maling

"The Year 12 boll, Year 9
and Year 10 Camps,
Freshman Rowing 2000,
Chorale 8. Drama"

leavers

memories
Katherine Merrison

Phoebe Mclarty

"Psycho fun in Year 1D
when certain objects went
flying out the windows.
I also survived Year 10
camp and ten years at
PlC"

Emma Mitchell

"2001 Combined Scotch
and PlC Hockey Tour to
Hong Kong."

Jacqueline Morgan

"All of Yearll. Kalbarri
Camp. Falling on my face
climbing down the gorge,
horse riding on Coco and
bombying in the blue
water hole I Driving tracks
with Kaz!"

Kiran Narang
Sophie Morris

"Jade falling on her face
in House Dance."

"Getting up to no good
on my very first night at
the Boarding House with
liv libby and Annabel we' never tried doing that
agOin. I"
..

Prue Newnhan
Marlo Nespeca

"Ainslie and I running
away with a Year 7
cupcake."

"Our Stewart HTG 'five',
dances, my red fireman
suit and snake beanie,
Tasmanian Music Tour and
ski trip."

Claudia Newstead

"Ski trip, Rowing, Amy
and Anno and Surf camp."

Jennifer Poland
Jamille Payne
Genevieve Ong

"Throwing up all my
dinner every night on
Year 9 camp."

"Year Bcamp, Year 10
camp, the music trip to
Tasmania, lunchtimes,
Year 12 boll."

Elizabeth Roberts

Anita Robinson

"Being the best isn't
everything, it's trying that
makes the difference."

"Rowing, camps and Pipe
Bond Tour."

"A psycho PlC Mother's
four wheel drive reversing
into my Mum's Jog, whilst
certain people were hiding
in the back seat, after
having my licencse for
approximately two weeks."

Sarah Robinson

"Making great motes."

Liz Seggie
Sophie Robinson

"Birthday cakes at
recess.

Katherine Ryan

I don't have any. I
blocked them all out in
self defence."

"Year 10 camp, Xion
falling over on the beach
and getting wet by a
wove and her overpants
growing mould!!"
kookJburrJ
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Bianca Serich

Bridgelle Simpson

"The charcoal fight on
Year 10 camp."

"Being told that Caitlin
was accused of being in
the trench caat mafia and
planning a mass murder."

Genevieve Simpson

Sophie Sleight
Lizzie Skesteris

"Instep Wednesday."

Claire Stewart

"Caitlin being accused of
being a serial killer in the
trenchcoot."

"Tech Drama with Jess.
Year 9 and Year 10
camp.

Celine Stocker

"Teching for the Drama
Centre in Year 10.
Year 10 camp, Year 11
Dance."

Emma Sturgeon

"Doing non-TEE."

Briony Swire-Thompson

Kelly Summers

"Seeing the smiles of my
friends every day, and
wearing the same clothes
for the past twelve years."

Kelley Sloan

"PLC is a memory.

Catherine Swann

"Screaming the first time
I saw the beret."

"Accidentally melting/
blowing up the test tube
heating HCI with Danyel in
Year 11."

Chanelle Taoi

Wiphawee Tantanavivat

"Stewart I
The best House ever!"

"Fi and I an ski trip going
dawn black runs (stacking
it) and joy Austrian
instructors. Also, Mr
Vickers and his dry sense
of humour."

Chrystal Teh

Filia Tjakradinata
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Katherine Thom

Kate Thompson

"Year 8, 9 and 10 camps
and the Year 11 dance."

"The crimped hair phase!"

"Making friends with
many people from
different cultures and
backgrounds."

leavers

memories
Sonia Waddell

Kathryn Trahar
Zoe Von Straalen

"Year 10 camp, Year 12
Boll and Pipe Bond,"

Alex Walker
Ainslie Walker

"The time lauren hod
something in her teeth
and I did not tell her .."

"Noticing Mr Monger's fly
down in rowing and the
news spreoding down the
boot."

Jessica Williams

Lora Wilmot

"late nights in the Drama
Centre, early mornings on
the river, Year 9 camp
and of course the Boll."

"Music tours, comp and
Jacqui thinking I actually
gove my clothes nomes."

"Mitchell's reolly pretty
coloured undies, as she
went foce-first over the
choir onto the concrete."

Julio Watsford

"The day before the Boll,
running around,
screaming, slopping each
other and giggling like
three year olds."

Morino Windsor

"lost day before summer
holidoys, every year."

Emily Wolfenden
Ginny Wiszneauckas

"Yoghurt day, hotdogs
and spearmint milk from
Junior School canteen and
best of all quarter cups of
cordiol for 5 cents."

"My first doy of school,
my 'Aussie' motes,
Year 10 camp, ond being
o PlC Girl."

~
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Bryony Worrall

"Setting fire to the table
on Year 10 camp."

_

-~.

Wai Ka Wong

"Friends."

Gabby Young

Danyel Zalsman

"Yeor 12 Boll, home time
and the lost TEE exom"

"Horse riding and the
food on Year 11 camp."

Yao Yao Zhong

"Friends."
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Summers
Ms N Lange

B.A. (Ed. Sec.)

Physical Education Junior School
Ms J Hammond BA(Hons)Grad.Cert.Ed.
Primary Junior School
Mrs D Mason Dip.Ed.

(Primary)' B.Ed.

Library Resources
Mr G Green B.Ed.
Library Resources Junior School
Mrs D Graber B.Ed. (Primary)

Home Ecanamics
Mrs L Dymond B.A., B.Ed. (Hans)
Ms J Frame Dip. Home.Ee., Teach. Cert.
Mrs C Robinson Fashion & Design Dip., TC
Junior School
Mrs M Beer Dip. Teach.
Mrs V Big g s B.Ed., Dip. Teaching., Grad.
Cert. Special Needs

Miss K Blaikie B.Ed., ECE., BA.(Ed.), (lerm One).
Ms E Clark B.Ed., ECE. Dip. Bus (Semester lWo)
Mrs J-C Hopkins B.A., PG.CE.,
T.E.F.L. (Semester One)

Miss J Gillbard BA (Ed) ECE
Mrs D Graber B.Ed (Primary)
Ms J Grant B.A., Grad. Dip Bus, Grad.

Dip

Ed. ECE

Mrs B Heath B.Ed., Cert.Ed
Ms D Holmes Dip.Teach.
Mrs S Jackson Cert. Ed., B.Ed., n.fL CO.G.E.
Mrs D Mason Dip.Ed., (Primary), B.Ed.
Mrs A Sofield B.A. (Ed), B. Ed.
Mrs H Stephens B. Ed., B.A.
Miss S Thorpe B.Ed (Han)
Mrs A Viney B.Ed., Dip.Teach.,
Grad.Dip. (Sci.Ed.)

LEC
Ms J Hill in

B. Ed., M. Ed, PT.D, MACE.

BA, GradDip.Ed., Grad. Dip.

Mrs J Maclean Dip.Phys Ed.,
Dip.Prim.Ed. (leave Term 4)
ACADEMIC STAFF

Dip. Linguistics

English/Beliefs and Values
Ms P Jane B.A., Dip.Ed., L·.T.CL.

TESOL

B.Ed.

Cert. Ed., B.Ed., T.E.fL

LOTE Junior School
Mrs N Lewis B.A.,

(Prelim.)

Ms N Lange B.Ed.
Mr R Leach B.A., Dip Ed., M.Phil
Miss D Netolicky BA, MA (Prelim)., Dip Ed.
Ms J Rankin BA (UWA), MA (Cornell),

Mrs J Wilmot

Stewart
Miss T Jefferies

C.O.G.E (Semester Two).

Director of Information Systems
Mr Stuart Evans
Counsellors
Mrs J Wise

Music
Ms T Saunders

T.E.F.L. (Semester One).

Head of Senior School
Ms R Cody B.Ed (Hans)
Director of Boarding
Mrs L Robinson Dip.Teach.,

(Hans)

Early Learning Junior School
Mrs J-C Hopkins B.A., P.G.CE.,

M.Ed.Man.

English
Mrs L Bynon B.A. Dip. Ed.
Ms C Edgar BA, GradDip., Sec. Ed., M.Ed

Mathematics Middle School
Miss K Timms B.A, Dip.Ed.

Art
Ms S Chescoe

MACE.

Ms R Cody B.Ed. (Hans)
Ms P Herman B.Ed

House Arts
Mrs H Heptinstall

Deputy Principal - Learning and Teaching
Mr K Anderson B.Sc. (Hans),

Head of Junior School
Mrs J Wilmot B.Ed.,

B.A. (Drama Studies).,

GradDip.Ed.

Mathematics Senior School
Mrs R Sounders B.Sc., Dip.Ed

Technology & Enterprise
Mrs L Dymond B.A., B.Ed.

Business Services Manager
Mr B Niven

Drama
Ms K Bell

(Ed). B. Ed.

Vocational Education & Further Studies
Ms J Hetherington B.A. (Hans)., Dip. Ed.
Ms N Wood B.A. Dip.Teach.

T.H.C, L.S.D.A., MACE.

Grad. Dip.Sci. Ed., Dip. Ed.

Design & Technology
Mrs M Fiamengo B.A.
Mr M Hinchley B.Ed.

English Middle School
Miss D Netolicky BA., MA (Prelim.), Dip Ed.

Society & Environment Senior School
Mrs J Bishop B.A., Dip.Ed.

Secretary to the College
Mr T M Gorey

B.A., Dip.Teach.

Science Middle School
MrS Zan d e r Dip T,

Life Members
Hon J Craig AM
Mrs V Hill

Learning Enrichment Centre:
Mrs J Slattery B. Ed., Grad.

(language Studies). (Semester One).

Archivist
Mrs D Allan

AM., O.B.E., fTS.E.,
fAI.CD., M.B.B.S.

B.A., Dip.Ed., M.Phd.

Accounting
Mr M McTavish

B.Bus., GradDip.Acct.

Art
Mrs M Barcham Ass. Art Teach., B. Ed.
Ms S Chescoe B.A.(Art) Han., Dip Ed
Beliefs and Values
Mrs A Smith B.A.,

Dip.Ed.

Mrs L Robinson Dip.Teach.,
Mrs A Smith B.A., Dip.Ed.
Librory
Mr G Green B.Ed.
Ms C Miragliotta

B.App.Sci., Dip.Ed.

LOTE
Mrs S Falkner B.A. (Hans)
Ms K Gecan B.A., B.Ed.

Mrs N Lewis
Ms J Massey

M.A.

Dip.Ed.

B.A., Dip. Linguistics

B.A., Dip.Ed., Adv. Cert. of

French

Ms T Sarmidi

Grad. Dip.Ed.

staff
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2002

(cant'd.)

LOTE

Mrs C Venables

Dip.Teach., Dip. R.S.A.,

Grod.Dip.App.long.

Mr P Williams

BA(AsianSt.}

GradDip.Ed.

Mathematics

Mrs C Alvaro B.Ed.
Miss T Jefferies B.A. (Ed. See.)
Mr G Johnston Asc.App.Maths. Physics.,
Teach. Cert.

Mrs D Miller B.Sc, Dip.Ed.
Mrs A Saffen B. Sc. (Hans), Grad.
Mrs R Saunders B.Sc., Dip.Ed.
Ms K Timms B.A., Dip.Ed.

Dip. Ed.

Media

Miss B Cazzulino

B.A. Grad.Dip.Ed.

Music

Ms C Burgess Dip PArts., B. Mus
Ms A Coughlan BAEd., B.Ed.
Mrs A Gallo B.Mus.Ed. (Hans)
Mrs K Jones
Mrs A Miller
Ms M Oram B.Mus.Ed.
Ms T Saunders B.Ed., M. Music
Mr M Thomas B.Mus., Dip.Ed. Music
Mr Brian Underwood L.T.c.L., M.I.M.T.
Mrs M Williamson
Music Junior School

Society & Environment

Mrs H Frazer Dip. Teaching (Semester One.)
Ms S Nicholls B.A., Grad.Dip.Ed

Mrs J Bishop B.A., Dip.Ed.
Mrs M Coate B.A., Dip.Ed.
Ms J Ford B.A., Dip.Ed (Term Three).
Mrs C Gadsdon BA, Dip.Ed.
Mr P Massey B.A., Dip.Ed (Term Twa/

{Semester Two.

Outdoor Education

Mr P Nidd

B.App Sc., Dip.Ed.

Three).

Physical Education

Ms S Barbir B. Sc., Dip. Ed.
Miss N Dorrington B.P.Ed., Dip.Ed.
Miss G Dovey B.P.Ed., Dip.Ed.
Ms J Hammond B.A. (Hans)
Grod.Cert. Ed. (leave Term Three).

Mrs C James B.PE., Dip. Ed.
Miss K Langdon B.A., B.Ed.
Ms D Rogers Dip.Ed (Term Three).
Mrs K Whipp B.Ed., M.Ed.Man.
B.Ed.

(Secondary)

PVE

Ms J Hetherington BA (Hans)., Dip. Ed.
Mrs N Wood B.A. Dip.Teach.
Science

Ms J Brandenburg Bse., Grad. Dip. Ed.
Miss P Doney B.App.Sc., GrodDip.Ed.
Mrs K Edwards B.P.E., Dip.Ed.,
M.Ed.Man.

Ms D Haughton B.Sc (Hans). Dip. Ed.
Mrs H Heptinstall B. Se. (Hans). Dip.
Ed., Dip. Library Studies

Miss SKim

B.Sci.,(Hans).,

Grad.Dip.Ed.

Mrs C Pidgeon B. Sc., M. Sc., Dip. Ed.
Dr R Skinner B.Se., M.Sc., PhD., c.F.P.S.
(Combs)

Mr S Zander
MACEA

Semester Two).

Mrs P O'Hara B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mr R Vickers B.A.(Hans).Grad.Dip.Ed.
Mrs M Warburton BA,B.Ed.,
Cert.FI.Far.lang.(Fr}

Technology Support

Mrs T Dick
Year Seven

Physical Education/Dance

Miss K Charles-Twight

Mrs R McWaters B.A., Dip.Ed.
Mrs A Moon B.A., Dip.Ed. (leave

Dip T., B.Ed., M.Ed.,

Mrs J Brennan B.A. (Primary)
Mrs K Cresswell B.A. (Education)
Mr P O'Brien B.Ed. (Primary)
Ms S Vaugan B.A., Grad.Dip.Ed.
BOARDING HOUSE
Ms M Dale
Ms C Marshall
Miss R Pyrc
Ms J Randell
Mrs L Robinson Dip. Teach.
Ms K Rowlands
Ms W Warlik

M.A.

SUPPORT STAFF
Mrs J Astle Ass. Dip. Sci.(lib.Tech.)
Ms T Baker
Miss N Biggs
Mrs B Bishop
Ms K Brennan Tch. Ass. Cert.
Mr T Bush
Ms H Dimmock
Mr G Dwight
Mr A Earnshaw
Mrs J Frost Dip.App.Sc
Mrs M Giglia
Mrs N. Glatz
Ms S Graham B.App.Se.
Mrs J Green
Mrs K Harrison
Mrs N Henzen
Mr G Hermans
Mr C Holloway
Mr D Hounslow
Miss P Hughes B.Se.
Miss L Kennedy Dip. Tch. Ass
Miss A Langley
Mrs 0 Lee
Ms T A Lennox
Miss K Loughnan
Mrs L Major
Mrs G Martin B.A., Grad Dip I.l.S
Mrs L Matthews
Mr R McGuirk
Mrs J Millar
Mrs J Moullin Registered Nurse
Mrs V Myers
Mrs MOlden
Mrs M Osborn T. Ass. Cert.
Mrs L Payne Registered Nurse

Mr S Percival
Miss E Piesse
Mrs L Pinto
Mr D Radin
Ms S Read
Mrs S Richards Dip. T.E.CE.
Mrs GRidley
Miss B Seaby
Mrs M Seubert
Mrs W Stower
Ms L Taylor
Ms N Terpsis
Miss A Willers Dip. Tch. Ass
Ms Y Williams
Mrs C Wills
Mrs T Wi/son
Mrs H Woodings
Ms A Yardley
VISITING MUSIC SPECIALISTS
Ms J Brown B. Mus.
Mrs M Blok B. Mus Ed
Ms S Borich B.Mus
Mr R Braham B.Mus., A.Mus.A.
Mr A Bridge
Ms C Burgess Dip.P Arts., B.Mus.
Ms E Clarke B.Mus Ed.
Mrs M Gadsdon A.Mus.A.
Miss S Hogan B. Mus.
Mrs E Morse A.MusA, Suzuki Accred.
Miss A-M Partington B.Sc (Hans) Psych.
Mr M Shanahan B.Mus
Mrs G Sumich B. Mus., A.Mus.A
Ms J Teh B. Mus Ed.
Ms J Tingley B.Mus.

epilogue

trallslatiolls

As if light could be translated
or tempests caught on film.
were the thing itself
as if the sounds of preludes & rhapsodies
could be talked about
the desert winds captured
so what you will become
is as elusive & wondrous
ROLAND LEACH
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Inset:

Louisa Kennard, Celia Bolden, Tamika Harris, Kathryn Trahar, Katherine Merrison,
Aimee Leroy
Charlotte Holmes a Court, Amy Gillon, Xian-Li Davies, Kelly Summers, Jessica Alexander,
Gabrielle Young.
Jamille Payne, Katy-Faye Hammond, Avisha Gooneratne, Yolande Chee, Amelia Gerrard, Danyel
Zalsman, Sophia Chapman
Mrs T. Ebert

Danyel Zalsman, Zoe Van Straalen, Gabrielle Young, Celia Bolden,
Kelly Summers, Amelia Gerrard
Aimee Leroy, Katherine Merrison, Jamille Payne, Xian-Li Davies,
Yolande Chee
Jessica Alexander, Kathryn Trahar, Amy Gillon, Sophia Chapman
Tamika Harris

